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Do you have an interesting or funny story to 
tell? Have you written an informative article that 
would appeal to your fellow alumni? The Alum-
nus staff is looking for alumni-written articles for 
future issues. If you have a short article that you'd 
like to see in print, send it to us. Our editorial staff 
will review all submissions and choose the ones of 
greatest interest for publication. Please send ap-
propriate photographs or illustrations if possible. 
All submissions will become property of the MSM 
Alumnus unless you specifically request that we 
return them to you and enclose a stamped, self-
addressed envelope for their return. Send aJi 
submissions to MSM Alumnus Magazine, Alumni 
Authors, Castleman Hall , UMR, Rolla, MO 65401. 





The Alumni Book Collection continues [0 
grow! Thanks go to a\1 of you who have already 
contributed books and articles . If you've pub-
lished a book and would like it displayed in tile 
MSM-UMR Alumni Association Alumni Book 
Collection, we' d love Lo have a copy. We have a 
beautiful new display case and bookcase in tile 
Alumni Lounge, and we're looking for important 
alumni-related items to place in them. 
If you'd like to be part of the collection, send 
your book LO Lindsay 8agna\1, Alumni Office, 
Castleman Ha\1 , UMR, Ro\1a, MO 6540 l. 
Please remember to 
recycle. 
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Dear friends: 
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this booklet along to them. Thank you! 
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ectations 
W haue§ reaiiy happening with the 
engineering program? 
1,400 (Number of students surveys showed indi cated 3n interest in the program.) 
Perception 
RealJity so (Numl-x: r of students cnrolkd in pre-c ngi n~cri ng courses this st.' lllcstc r.) 
10 ( umlx r of stu dents prepared for juni or-kvd course work.) 
t r1 = 10 students I 
by Andrew Careaga 
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l ess than a yeac afte," UMR and the 
University of Missouri-St. Loui began ajoint 
undergraduate engineering program in St. 
Louis, the venture is in dangc;r of collapsing 
because of low enrollment. 
The UMR-UMSL Cooperative Engineer-
ing Program , as it i known, has been on un-
steady ground from the beginning. For years, 
UMSL and several St. Loui busines leaders 
promoted the idea, pointing to studies that 
predicted a plethora of interested students as 
evidence of the need for a program. But the 
initial enrollment shattered any illusions that 
qualified students were lining up to be admitted 
to the program . Seven tudents were enrolled 
when the program began in January 1992, and 
18 students are taking cla ses this fall. 
More often than not, UMR ha taken the 
blame for the program 's low stal1. But UMR 
official believe the program was "over old" to 
the St. Louis community. 
"Basically, the rea on we are being criti-
cized i that there were unrealizable and unrea-
sonable expectations for the program," say 
MR Chancellor John T. Park. "But enroll-








































































you consider the size of the pool of applicants." 
In December. UM System President George 
Russell will present the UM System Board of 
Curators with a plan for continuing under-
graduate engineeling in St. Lou is. Russell seems 
celtain that St. Louis and UMSL need some 
form of public undergraduate engineering pro-
gram, but he is also concerned about containing 
the costs of a program that attracts so few 
students. 
In an Oct. 5 meeting with UMR faculty. 
Russell hinted that he may prefer an alTange-
ment between UMSL and St. Louis' Washing-
ton University to a program between the Rolla 
and St. Louis campuse . An UMSL-Washing-
ton University arrangement makes sense from 
a financial standpoint. especially during these 
economically tight times. "To properly equip 
one laboratory, and we will need several. will 
require an investment of hundreds of thousands 
of dollars, perhaps as much as $2 million or 
more," Russell told the Board of Curators in 
October. Under a deal with Washington Uni-
versity, lab space could be leased for a fraction 
of that cost. 
But Park is concerned that if the curators 
choose to work with Washington University, 
"people will decide that the decision was made 
because we were uncooperative, and they might 
not recognize the underlying problems of the 
program, such as a lack of qualified students." 
Dubious premise. 
The Cooperative Engineering Program was 
formed on a dubious premise: that enough 
"non-traditional" students - minorities, 
women and older, often place-bound students 
- from the St. Louis area were ready to enter 
an undergraduate engineeling program. But 
the program's first annual report, prepared by 
Dr. Walter J. Gajda, the program 's inteJim 
director during its first semester, noted that 
only about 10 percent of the program's 125 
applicants are minorities and only 11 percent 
are women. 
"The chancellor (Blanche M . Touhill, 
UMSL's chancellor) took as an article of faith 
that there would be more students in this pool 
enroll' from underrepresented groups ... and they just 
haven't turned up yet," says Gajda. "We just 
said, 'Here is the program. ' and we were shocked 
because peop le didn ' t come out of the wood-
work." 
Supporte rs of the program point to a 1'988 
study by Development Strategies Inc .. a St. 
Louisconsulting firm. which showed that 1.400 
people in the St. Lou is area were inte rested in 
studying engineering through such a part-time 
program . Based on that data. C. Peter Magrath, 
the UM System pres ident at that time, directed 
UMSL to work with UMR in a jo int effort to 
offer underg raduate degrees in electrical and 
mechanica l engineering for non-traditi onal stu-
dents in the St. Loui s area. 
After months of di scussion between UMR 
and UMSL officials - and among mem bers of 
the Missouri Legislature - UMSL C hancell or 
Blanche M. Touhill and former UMR Chancel-
lor Martin C. Ji schke agreed on a program to be 
"focused on the needs of non-traditional stu-
dents in the St. Louis region," acco rding to a 
Nov. 27, 1990, memorandum the chance ll ors 
sent to Magrath. The program was to offe r 
junior- and seni or-leve l course for students 
who had comp leted a pre-engineering curricu-
lum. 
Ji schke leftUMR in the spring of 1991 
to become president of Iowa State Uni-
versity. Park took overas interim chan-
cellor, then was named chancellor in 
March 1992. 
In July 199 1, the Missouri Legisla-
ture earmarked $450,000 to begin the 
program. 
Soon after that, Magrath resigned his 
UM post to take a position with the ational 
Association of Land Grant Universities and 
Colleges. George Russe ll was named inte rim 
president, then president, of the UM System. 
Meanwhile, implementation of the UMR-
UMSL program was put on hold while UM 
System officials awaited the fate of Proposition 
B, a tax proposal to SUppOlt ed ucati on that was 
on the November 199 1 ballot. Proposition B 
failed, and shortly after that Russell directed 
Park and Touhill to begi n a program in January. 
Seven students enrollee! for the first semes-
te r of classes. 
661L'he JDuUlmbeJrs weJre 
aimost ]pnreciselr what 
those of us in 
en gin,eeJrin g w hi() 
undeJrstoi()d the pJrobiem 
said was going to 
happen 0 f\nd in a 
ceJrtan.n sense t we aJre 
being cJriticizedl fOJr 
being accuJra te in oUJr 
d o 0 n pJre n.ctn.onso 
cr.Mi." lRolla C'hanceHor 
John ~[ Park 
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While the undergraduate engineering 
prograrri in St. Louis is off to a slow st.art, 
graduate engineering programs there have 
been going strong for nearly three de-
cades. 
The UMR Engineering Education 
. Center, located on the UMSL campus, 
offers graduate degrees in computer sci-
ence, geology and 11 engineering disci-
plines. The program is a bargain to Mis-
souri taxpayers because student fees cover 
all costs. 
Last fall, 498 students were enrolled 
in courses at the center. This fall, enroll-
ment is down to 395. The drop, according 
to James H. Hahn, interim director of 
UMR's graduate and undergraduate pro-
grams at UMSL, is due to economic fac-
tors . 
The EEC began in 1964 with 84 stu-
dents. Enrollment burgeoned during the 
post-Sputnik demand for engineering tal-
ents and peaked at 972 in 1968. By the 
mid-1970s, enrollment had leveled off to 
between 340 and 375. Enrollment eli mbed 
steadily in the 1980s as major St. Louis 
employers like McDonnell Douglas and 
Emerson Electric used the program for 
their employees. 
Why has the graduate program been 
so successful? 
Because it draws from a pool ofquali -
fied applicants which the undergraduate 
program does notenjoy, UMR Chancellor 
John T. Park says. "It is a program for 
which the clientele already exists," he 
says. 
This fall, UMR undertook another 
graduate engineering programin St. Louis. 
This one offers master's-level courses in 
engineering management for engineers at 
the U.S. Army's Aviation and Troop Com-
mand installation in St. Louis. Sixty 
A VCOM engineers are enrolled this fall, 
and 90 will be enrolled in January, accord-
ing to Dr. Bill Omurtag, chairman of 
UMR's engineering management depart-
ment. A total of 140 people applied for the 
first semester, Omurtag says, and only 15 
weren ' t qualified. 
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"There had been surveys that showed there 
were 1,400 interested people (for the St. Louis 
engineering project), but nO one evaluated 
whether those individuals were ready to enter 
into .. . a program at the junior level," says Park. 
"They (the students) have to have calculus, 
they have to have physics, they have to have 
statics and chemistry before they can enter into 
the upper two years of the undergraduate pro-
gram," Park says. "Basically, they have to 
complete a model transfer program." 
About 50 undergraduates enrolled in pre-
engineering courses at UMSL this semester, 
but last January "there were 10 students or so 
who were prepared" for junior-level 
coursework, Park says. 
"The numbers were almost precisely what 
those of us in engineering who understood the 
problem said was going to happen. And in a 
certain sense, we are being criticized for being 
accurate in our predictions." He adds that "no 
qualified students were kept out of the pro-
gram." 
"Major foot-dragging." 
Neveltheless, UMR has been accused of 
trying to keep the numbers low. In an Aug. 23 
St. Louis Post-Dispatch atticle, two St. Louis 
area legislators-Sen. Wayne Goode, D-
Normandy, and Rep. Neil Molloy, D-Pasadena 
Park-blamed UMR for the program's slow 
start. Molloy said UMR had "deliberately set 
out to delay or not promote the program," while 
Goode accused Rolla of "major foot-dragging 
and nitpicking." 
Mostofthecomplaints are about peripheral 
issues - such as repOiting relationships and 
meeting schedules - that could not have caused 
the first semester's low enrollment. The real 
hindrances to the fledgling program, Gajda and 
Park say, are its lack of accreditation and the 
lack of qualified applicants for the program. 
Because the program is not accredited , it is 
less attracti ve to qualified students than accred-
ited programs. Moreover, developing a promo-
tional strategy for the program has proved 
difficult because guidelines from the Accredi-
tation Board for Engineering and Technology 
specify that institutions offering non-accred-
ited programs at the same level as accredited 
engineering programs "must, in the descrip-
tions of the programs that are made available to 
the public, state that the non-accredited pro-
gram is not accredited by the Engineering Ac-
creditation Commission of ABET." 
While the problems may have hindered 
enrollment, they "had no impact on the quality 
of the education offered to the students," Park 
notes. The question now is whether these stu-
dents will be able to continue their education in 
what Gajda calls "a Rolla quality program." 
A perilous road. 
The slow staIt prompted Russell to ques-
tion the need for the program dming the Board 
of Curators meeting in July. "It is not clear to 
me that plans for the presently proposed pro-
gram have been based on a caI'eful, objective 
assessment of need," Russell said. He called 
for further analysis of the issue, saying, "Engi-
neering education is expensive, the road to 
accreditation is long and perilous, and I have no 
intention of statting down that road for any-
thing other than the best of reasons." 
By September, however, Russell had de-
cided there was no value in further studying the 
issue, and so began to look at ways to reduce the 
program's cost. He is considering two options: 
-A UMR proposal to modify the existing 
program to make it more of a traditional effort 
modeled after a program between the UM 
campuses in Columbia and Kansas City. That 
program, based in Kansas City but adminis-
tered by Columbia, graduates about 100 engi-
neers each year. 
- A scaled-down program that would use 
W ashi ngton University's laboratolies, class-
rooms and faculty to meet the needs of the 
small number of non-traditional students cur-
rently enrolled to enter an upper-level engi-
neering program. That plan would leave UMR 
out of the picture - at least for now. 
However the curators decide to handle en-
gineering in St. Louis. the notion of offeling a 
program solely for non-traditional students is 
likely to fall by the wayside. Which would 
prove what many UMR officials have said all 










































































fly, except as part of a full-time undergraduate 
engineering program. 
Any program in St. Louis faces an uphill 
climb because it will take some time to build a 
pool of qualified students. But Park is con-
vinced that a UMR-UMSL program will work. 
"It will succeed by just continuing what we 
are doing," he says. "It will build, butit is going 
to build slowly." 
Compounding the situation is an ailing 
economy. "This is not a good time for engi-
neers, period," says Gajda. "The economy is 
weighing upon all programs nationally, and 
certainly it is on this program. 
"Missouri is exporting engineers righ t now," 
he says. "I have two graduates of this depatt-
ment (electrical engineering) ... who would love 
jobs as engineers in St. Louis. One of them is 
selling retail electronics. The other guy is work-
ing as a technician in Bowling Green, Mo . 
When I saw him a week ago in Kirkwood, he 
was buying envelopes to send another round of 
resumes. There is no shortage of engineers." 
While Gajda cites the economy as a reason 
for questioning the need for a program in St. 
Louis, others maintain that UMR should defi-
nitely be involved in any effort to offer engi-
neering in that city. 
"I think whatever program evolves, it must 
be under the wing of a full-fledged and re-
nowned engineering institution like UMR," 
Cost per student credit hour 
courses within the electrical 
engineering department at the 
University of Missouri-Rolla: 
$227 





says Bob Wolf, '5 1 BS ME, '52 MS ME, a 
metallurgical engineering professor at UMR 
and the MSM-UMR Alumni Association's new 
president. Bob Patterson, '54 CE, the 
association's president from 1990 to 1992, 
agrees. "I don't think the University of Mis-
souri should be aligned with any private insti-
tution," he says. 
One strong supporter of UMR's involve-
ment in the program is state Sen. Mike Lybyer, 
D-Huggins, whose district includes Rolla. "I 
agree with the original decision that the engi-
neering program should remain in the Univer-
sity of Missouri system," Lybyer said in a 
recent public statement. Adding that "we must 
look within our higher education system to 
avoid duplication wherever possible," he notes 
that the CUITent arrangement "avoids duplica-
tion and makes best use of the superior expeli-
ence and teaching capabilities that exist on the 
Rolla campus." 
Another proponent is state Rep. Chris 
Kelly, D-Colum bia, who chairs the House 
Budget Committee. "I don't think 
there's anything the matter with a 
Rolla-UMSL paltnership," Kelly 
said during a visit to UMR in Octo-
ber. He added: ''I'm not willing to 
teat· down Columbia and Rolla to build 
up UMKC and UMSL, even though 
there's an undeniable need" for engineer-
ing programs in those metropolitan areas. 
Even Goode, the state senator whose 
district includes UMSL, opposes any program 
that wouldn't operate within the UM System. 
"My preference has always been to do it within 
the university system," he says. "When (former 
UMSL) Chancellor (Marguerite Ross) Bat'nett 
was here, she promoted a program with Wash-
ington University, andI was the one who stepped 
in early on and at'gued to keep it in the Univer-
sity of Missouri System." 
The fate of the program is now in the hat1ds 
of Russell and the UM System Board of Cura-
tors. The members of that body face the diffi-
cult task of weighing the needs of St. Louis' 
non-traditional students and the aspirati ons of 
the St. Louis establishment against budgetary 
considerations at a time when the university is 
cutting programs .• 
66Engineering education 
i§ expen§i ve, 1the road 1to 
accredi 1ta 1tion i§ lion g 
and perHou§, and K have 
no in1ten1tion of §1tar1ting 
down 1tha 1t road for 
any1thing o1ther 1than 1the 
1be§1t of rea§on§. 99 
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Rolla. 
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Tlie Alumni Association asked MSM grads to 
write aboll1tlieir experiences in World War II. What we 
received reminded liS oftli e impact ofWWII on tlie Lives 
of our aillmni. 
William Rea, class of' 39, remi,uls us oft lie close 
and specia/friendsliips lie liad liere. He tells us simply 
and IIl1 se/fislily of someone lie remembers, and ofwliom 
lie wams liS to remember, too. 
Thi s is not my story. It. is UIC story ofLL George 
A. Whitcman , AiJ Corps, ki lled in action on Dec. 7, 
194 1, in Ule BatLie of Pearl Harbor. It is tile shortest war 
story [ know. The sad part is not 0 much tilat he was 
Id ll ed in act.ion, but tilat no one at. MSM -UMR seems to 
know about L1li s sacrifl cc of a Mincr from my class. 
Lt. George A. Whi teman was tile ftrst ainnan 
ki lled in combat in WWII. In the midst of the attack on 
* * * by William Rea, '39 * * * 
* * 
Hawai i, George and a fell ow lieutenant prepared two 
fighters for combat and were going up LO go against tbe 
hundred-to-one odds in the sky . George wa in a P-36 
and was sbot down during takeoff. He died in the crasb. 
The story ofLt. George A. Whiteman, MSM, 
starts in late August of 1935 when 205 fre bmen arrived 
at MSM to be tile class of 1939. That evening in 
Jackling Gym we bad a big get-togetller and met aU of 
OUf fellow classmates. They asked questions sucb as 
who bad tbe longes t name, the S]lortest name, who was 
tile o ldest, e tc. Some chap was 26 years o ld. Who was 
tile youngest? Little George Whiteman at 16 years. That 
was when I met George, the baby of the class. From 
ulen on he wa ' known as "LitLle George." He was a 
skinny littie Idd. 
Litlle George was from Sedalia, Mo. He was lie 
oldes t of 10 children. He had lie same problems most 
of us had in tile depths of tbe Great Depression: a short-
age of mone tary funds. He was able to get tllfough his 
fres hman and sophomore years, 1935 to 1937, lien he 
laid out fo r a year and came back in 1938. In 1939, lie 
Anny Air Corp lowered the requirements for Flying 
Cadets from four years of college to two years, and 
LitLie George joined up. 
LitLie George Whiteman had lie same problem 
Dr. Jackling had- no funds. Dr. Jackling wa fortunate 
enough to rerum from tile mines of Ulall and go to 
school in style while he fini shed his degree. George was 
less fortunate. I am sure he would have fini shed up if he 
had survived L1le war. 
Our country honored Lt. George Whit.eman by 
naming an Air Force base in his honor- Whiteman 
AFB at Knob Noster, Mo. A portrait o f tile young of-
tlcer hangs in tile entry way of the Officer' Mess. 
II( th,e- If(f'rLft 01 th,e- attac£ (JI( lIaU/aif; (je-ot<-!e- Mela le-ll'oU/ t;e-ate-I(Mt /t<-e-/aJ<-e-eI tu/O lifh,te-t<-s> lot<-
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;tfe IV' U/otJ'?-------------
Jack Burst graduatedjrom MSM in 1943 with a 
bachelor's degree in ceramic engineering and, in 1947, 
earned his master's degree, also in ceramic engineer-
ing. He later received his doctorate in geology from 
UMC 
tlle jeep into the central castle compound 
and under an overhang for camouflage. As I 
think about it now, probably every eye in the 
town below was watcbing, but, at that stage 
of lie game, most of the civilian population 
was beyond caring. 
We found a concealed passageway 
bebind a closet in the castle office leading 
between two of the rooms. There was just 
enougb space in tlle passageway for one 
person to sleep. 
In the fall of 1940, Jack Burst joined the Army 
R.O.T.e with approximately 200 other MSMjreshmen. 
Unbeknownst to them, they had just taken (hejirs( step 
(oward active military service. Engineer officers were 
in more demand than draftees and in (he spring of 1942 
these cadets were "requested" to forego summer vaca-
tions in order to graduate as soon as possible. By the 
summer of 1943, the MSM campus had essentially 
become a military post, complete with training courses, 
mess hall and barracks. On July 29, 1943, Jack and 17 
other MSM grads were immediately assigned active 
duty. 
1st Lt. lack Burst (front) and PFC Horace Woodring 
(in driver's seat of jeep). 
I said, "Woody, here's your new 
borne." And for me? Well, there was this 
giant roll-top desk. I crawled,in and told 
Woody to roll down tlle top and call me in 
lie morning. Fortunately, the night pa%ed 
uneventfully and when Woody rolled up tlle 
I rust met Woody, PFC Horace C. Woodring, in 
Camp Pickett, Va., sometime in August 1944. He was 
to be my jeep driver and constant companion for the 
next year. Woody was a happy-go-lucky GI from Chi-
cago; quiet, efficient and completely dedicated to his 
job of getting me safely from point to point. 
As a newly minted second lieutenant from Ft. 
Belvoir, I was assigned as a platoon leader in the 264t11 
engineer combat battalion. We were preparing for de-
ployment to the European combat zone. 
After unit training and the North Carolina maneu-
vers under the critical eye of Col. Frank Forney, the 
officer after wbom the Fort Leonard Wood Airfield is 
named, we were off to the big sbow. 
We spent a relatively comfortable few weeks in 
England creeping down fog bound roads under blackout 
conditions and were spared from the dangers of the 
Normandy campaign by our older brothers from previ-
ous MSM classes who carried the invasion ball. 
Germany was a different story. We were asSigned 
to General George Patton's Tbird Army. No doubt 
you've seen it all in the movies. But, there were a few 
humorous and memorable times that were not 
documented ... until now. 
We pulled into a staging area the night before the 
Rhine crossing with an M-3 floating bridge that we bad 
just taken out of the Moselle River and were surprised 
to find the receiving officer was Lt. Wesley Dolginoff, 
MSM '43. For us, the war stopped for a few minutes. 
Woody took a cat nap and Wes and I reviewed world 
events as they had transpired since our last meeting in 
Belvoir, months before. Me ' n Woody met other Min-
ers, sucb as Roy Werner, MSM '43, in Paris and AI 
Keevil, MSM '43, in Hertzogenaugrach. 
One evening at dusk, Woody and I were traveling 
alone down a road in one of these black, black German 
Forests. We were miles bebind German lines because 
that's bow Patton's troops operated. 
BANG' We had a flat tire. 
Did you ever see two frantic GIs change a tire in 
30 seconds? Woody hit the jack and I dismounted the 
spare-and we were outta there. Pit crews at the India-
napolis 500 would have been proud of us. 
Perhaps our most bumorous escapade bappened 
as the war was drawing to a close. We were several 
miles into German territory scouting bridge sites wben 
night fell and we were too tired to try a run througb the 
forests to "borne." We wheeled into a castle. Castles 
were mostly abandoned at that time. This one sported a 
brewery in the cellar and, as I recall, the product was 
most creditable. 
Woody and I ended up in the office of the castle 
lOOking for a place to spend the night. We bad pulled 
~ «Iet<'e, s>eu-e,t<-al If( ;Ie.s> fir to f/e,t<if(aIf te,t<-t<-itot<-#, s>eoa, ti1f iN'r!je, S>fte.s> «I ItU( I( (fltt 1e,llalfd «Ie, «Ie,t<-e, 
too tit<-e,d to tt<-#' a t<-tJ.I( tltl"OtJ.!1t tlte, IOt<-e.s>t.s> to I~O/f(e,. II ~ «Ilte,e,lidflrtO a eas>tli. (}as>tle.s> «Ie,t<-e, 
/f(os>tt} aialfdol(d at tltat tiMe" Tittf:r (JI(e, .5jJ0t<-te,d a it<-e,«Ie,t<-#, fir tlte, ee,llaI" aIf" as> It<-e,eal" tlte, 
I I"Oda.et «las> If(os>t et<-e,dttaili, 
desk top in the morning I rolled out as stiff 
as a frozen fisb. After he straigb tened out my arms and 
legs and stood me on my feet, me ' n Woody beaded 
west. 
We traveled over 15,000 miles together and then 
it came to an end wben I was ordered to begin the long 
trek to Japan. A trek that never took place tllanks to 
Hiroshima. Nevertlleless, I left Woody and he went on 
to perbaps greater things at Third Army Headquarters. 
News Release: Heidelberg, Germany, Dec. 21, 
1945. 
General George S. Palton died today as a result 
of injuries suffered in an auto accident on Dec. 9. His 
driver, PFC Horace C Woodring, was uninjured. 
Yepl Tbat's my boy, Woody. 
Now, when old soldiers reminisce, the talk even-
tually gets around to Patton and tlle question is always 
asked, "How could someone wbo was a fearless, almost 
foolllardy combat soldier, courting deatll in tllfee wars, 
be struck down in a minor car accident?" 
Tbe answer is always tlle same ... perbaps it was 
his time. My answer is, perhaps it was Woody's 
passenger's time. I'm glad I was outta tllere. 
* * * by Jack Burst, '43, '47 * * * 
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Daniel P. Rice graduated from MSM in 1949 with 
a bachelor's degree in electrical engineering. As a 
YOllth he had developed a strong interest in airplanes 
and wanted to join the Air Force even before the United 
States was at war. Once the lVar began he chose to 
volunteer as an aviation cadet in order to avoid being 
drafted. He began tra ining to become an Air Force 
pilot July 19, 1942. 
'"Landing gear up." 
These words spoken to our co-pilot signaled that 
we were airbome and on our way. 
The tJ1foaty song of tJle four Pra tt and WhiUley R-
1830 radial engines was familiar music to our ears, but 
ulis time a new no Ie had been added-not in Ule making 
of music, but in tJle hearing of it. 
On Ibis moming of Ule 28 ul day of August 1943, 
we felt an added measure of excitement as we climbed 
on course out of tJle Herington, Kan ., traffic pattem-all 
exhilaration bom of achievement; of the knowledge that 
we had tumed a comer and Ulat in our very departure 
we had, in a sense, "arrived." We were no longer war-
riors-in-training. We had been pronoullced ready to 
actively join Ule fight. 
As Herington s lid away behind us, so too did ule 
two monulS of intensive training at Biggs F ield, near EI 
Paso, which had molded us into an effective operational 
unit. Even furuler in Ule swifu y receding past was ulat 
day in early June at Clovis, N.M., where we had fust 
been assembled as a crew. 
Every member of ule crew was a specialisl, 
ulOugh most al so had been given training to allow ulem 
to act as a back-up for some oUler crew position. Our 
co-pilot, Fred Kapche, was my back-up. He suffered tJle 
disadvantage of having been tJlrown into tJle breach laIC 
in our crew training at EI Paso . Such was the urgent 
rush to build bomber crews Ula t about mid-July, our co-
pilot of six weeks, ArUlur Hiall, had been pulled away 
from us to be checked out a first pilot alld gi ven a crew 
of his own; much as I had been pulled away from a B-
17 crew in training at Blythe, Cal if. Fred, a June gradu-
a te of single engine advanced tra ining school, was 
forced to pick up hi s crew skills tJ1fough what all10unted 
to a crash course of on-ule-job training. 
All Ule crew members had indi viduall y and col-
lectively survived tJle ri gors of val'ious Irai ning sched-
ules, had been molded 10getJler inlo a unit alld slamped 
approved . Not tha t we had achi eved such a high degree 
of proficiency-far from it. In spile of a ll Ule inlensity 
of our training activitie , we could have proliled from 
still more. But tJlis was war, and its time conSlrainlS 
would not permit Ule luxury of more praclice. We were, 
in a very real sense, being Ulrown into Ule breach our-
se lves. 
But now we were leaving a ll ule training behind 
us in our own brand new camouflage pink B-24D, seria l 
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number 42-72843, the "Strawberry Bitch." Ours, at least 
until we delivered it to some, as yet unknown, fmal 
destination. Had we been able to foretell the future, our 
feelings on tilat August moming might have been far 
more complex . Little did we know, nor even drerun, that 
out of Ule 18,482 Liberators which would be built, we 
were on our way to war in ule very one which would 
eventually be selected for preservation and display at 
Ule Air Force Museum at Wright-Patterson Air Force 
Base near Dayton, Ohio. 
Knowing that we would be crossing Missouri, I 
was sorely tempted to lake a side trip to circle my home 
town , St. Jrunes; however, Ibat would have pulled us 
nearly 200 miles off course. I was not willing to bend 
regulations quite tilat far , so I reluctantly resisted tile 
temptation . 
As we approached Cbicago alld passed just south 
of Ihe city, I attempted to check in willl u)e airways 
control station for ally instructions they migbt have for 
us; bowever, the art of radio communications at Ule time 
still lagged far behind tile capacity of the weather to 
interfere with it, so I never did establish an intelligible 
contact. I think tlle operator could hear me and tried to 
answer, but I could not make out ally message. So we 
simply proceeded on Ule course with no Cballge. 
Some 8 hours, 15 minutes afler leaving 
Herington, we landed at ule Dow Field, near Bangor, 
Maine. We would spend llle night here and be off to-
mon'Ow for Gander, Newfoundland. 
Whatever sleps had been accomplished toward 
our final destination--combat- we still had a few steps 
to go. We had acquired tile skills of our trade alld been 
provided willl its lools in the fonll of a fully gunned 
airplane; but in ule interest of safety on tile homefront., 
alnmunition had been witilheld. The ammunition was 
issued 10 us at Dow Field, both for llle airplane's .50 
caliber armrunent, and for OUI Colt .45 caliber automatic 
sidearms. 
At Dow Field I had been given a scaled envelope -
WiUl instructions nOI to open it until after we were air-
bome. I complied, alld not until we were at altitude alld 
on course did 1 open ule envelope. It contained secret 
orders for my crew to proceed in Ibat a irplane " ... to 
Cairo, Egypt, alld report 10 ule Corrunallder, 13til Re-
placement Control Depot., 9Ul Air Force ... for furuler 
ass ignment alld duty." We were on our way. 
On our flight from Herington to Bangor, I had 
noted that our artificial horizon was not exactiy accu-
rate. It was duly reported, and tile instrwnent was re-
placed at Dow Field. You may be sure that I gave the 
replacement close attention as we crossed New 
Brnnswick and on out over tlle Gulf of St. Lawrence. It 
seemed OK alld I had to accept it at face value. 
We lallded at Gander without incident 4 hours, 55 
minutes after leaving Dow. We tayed ovemight and 
would be leaving the next evening on the hop across the 
AtlalltiC. Tllis fligbt would be a little different. We 
would have only a few minutes of fli ght time over land 
at the beginning and again at ule end-and only the 
open sea in between. We knew ule overseas routes were 
being flown regularly in mallY kinds of aircraft, but as a 
new experience, it carried a measure of anxiety wilb it. 
We took off from Gander at 8:45 p.m. local time, 
bound for Prestwick, Scotiand. It was soon dark, and 
since we had nothing but the trackles sea to look down 
on, it didn ' t matter when the clouds c losed in below. 
Above, thougb, it did. I wanted our navigator, George 
Webster, to be able to check our progress wilb celestial 
observations, but it was not to be. Whatever ChallCe 
there may have been that we could climb above the 
clouds into Ibe clear crune to naught for reasons long 
forgotten. We bad to stay below Ibem-or in 
them, it made no difference. In eiUler case, 
we were flying on instruments alone. 
Up until we reacbed the point of no 
retum-that point at wbich our fuel supply 
could not get us back to Gander-we kept in 
mind the possibility of retracing our steps in 
case of some emergency. Once past that 
point, we put though IS of retum completely 
out of our minds alld concentrated solely on 
the unknown allead. 
WiUlOut visual contact witi) any fIXed 
point, such as the ground or horizon, a pilot 
is subject to lOSing his sense of "straight and 
level." For part of tile flight., I had a feeling 
that we were in a conlinuing shallow ballk to 
the left. Our instruments said we were OK, but two days 
earlier I bad had an artificial horizon which was wrong, 
so I was uneasy . I rechecked everyuling time and again. 
But training would not be denied, alld our lalldfall dead 
on course Ibe next moming was proof enough that the 
"seat of Ule PalllS" flying was a poor substitute for in-
struments, at least wiUl tilis type of fl ying. 
The sky was mostly clear as we approached and 
landed at Prestwick on tlle moming of Aug. 31 . It had 
been a very uneventfu l 10 hours and 20 minutes since 
leaving Gander. 
On Sept. 2, we flew from Prestwick to SL 
Mawgan, in Comwall. SL Mawgan was' to be our 
"jumping off' place for 11le nex t over-waler leg of our 
trip to Africa; however, we were to be delayed. A leak 
wa discovered in our left wing aux iliary fuel system, 
which wa allowing fuel 10 dribble down across our 
number one engine exllaust pipe. The decision was 
made to send us to a B-24 repair depot near Watton, 
northeast of London . When we asked Operations for tile 
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were told that 
we wouldn't 
need them-
there was a B-
17 crew leav-
ing shortly for 
Snetteron 
Heath, a base 
near Watton, 
and we were to 
follow them. They would waggle their wings as they 
flew over the field, and we would know we were there. 
We took off in the midafternoon and followed the 
B-17 uneventfully between the clouds and around the 
barrage balloons until we saw the prearranged signal. I 
was perplexed. The only place in sight that looked like 
an airfield to me was still some distance away. Radio 
communication was forbidden, so I could not ask for 
clarification. I therefore proceeded to the field which 
was in sight and, USing the call sign I had been given, 
called the tower and entered the traffic pattern. On the 
final approach I was given a red light from their biscuit 
gun and pulled up to go around. No word from the 
tower, but I did see a beam from a searchlight slash 
vertically downward across the field. Not knowing its 
significance, I entered the traffic pattern again and 
prepared to land. Again they gave me a red light, and 
again I saw the searchlight beam-but it didn ' t mean 
anything more to me this time than it did before. I 
pulled up again and .went around, rechecking everything 
about my approach. The entire incident was repeated a 
third time, all without a Single word of explanation from 
the tower. By now I was mad and resolved that I was 
going to put the plane down on the next pass, regardless 
of the biscuit gun. This time (I guess they had realized 
the futility of the whole thing) they gave me a green 
light. I landed. In due time the explanation for what had 
happened was made clear to me. 
Back at St. Mawgan, they had neglected to tell us 
that our destination was a grass field , with no paved 
runway or taxi strip such as we would expect to see. 
They also failed to consider that it would be a fairly 
deep dusk at ground-level when we arrived, which 
would make it even harder to recognize a large pasture 
as an airport 
The tower people knew I was trying to land at the 
wrong field, and being forbidden to use the radio to tell 
me so, they used the searchlight beam to point in the 
direction of the field where I was supposed to land. I 
suppose this would have been obvious to any pilot 
accustomed to flying in England at that time, but it was 
new tome. 
We stayed overnight at Snetterton Heath, and 
made the short hop over to Watton the next morning, 
Sept. 4. 
On Sept. 6, we flew back to St. Mawgan. No 
problem here, we knew where we were going, and had 
lots of daylight; however, we did hear later that there 
had been some German air activity over Plymouth, 
which was only about 25 miles off our course. We were 
glad we had missed that excitement. 
At about midnight, we started our engines, ran 
through our checks, and taxied out to the runway in 
preparation for take off. The gravity of the situation was 
not lost on me, nor of the pilot' s responsibilities in it. 
After refueling, we restarted our engines, ran them up 
once more, and took off for Marrakech, Morocco. 
After reaching the correct altitude and soutllernly 
bearing, I set up the autopilot and told our co-pilot he 
could go to sleep-I would stay awake and watch 
things. In the wee hours of the morning my eyelids 
became heavy and the drone of the engines monoto-
nous. All at once I came alert witll a start, never kJlOw-
ing for sure whether I had actually been asleep, or 
whether I suddenly realized that I was getting a little too 
drowsy. At any rate, I was now fully awake, and stayed 
so for the rest of tlle flight. 
At the calculated time, George gave me our new 
soutlleasterly bearing and we headed toward Marrakech. 
I don ' t know whether he seriously second guessed 
himself or not, but after flying a while on our new head-
ing without sighting land, we discussed the possibility 
that we might be off course. Neither of us saw any 
reason to make any changes, so we continued on as we 
were. Soon I thought I could pick out a shoreline in the 
morning haze, and sure enough it proved to be our first 
glimpse of Africa. Soon we could see enough of tlle 
coastline to determine our position. We had no problem 
locating the airbase and landed five minutes short of 10 
hours out of SL Mawgan. 
My flight log indicated tllat we flew to Algiers 
tllat same day, and I suppose we have to assume tllat it 
is correct. I don ' t believe that would have been our 
choice, since we had already been in tlle air for more 
than 12 hours in tlle last 24; but the administration at 
Marrakech may have had its own reasons for wanting us 
to move out. 
We spent a couple of days at Algiers and tllen 
flew on to Tripoli. My one recollection of that place is 
of tlle wrecked and sunken ships which littered the 
harbor. 
On Sept. II , we fl ew to Heliopolis, Egypt, nex t 
door to Cairo. As we entered the traffic pattern, the 
tower gave me special instructions for landing. If they 
did indeed tell me to land close on the right of a double 
row of red flags, there was something lost in the trans-
mission. My brain never received the word "double." 
Therefore, I set up my final approach to the right of the 
first row of red flags that I saw and we came right down 
the middle between the two rows of flags. Unfortu-
nately, this part of the runway had been taken out of 
service for repair work, which was in progress. The man 
in the tower thought he saw a horrible crash about to 
occur off the end of the runway where there were some 
buildings. (He thought we were traveling too fast to lOp 
in time.) 
"Brake it left! Brake it left l " he screamed over 
and over into my earphones, not understanding, I sup-
pose, that the brakes on a B-24 are non-directional. 
Regardless of what tlle man in tlle tower thought, I was 
in control of the airplane and made my tum off tlle 
runway at the appointed spot. I must admit, with all 
candor though that I didn't have much room to spare. I 
tbink I was di stracted momentarily by the sight of all 
those rakes, shovels and people erupting from the center 
of the strip as we bore down upon them. I never learned 
what damage occured to the strip between the flags, but 
the airplane suffered none. 
When we landed in Heliopolis our orders from 
Dow Field were fulfilled . We were given new ones 
iuunediately . The next day, Sept. 12, we flew from 
Heliopolis to Devesoir, an air base by the western shore 
of tlle Great Bitler Lake, which is part of the Suez Canal 
waterway. There our airplane was made ready for com-
bat. 
Sept. 16, 1943, was our "D" day. Our qrders 
called for us to report to the 376tll Bomb Group, at the . 
air base known as Berka Two, near Benghazi, Lybia. 
We went through tlle complete slart-up procedure, 
received our taxiing instructions from the tower, eased 
the throttles open-and notlling.happened. No matter 
how much I revved up the engines, there was no move-
ment. The problem? When tlle ground crew had fin-
ished its work on the airplane and t.:'lxied it to its parking 
spot, the brakes had been left on and tlley had frozen in 
the locked position. Our stateside training had specifi-
cally forbidden leaving the brakes on and I was nettled 
at the necessity of shutting everything down . The crew 
chief immediately set to work and in due time had the 
brakes broken free. We started up again and were soon 
airborne and heading west. 
We flew back across the Nile Delta and marveled 
at tlle lush green fields in what was otherwise a track· 
less desert. Well no, not trackless. As we con tinued 
west we saw many tracks in the sand made by the ma-
chines of ground warfare as tribute 10 Rommel and 
Montgomery's fight for possession of Egypt and tlle 
Middle East. And often an individual track led up to an 
abrupt end where tlle useless hulk of a destroyed tank or 
truck lay abandoned in tlle sand. 
We landed at Berka Two in midafternoon and 
were assigned to the 512th Squadron. After the neces-
sary formal ities were completed, we were shown to our 
quarters. Home became a canvas cot witllin a Britisb 
style desert tent. It would be three months and three 
days, plus 25 future combat missions before I would 
sleep under a solid roof again. And Ihat would be in jai l, 
in tlle smal l town of Canazei located high in the Dolo-
mite Mountains of northern Ita ly. 
* * * by Daniel p, Rice, '49 * * * 
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Theodore H. "Ted" Gosen, class of '51, joined 
the United States Navy in St. Louis in early October 
1942. As a crew member of the destroyer, USS Dyson, 
Gosen was involved in the combined amphibious and 
air assault to retake the island of Corregidor. 
Corregidor, known as "The Rock," guarded the en-
trance to Manila Bay andfrom this island the Japanese 
controlled shipping in the bay. Below is an excerpt 
from Gosen's account of the attack and its aftermath. 
It was on the island of Corregidor that General 
MacArthur had his headquarters during the attack on 
Pearl Harbor. Afew months later he moved his head-
quarters along wilh the major portion of his troops to 
nearby Bataan, a position thought to be more defen-
sible. In February 1942, MacArthur received instruc-
tions from President Roosevelt to take charge of the 
Southwest Asia command in Australia. He followed 
these orders with some reluctance, as he wished to 
remain with his troops dug into their defensive positions 
at Bataan and Corregidor. He told his troops on leaving 
that one day "I shall return." 
By the early part of April 1942, Bataan and 
Corregidor had succumbed to Japanese forces. In 
February 1945 the United States launched a combined 
amphibious and air assault to retake Co rregidor. 
For three days our 5-inch guns continued the 
relentless bombardment of Corregidor Island. I remem-
ber how keyed up and excited our entire crew was at the 
beginning of the operation. Toward tlle end of tlle tllird 
day I was wondering what would give first, my nerves 
or my eardrwns. The 5-inch guns of a destroyer are 
reported to be louder and harder on the eardrums Ulan 
the I6-inch guns of a battleship. 
In the late morning of ilie fOurUI day, Feb. 16, 
1945, ilie bombardment ended and Ule invasion of Ule 
island began. From Ule USS Dyson we were able to 
observe the sprinkling of paratroopcrs falling from UIC 
sky to the island. Unfortunately not all of Ule paratroop-
ers landed safely on the k1fgeted area. Many werc 
caught in the trees and among Ule cliffs abovc Ule 
beaches due to unanticipated prevailing winds. 
I remember how bad 1 fclt to observe Ulcm. 
prayed that somehow Uley would get out of Uleir pre-
carious positions safely. Some did , many did not. Thc 
Linal count in casualties from Ulis tragic jump was 280, 
or 14 percent. To prevent furUler casualties, our ship 
received orders to fire star shells above Ule batUcLield at 
regular interval s. This was designed to make it difficult 
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for Ule Japanese to form banzai attacks under ilie cover 
of darkness. 
* 
My ship, the USS Dyson, was selected to transfer 
Ule most severely wounded of ilie paratroopers from 
Corregidor to Ule nearest naval hospital ship, which was 
about 90 miles away in Subic Bay. 
Wiili help from our crew and the crews manning 
Ule L.S.T.s, the injured were carefully transferred onto 
the deck of our ship. They were aJJ in casts, some al-
most completely and oiliers partiaIJy. Most were almost 
completely helpless. I don ' t remember the exaCl count 
of tlle injured taken aboard, but r Ulink it was between 
50 and 75 men. It seemed iliat every available space on 
deck was taken up by stretchers, with only enough room 
left to make avai lable Ule nurSing care Uley would need 
for Ule next 24 hours, until tllCY could be transferred 
aboard tlle hospikl.l ship. 
I can remember tllis very well, perhaps because I 
was one of the three membcrs of Ule medical depart-
ment who had ilie rcsponsibility for Ule treatment of 
these temporary passengers. Our medical officer asked 
for volunteers from ilie crew to assist us, and as I re-
member, we were overwhelmcd by Ule response. I think 
almost Ule entire crew, except iliose on watch, not only 
offered, but were very eager to help. 
As I reflect back to Ulis experience, Ule UlOught 
that stands out most in my memory is the courage ex-
cmpliLied by Ulis group of severely wounded paratroop-
ers. Many of iliem carried on conversations, joked and 
kidded witll ilie sai lors ministering to them. The major-
ity of Ulem smiled rcauily and seemed to appreciate 
everyUling being done for Ulem. Fcw, if any, seemed 
down or felt sorry for Illeir prcdicament. Nonc of tllem 
complained. 
After we transferred our paticnts [ can remember 
vividly how proud [ was to be in Ule anned services of 
Ule United States I was vcry proud of tlle injured para-
troopers, and very proud of Ule crcw of Ule Dyson. It 
was a wonderful feeling. It gavc my courage a tremen-
dous boost and helped prcpare mc for what lay in tllC 
future- for myself as wcll as for our ship. 
'" * * 
During Ule last days of UIC Corrcgidor operation, 
UIC Dyson was ordercd to bombard tlle shoreline in an 
attempt to seal up cavcs abovc UIC watcrline wberc 
many of tJle J apanesc IWOpS had laken rcfuge and re-
fuscd to surrcndcr. Thc island of Bak'lan was wiUlin 
swimming distancc, and tJICSC mcn u'ied 10 escape under 
* * 










trying to reach 
ilie island. Unfortunately, the majority were not good 
enough swimmers and were approached by P.T. or other 
small boats and ordered to surrender. 
Some decided to folJow orders, but many refused, 
preferring death to surrender. I felt sorrow for thdapa-
nese who had made such a valiant effort to escape but 
had failed and paid with their lives. 
By March 2, the resistance on Corregidor was, for 
tlle most part, completely removed and General 
MacArthur and his party went ashore. I was privileged 
from my vantage point on deck (and wiU) ilie aid of 
field glasses) to watch tllis event. Our skipper and the 
oUler skippers from the Navy ships that had taken part 
in tlle operation were invited to go ashore immediately 
after MacArthur and became part of ilie celebration. 
A simple, yet impressive, flag raising ceremony 
was held in which Col. Jones, the commander of ilie 
paratroopers, stepped forward and saluted Gen. 
MacArthur and reported "Sir, I present to you Fortress 
Corregidor." 
We left this area of we Philippines shortly there-
after to rejoin tile fleet for operations further south in 
Ule islands. I was later to leam that two of the destroyers 
in our operations had been badly damaged from shore 
inSlallations and one mine sweeper had been hit and 
subsequenUy sank. I was thankful tllat we carne through 
Ule operation safely and were in good shape for what-
ever was ahead. 
* * * 
When tlle war ended, tlle USS Dyson, a 2IOO-ton 
des troyer, was included in Ule Victory Fleet, a large 
contingency of warships retuming to Ule United States. 
As part of Destroyer Squadron 23, "Little Beaver 
Squadron" as it was lmown, ilie squadron was awarded 
tile Presidential Unit Citation-tile only destroyer 
squadron in World War II to receive this higb award-
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and earned nine battle stars in the Asiatic-Pacific Tbe-
ater. Fortunately througbout the war, no one was ever 
killed on board the sbip, only five Purple Hearts were 
awarded and material casualties were minimal . 
During the war, the USS Dyson supported many 
major campaigns in 11 bombardments of enemy sbore 
positions. Her war cruises carried ber to New 
Caledonia, New Hebrides, Solomon Islands, Bismarck 
Arcbipelago, New Guinea, Marsball Islands, Admiralty 
Islands, Caroline Islands, Marianas Islands, Volcano 
Islands, Pbilippine Islands, and Okinawa Sbima. 
Tbe crew wbo peopled ber decks came from all 
over the world-Holland, Belgium, Cuba and Rolla. 
Cosen continued to serve in the Navy untiL Janu-
ary 1946 when he received an HonorabLe Discharge at 
Lambert Field in St. Louis. He enro LLed at MSM in 
September of 1946 and graduated in 1951 with a BS in 
chemistry. 
* by Theodore H. "Ted" Gosen, '51 * 
* * * 
This is a verbatim transcript of a JuLy 22, 1942. 
broadcast by Kay Kyser in New York which pays tribute 
to Lt. Robert Silhavy. who graduated from MSM with a 
bachelor's degree in ceramic engineering in 1941. He 
was an honored member of the Engineers ' Corps of the 
United States Army. The transcript was sent in by an-
other ailim and a classmate of Silhavy·s. Arthur Wm. 
Retzel. MSM '41 . 
" .. .Tbis is the story of a man who saw there was a 
job to do and with the strength, courage and loyalty of 
youth went beyond tlle line of duty and did it ... l st Lt. 
Robert C. Silbavy of the Aru1y Enginecrs. 
Around Overland, Mo., just outside of St. Louis, 
people tllink of Bob SiUlavy as mc lad who loved com-
petition. As a scboolboy witll a bag of marbl es, he 
played rings around friendS .. . even gaining national 
recognition. He took up contract bridge and was star-
ring in tournament competition before be was in his 
teens. He competed in school , gaining high marks ... he 
set out to study music and so be leam ed several instru-
ments at once. That' s the way Bob Silhavy is .. . be likes 
to do things a little bet better than the next fell ow. 
Just a year ago, Silhavy graduated from tl1e Rolla 
Scbool of Mines, where be was in me ROTC and went 
immediately to Fort Belvoir, Va. , to study Aru1y Engi-
neering. By last Christmas, he was fighting in tlle he-
roic rear-guard action of me engineers as MacArthur 
withdrew into Bataan Peninsula. 
As MacArthur' s forces shortened their lines, it 
was the task of the engineers to destroy bridges, supply 
dumps and all lines of communication . In a town in 
Luzon, Silhavy and a small group of men had com-
pleted mining an importaJll railroad bridge as the 
American and Filipino forces crossed. Silbavy knew the 
Japanese were close behind ... a little too close. 
Hastily he stretched me lines to his detonator a 
hundred yards back to the edge of the jungle. Silbavy 
was attaChing the wires when a warning shot made him 
look up. Around the bend and starting toward the bridge 
* submitted by Arthur Wm. Retzel, '41 * 
Stay tuned for more wwn stories in the February issue 
of the MSM Alumnus! To read a fond remembrance of 
life at MSM in the early '40s by Douglas N. Christensen, 




came an armored flat car loaded witl1 Japs. Tbey opened 
up Witll machine gun and rifle fife. Silbavy ordered ills 
men to take cover. He rushed his installation and pusbed 
tlle detonator. 
No explosion ... the Japanese fife was kicking up 
spurts of dust all around him. His men covered with 
rifles and pistols from tlJe trees. He tried again. No 
blast. Silhavy didn ' t hesitate. Grabbing a package of 
dynamite with caps and a lengtl1 of fuse, he sprinted for 
tlJe bridge. Japanese fi re made him zig zag as he ran. 
Under tlle main bridge support, Silhavy spotted his 
charge, clam ped on a cap and set off tl1e fuse. He ran 
back towards his men. The Japanese moved onto tl1e 
bridge, bringing all tlleir fife-power to bear on Silhavy's 
fl eeing figure. Still unwounded, SiUlavy tllrew himself 
into tlle pro tecting jungle, and witlJ a shattering blast, 
tlJe bridge was blown apart. 
LL SiUlavy had been under orders tlJat day-
"Blow up bridge number so and so ... impede Japanese 
advance." But orders alone don' t make a man dasb 
w ough machine gun fife carrying an armful of dyna-
mite. Orders alone cannot inspire such an action. Lt. 
Bob Silbavy had always played to win, and witlJ all his 
beart and strengtl1, he knew he must win that day . And 
so he fougbt because he's tlJat kind of man. 
Lt. Robert Silbavy, yours is tlJe story of self-
effacing courage tlJat kindles a flame of admiration in 
the eyes of your fe llow countrymen- and a glow of 
kinship in tlJe beart of every American soldier. We 
salute you for your bravery under fife-your heroism 
far above tlJe call of duty. To us, you typi fy-
AMERICA AT HER BEST. 
Robert Silhavey 
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Id Times Into Progress 
When the Alum.nus staff asked alums to send in stories about 
their experiences during WWII, Douglas N. Christensen, class 
of '43 with a bachelor's degree in chemical engineering, sent us 
memoirs of his experiences here at MSM. 
He included a request with his memoirs: Christensen would 
like it to be clear that he was a freshman in 1939 and graduated 
in January of 1943. The war necessitated three graduation cer~ 
emonies in 1943, with members of the freshman class of 1940 
graduating with some members of the freshman class of 1939. 
Christensen reasons that any luixing of the two freshman 
classes tends to neutralize the unique character of each class. 
After reading this story, we think you will understand why the 
freshman class of 1940 would appreciate this distinction. 
by Douglas N. Christensen, '43 
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It' s September 1939, Hitler has invaded Poland 
starting World War 11, and about 275 of us hot-shot high 
school graduates have entered the Missouri School of 
Mine and Metal lurgy as freshmen, hopefully to be the 
graduating class of May 1943. Hitler' s action abetted by 
Hirohito wi ll change our Li ves, but for the moment we 
freshmen have more immediate problems. 
Recall that it is the sophomore class which is 
responsible for teaching the freshman class the proper 
social protocols, tllat all freshmen must take two years of 
basic ROTC and also one year of freshman chemistry 
under we direct supervision of Professor K.K. Kershner, 
later to be known as "Killem Kwick." Professor Kershner 
was an excellent teacher. His lectures were very well 
organized, and required the student's complete attention 
[or we full 50-minute period . His exams were tougll, but 
the material was well covered in his lectures. To arrive 
[rom high school to Kershner's college chemistry was the 
tuff of a nervous breakdown partly because it was We 
unenviable task of the chemistry department to control 
the size of next year's sophomore class. This dubious 
task, by We way, is s ti ll prevalent today in many science 
oriented universities. Thus, of the 275 freshmen of 1939, 
onl y about 175 returned as sophomores in We fall of 
1940. 
(The fo llowing is a list of courses, not found in We 
caL:'llogs, but none We less Christensen says existed at We 
Lime.) 
Course 100: Personal IdenLification (112 hour, no 
credit). All freshmen are issued green beanies witll 
matching suspenders to be worn at all times, and advised 
tllat matches must be carried to light upper classmen's 
smokes whenever requested. Gee whiz, how nice to 
receive special attire and be identified as a freshman for 
every person in Rolla. 
Course 1000: Introduction to College Chemistry (6 
seme ter hours- lab and lecture). Regular and often, 
hour examinations with name and nwnerical grade 
posted on the bulletin board in the lecture audi torium. 
Monday mornings, 275 freshmen line up to view the 
damage. There are a few squawks of elation and many 
groans of di may as tlle freshman class is being deci-
mated into sophomores. 
Course 101: ROTC. Freshmen, except a few witb 
med ica l releases, receive GI Anny un ifonns and prepare 
fo r close order dri ll and parades on the foo tball field . 
Exempted are our young lady students who are listed as 
"not classified." 










































Do you know a student who might b e inte rested in UM-Rolla? 
Encourage them to ca ll US at 1-800-522-0938, or to write: Office o f 
Admissions and Finan c ial A id, 102 Parke r H a ll. UM-Ro lla , Rolla, MO 
65401 
Year in School: 
''I'm a 'super-sen iO I~." 
Major: 
Electri ca l Eng ineering 
Hometown: 
O'Fallo n , Mo. 
A c tiv i ties : 
Pres ident-e lect o f Tau 
Beta Pi (na ti ona l eng ineer-
ing ilo no rs society), com-
m ittee cila irman in Eta 
Kappa Nu (tile na tio nal 
e lectrica l eng ineering so-
Cie ty), m e mbe r o f til e 
C ilancell o l~s L eaders ilip 
Class, Ho no rs Program , 
S tud e n t A mbassa d o r. 
, IEEE (Institute fo r Electri-
ca l and Electronic Engi-
n eers). 
I c llose UM-RoUa b ecause: 
"Tile reputatio n. T iley p ut 
j togetil er til e bes t scilo lar-
# silip package fo r m e. Tile 
sm all s ize was part of it 
and tile eng ineering fo-
cus tile campus ilas in 
gene ral. T ile scilo lars ilips 
ilave ilelped m e do tilis 
~ independe ntl y w itho ut 
ilelp fro m m y paren ts." 
Favori te TV show: 
"Home Improvemen t" 
Favorit e music: 
Top-40 ... "Chicago" 
Favorit e Ro ll a p ig -o ut 
food: 
anything from A Slice of 
Pie 
Favorit e s tudy place: 
tile l ib ra lY o r Til e Border 
Favorit e til ings to do in 
Rolla: 
"Spend a lo t of ti rne relax-
ing w itil fr iencls at Tile 
Border (Ray'S Ilouse-Io-
ca tecl next cloor to Taco 
BeJl-ile sila res w ith fi ve 
o tller guys). O tller tilan go 
to c lass and go to meet-
ings tila t's about ali i do.'-
Favorit e course: 
"Ed Wileeler's EE6 1 (Ci r-
c uits I ) course--tile begin-
n ing EE course. it's tile only 'doub le E' course I actually 
unders too d. 
B est advice [rom UMR faculty m ember: 
"My adv iser, Dr. (Jam es) Drewniak, to lcl m e 'Never s ta l1 
so m etlling unless y o u in tend to fi n is il it. '" 
Best advice from UMR s tudent (or alum): 
"I ilad an alum tell m e pre tty pO in t b lank tila t ilalf o f w ila t I 
learned I would nev er use. T il at m ade m e ciluckle and 
wond er w ily I was go ing tilro ug ll a ll tilis. Also it taug ilt me 
tila t if 1 d idn't unders tand s om etll ing 1 would put tll at in tile 
Ila lr I d idn't need to know." 
Pos t-college p lans: 
Gradua te scilool-or a j ob. 
Three w o rds that describe m e are: 
Stubbo rn , impuls iv e (w il en I'm a round tile rig h t peop le) , 
fun -loving 
Advice to potential UMR s tudents: 




... to the new officers and directors of the MSM-UMR Alumni Associa-










Robert V. Wolf ' 51, Rolla, Missouri 
Gerald L. Stevenson ' 59, Pasadena, California 
W.R. "Pat" Broaddus ' 55, DalLOn, Georgia 
Alfred J. Buescher '64, Sl. Loui s, Missouri 
Matteo A. Coco '66, Affton, Missouri 
Robert T. Berry '72, Bal lwin, Missouri 
John L. "Jack" Painter '50, Rolla, Missouri 
DIRECTORS-AT-LARGE 
Dennis F. Jaggi '70, Edmond, Oklahoma 
AJissa Gal lagher '81, Sl. Louis, Missouri 
AREA DIRECTORS 








S. Dale McHenry '8 1, Bedminster, New Jersey 
RobenC. Perry '49, Pittsburgh, Pennsy lvania 
Grallam G. SutJlerland, III ' 64, Roeky River, Ohio 
Jerry R. Bayless '59, Ro ll a, Missouri 
James L. Foil '74, Lee's Summit, Missouri 
Robert J. Schnell ' 78, Sl. Louis, Missouri 
These officers and dircctors arc Ulere to serve YOU! Their addresses 
can be found inside ll1e front cover, for your reference. 
.:APPI4~j~\ ======il 
Congratulations Don! 
At tile MSM-UMR Alumni Asso-
ciation Board of Directors meeli ng on 
Friday, Oct. 9, the boarcl voted unani-
mously to change Donald G. 
Brackhahn's title from exccut ive clirec-
tor to executive vice president. Frank H. 
Mackaman held thc Litle of cxccutive vice president of the associa-
tion aL his retirement in 1988. 
Brackhahn came to Rolla from Kansas City in 1985, as execu-
tive clirector when Mackaman was promoted to vice chancellor for 
alumni/development. Prior to coming to UMR. he held tile various 
positions of assistant director of development. director of develop-
ment and alumni re lati ons and director of alumni and constituent 




The MSM-UMR Alumni Asso-
ciation is proud to announce the 
1992 Alumni Awards, presented at 
Homecoming, Oct. 9-10, 1992: 
Alumni Achievement Award 
was presented to Robert M. Brackbill, 
BS MinE '42, Prof. PetE '69, Hon. 
' 83, in recognition of his outstanding 
achievement in business, professional 
and civic endeavors. 
Frank H. Mackaman 
Volunteer Service Award 
Frank H. Mackaman Alumni Volun-
teer Service A ward was presented to 
John L. "Jack" Painter, '50, in 
recognition of his service to the 
MSMlUMR Alumni Association. 
Honorary Life Mem-
bership was given to 
(left to right) James C. 
Pogue, professor emeritus 
of Engl ish at UMR, and 
Gabriel J. AI berici, of St. 
Louis, in appreciation of 
ll1eir important service to 




Presented to (lef1 to right ) Donald E. Modesitt, associate professor of civil 
engineeri ng; Nord L. Gale, professor of li fe sciences; Donald R. Askeland, 
distingu ished teaching professor of metallurgical engineering and Thomas B. 
Baird, associate professor of computer science. These awards recognize the 





















































Outstanding Staff Member Awards 
were presented to (left to right) Jarrti Warren, senior 
clerk in the Registrar's Office, and Mark Potratka, 
student services coordinator in Student Affairs , for 
their outstanding service to the students at UMR. 
Alumni Service Awards were presented to (left 
to right) John Moscari Jr, '51; William Eugene 
Wistehuff, '6 1, '63; Russell A. Kamper*, '62, in 
recognition of their dedicated service to UMR and 
the MSM/UMR Alumni Association. Also presented 
with an Alumni Service Award was Dr. Kim D. 
Alumni Merit Awards: were presented to (left 
to right) Wilbur S. Feagan, '76; David L. Oakley, 
professor emeritus of music at UMR; and Leroy H. 
Alt, '61, '66, for their outstancling acillevement and 
service to UMR and the MSMlUMR Alumni 
Association. Also presented with an alumni 
merit award was George MacZura, '52 (right) . 
Colter, '73, (below right). 
*Russ Kamper and 
Oliver W. "Ollie" 
Kamper, ' 35 , are the 
only "father and son" 
team to ever recei ve 
Alumni Service 
Awards. Ome re-
ceived ill s award in 
1975 . 
Report from the Board of Directors __________ _ 
The Board of Directors of the MSM-
UMR Alumni Association met on Fri-
day, Oct. 9, on the UMR campus. Presi-
dent Bob Patterson recognized retiring 
board members and past presidents, and 
he introduced new board members at-
tending their first meeting. Chancellor 
John Park spoke about UMR's rrtission 
and goals, thanking the alumni for their 
continued support and for their active 
involvement in tills campus. 
The new officers for 1992-94 were 
announced, and Bob Wolf took over as 
president. Wolf reported that the search 
for a new vice chancellor for university 
advancement was going well , and a 
replacement should be named soon. (Ed. 
note: John Larson has been appointed-
-see story page 24.) He appointed a new 
committee, the Past Presidents Com-
mittee, to serve in an advisory capacity 
to the board of directors. 
Dr. Paula Lutz, '76, of the Life 
Sciences department, spoke as chair of 
the campus' StudentFinancial AidCom-
mittee to tell the board how that com-
mittee decides who received the assis-
tance provided by the association. 
The proposed $411 ,000 budget for 
1993 was approved as were projected 
endowment goal s of $400,000 (ume-
stricted) and $1 ,000,000 (restri cted) by 
Dec. 31 , 1995. 
As of Sept. 1, the Annual Fund has 
received 1,995 gifts amounting to 
$190,502. This fi gure is slightl y less 
tilan last year at tius time ($2 12,574), 
but is more than 1990 ($ 184,407). 
Legislative Recognition Day is 
scheduled for Feb. 16, 1993, in Jefferson 
City, and all Missouri alumni are en-
couraged to attend to urge Missouri 's 
legislators to provide greater support 
for higher education. 
Jennifer McGee, president of tile 
Student Council , spoke on issues tile 
st udents consider priorities till s year, 
such as adequate representaUon of stu-
dent interests on campus, revision of 
campus alcohol policy, voter registra-
ti on, student recruitment, and planning 
for St. Pat's 1993 . 
Two new scholarslup endowments 
were accepted by tile association- tile 
Allen Rouse Scholarship Fund and tile 
Lice nse P late Scholarslup Fund. These 
fllI1ds should start providing scholar-
slups in the 1993-94 school year.. 
---~ 
IIIIIIII .... _-
For more photos 
from Homecoming 
1992 tum the page! 
----- -
Clockwise from top left: John Livingston, '39, visits with Armin "Rip" 
Fick, '41, '67, at the Silver and Gold reception; a student enjoying (?) 
his participation in the SUB sponsored gummy bear eating contest; the 
crowd cheers a play at the Miner football game; Pikes took the first 
place trophy for overall Homecoming participation; children are part of 
Homecoming too-here a you ng polka fan tries on part of Prof Don 
Sparlin's costume (the World's Finest Rolla German Band performed 
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at the fieldhouse feed) and a young admirer of "Joe Miner" checks to 
see if that beard is real; two classmates visiting at the fieldhouse feed; 
students hanging their homecoming banner up before the game; Jim 
Scott, '50, '59, Andy Cochran, '41, '63, and Vernon McGhee, '42, '77, 
catch up at Silver and Gold; a Sigma Nu runner in the traditional pre-
game pajama race; and Kim Denney and Paul Herrmann (both '82) 
talk at the fieldhouse feed. 
Clockwise from left: Lisa 
Molner, an electrical engineering 
studentfrom Kirkwood, Mo., was 
named UMR's 1992 
Homecoming Queen; old records 
were turned into flying discs 
when SUB sponsored a record 
toss; Leo Cardetti visits with 
classmate Don Matson (both '52) 
and Lou Matson; the 
Homecoming Queen candidates 
served up ice cream to students 
and alums; a human "fly" sticks 
to the Velcro wall before the 
football game; Bob Klorer '44 
visits with Ron '47, '74, and Mary 
Tappmeyer; these students 
entering the egg catapult contest 
didn't have high expectations for 
their toss distance; who says we 
don't get good entertainment in 
Rolla ... ? if you weren't here for 
Homecoming you missed the SUB 
sponsored concert featu ring the 
Beatles (actually the group 
"1964"); the Miner Marching 
Bandjazzed up halftime; and a 
student going for the prize in the 
hula hoop contest. 
Photos by Kathy Matthews 




This is the tale of two alumni presi-
dents. One past. One present. One who 
worked to put alumnifirst infund-raising 
and one who has laken on a dual role as 
both a faculty member and alumni asso-
ciation president. 
Both are Bobs. Both are aU/spoken. 
Bob Patterson, '54 CE, served as 
alumni president from 1990-92. He owns 
and operates his own business, Show Me 
Incorporated, an equipment rental, chemi-
cal and paper sales firm located in 
Sikeston, Mo. 
Bob Wolf, '51 BS ME, '52 MS ME, 
has been a part of UMR since the late 
1 940s whenhe enteredMSM as a student. 
Since 1952, he has been a professor of 
metallurgical engineering at his alma 
mater. In October 1992, he began his 
two-year term as president of the Alumni 
Association. 
Both gentlemen f ound time during a 
busy homecoming weekend 10 visit with 
MSM Alumnus writer Marianne Ward: 
As the new alumni association presi-
dent, you've taken on a big job. Why 
did you decide to accept the challenge? 
Wolf: When I was con tacted by mem-
bers of the Nomination Committee to be 
president-elect a couple of years ago, I 
t1loughtlong and hard about it. I decided 
it was a great opportunity despite the 
amountof work and time involved. It was 
an opportunity I cou ldn't pass up. 1'm 
really looking forward to it. I iliink it will 
be a great adventure, and I hope I can 
further buildon whatBob Patterson helped 
t1le association build. 
Patterson: Tho e are his feelings 
now, but it took a lot of talking and 
persuading to get him to say yes. Right 
now, he is the man for the job. I don' t 
know of anyone who is more familiar 
wit1l bOt1l ilie university and the Alumni 
Association, and I don' t know anyone 
who has worked any harder for bOt1l. I 
t1lought t1le time had come when he should 
step in . 
Wolf: Actually , I had not necessarily 
looked forward to becoming pres ident 
because as far as I know, a faculty mem-
"Alumni support helps sustain the university, both financially and in 
reputation. It also is fun. I think alumni receive a tremendous amount 
of pleasure when they are active in the association .. ," 
by Marianne Ward 
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ber has never served as Alumni Associa-
tion president. There may be times iliatas 
a [acuIty member and alumni president, I 
will have to work in two different direc-
tions . I feel, however, after all tllese years 
(more t1lan 40 of iliem) , I am a fairly 
independent faculty member and I don't 
mind disagreeing to bring aboutconstruc-
tive change. I hope in all cases I can 
disagree Wit1lout being disagreeable and 
iliat we can all work togetl1er. 
Patterson: I don't know of any oilier 
faculty member who meets tllat bill. 
Mr. Patterson, what have been the big-
gest challenges you faced as alumni 
president these past two years? 
Patterson: I have stri ved to keep ilie 
Alumni Association in a strong position 
in tlle campus's fund-raising efforts. I, 
like many oilier alumni , feel iliat fund-
raising efforts on campus should be coor-
dinated t1lrough tl1e Alumni Office. We're 
not opposed to departmental or any otl1er 
type of fund-raising campaign, but we 
feel tl1ere has been an overlapping of 
campaigns. A coordination of efforts 
would curtail t1lis and because Alumni 
has tl1e database of alumni names, ad-
dresses, etc., it is tl1e logical choice. Also, 
tllere's always been a challenge to inter-
est alumni and friends in ilie association. 
In addition to the issues above, in what 
areas will you concentrate your efforts? 
Wolf: I want to work witl1 ilie new 
vice chancellor of University Advance-
ment to help fulfill his dreams for ilie 
institution. I want to maintain contact and 
build a partnership for tlle fu ture. 
Patterson: TIle new vice chancellor 
will need assistance from t1le Alunmi 
Association and I can ' t t1link of anyone 
better La help Wit1l iliat than Bob Wolf, 
who is ri ght here on campus. I tllink it is 
cri tica I t1lat. t1le vice chancellor estab-
lishes a firm relationship wit1l t1le Alumni 
Association . 
Building interest in the association is 
an objective for any alumni association 
president. Why should an alum sup-
port the activities of the MSM-UMR 
Alumni Association? 
Wolf: I t1link it' s t1le loyalty to ilie 
university that should bring an alum into 
t1le Alumni Association. Supporting the 
association provides the primary way for 
graduates to pay ilie university and soci-
ety hack for the t1ling t1ley gained while 
they were here. Alumni support helps 
sustain the university, both financially 
and in reputation. It also is fun. I t1link 
alunmi receive a tremendous amount of 
plea ure when t1ley are active in t1le asso-
ciation, maintain contact with fellow 
alumni, and meet other people who have 
experienced t1le same t1ling. 
Patterson: I tl1ink sometimes tl1e 
younger alumni overlook tl1e importance 
of making connections witl1 older alumni. 
The contacts tl1at young graduates can 
make by participating in a section can be 
very critical to a young graduate's career. 
Even if you put that aside, the contacts 
and friendships you make are invaluable. 
What do you hope the Alumni Associa-
tion achieves during the next two years? 
Wolf: I hope young graduates take a 
greater interest and role in the Alumni 
Association. We want younger people to 
serve in leadership positions so that even 
more can be accomplished. I want La 
build among recent graduates a loyalty to 
tl1e Alumni Association and ilie univer-
sity. 
Patterson: The problem we have is 
recent graduates are establishing ilieir 
careers and money may not be plentiful, 
but I hope more young graduates realize 
t1ley don't have to spend a whole lot of 
money or time to be involved in the 
Alumni Association. For so little, they 













































































"I think sometimes the younger alumni overlook the importance of making connections 
with older alumni. The contacts that young graduates can make by participating in a 
section can be very critical to a young graduate's career," 
Will the Alumni Association need to 
take a greater role in UMR's future? 
Patterson: The Alumni Association 
is already taking an active role and is 
probably the single largest source of schol-
arship funds on campus. A tremendous 
amount of our income goes to students. I 
think the Alumni Association has to be 
involved and take a lead in fund-raising. 
We have a dedicated body of people who 
are already friends of the university; we 
just need to have greater participation. 
What are some of the things you would 
like to see accomplished at UMR in the 
future? 
Patterson: I would like to see the 
university's financial situation improve 
and I'd like to see a new separate alunmi 
building built. 
If there was one thing you could change 
overnight at UMR, what would it be 
and how would you go about accom-
plishing it? 
Wolf: I would like to see us work on 
maintenance and improvement of both 
the campus and alumni atmospheres. In 
regard to campus atmosphere, I think the 
thing I enjoyed most about my days at 
MSM was the informality and open-door 
policy of the faculty. I think if we can 
maintain accessibility to faculty and ad-
visers while treating each student as an 
individual, there will be greater pride and 
loyalty toward UMR. That loyalty would 
translate to more alumni association sup-
porters and increased financial commit-
ment to the university. The Alumni Asso-
ciation works together as a group for the 
betterment of the uni versity and this cre-
ates a sense of satisfaction among the 
alumni. I think if we can instill that spirit 
continually, we can do anything that needs 
to be done. 
Patterson: We have a number of 
faithful alumni who come from all over 
the United States to attend our meetings . 
President-elect Gerry Stevenson ('59) is 
from California and makes a lot of sacri-
fices to be here for every meeting. We 
will have board members here at our 
board meetings from the states of Okla-
homa, Washington, Texas, Illinoi s, 
Florida, Arizona, Colorado, New Jersey, 
Ohio, Wisconsin, Michigan and Virginia. 
I don't know of any other public institu-
tion in the country that has that kind of 
support and loyalty. 
When you think of UMR, what is the 
first thing that comes to mind? 
Wolf: For me it has to be the under-
graduate experience of the students and 
former students because thi s is what I 
have been primarily involved in for the 
las t 40 years. As a faculty member and 
adviser to Pi Kappa Alpha, I anl part of 
the undergraduate experience for a num-
ber of students and I hope I help make it 
a better experience. I am sure ti1eir expe-
rience on canlpus, by virtue of tile fine 
facuJty we've always maintained, is great. 
Patterson: By tile way , Bob (Wolf) 
has been one of the best loved faculty 
advisers on thi s campus for a number of 
years. 
What does UMR do best? 
Patterson: I tilink ti1ey turn out ti1e 
best undergraduate engineering students 
in the nation. We are primarily an engi-
neering school and that attitude is at the 
forefront from day one. 
Wolf: UMR educates students very 
well. We provide industry witil students, 
particularly in engineering, who are well 
prepared for ti1eir professions and I ti1ink 
they have an attitude tilat makes tilem 
successful. Though we are best known 
for our undergraduate progranl, our gradu-
ate students are well prepared as profes-
sional people. We provide our graduate 
students with a complete educational ex-
perience for them to become profession-
als. Some become outstanding faculty 
members at other institutions around ti1e 
country. 
What was the most difficult decision 
you have had to make as president of 
the Alumni Association? 
Patterson: I served on the search 
committee to find a chancellor for our 
univen;ity. TIlat was a decision I spent a 
great deal of time making because I fel tit 
was very important to tile futureofUMR. 
At ti1e beginning of the 
process, I had tile con-
ception we should look 
for someone outside the 
system, which auto-
matically ruled out Dr. 
Park. But as we got into 
the process and I read 
the hundred or so re-
sumes, the thought be-
gan to develop that my 
conception was not true. 
As we got further into 
the process, Dr. Park 
became my firstchoice. 
I'm very happy witi1 
both John and Dorcas 
Park. 
What was your proud-
est or greatest moment 
as president? 
Patterson: It's not 
a single one but rather 
all of the commence-
ments. I have enjoyed 
seeing students gradu-
ate. It's a proud fee ling. 
Wolf: Bob (Palterson) accomplished 
a great dea l as pres ident. While he has 
been president, we have had several new 
alunmi sections join around tile country. 
These various geog raphic loca t ions 
around tile country are the grass roots that 
we look to for guidance. 
Patterson: TIle formation of the new 
sections has very lillie to do wi til me 
being president. We need to give Don 
Brackhalm of the Alumni Association 
and Curt Killinger (,73), tile sections 
leader, tile credit for that. 
Looking back over the past two years, 
is there anything you wish you had 
done differently? 
Patterson: I wish I had spent more 
time develop ing tile Publi c Resource 
Ambassadors Program. We have enlisted 
about 75 Public Resource Ambassadors 
to contact their representatives and sena-
tors if tilere is legis lation affecting UMR. 
I think we need morc involvement and 
tilat these individuals can be very impor-
tant to UMR. 
Wolf: TIle formation of til at and get-
ting it kicked oIl was one of tile great 
things Bob did during his term. His lead-
ership got it started and Cal Ochs ('49) 
has done a terri fic job as chai rman. 
How will you continue to serve the 
Alumni Association? 
Patterson: I wi ll serve as past presi-
dent on tile board and also on tile Alumni 




Bob Wolf (left) and Bob Patterson 
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" 
Paving the way for 
recycling glass into roads 
Above--highway workers put down glasphalt on Highway 
Vj a sample of the crushed glass used in the mixture. 
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" 
Most people shudder at the thought of driving their cars over broken glass. But 
that's exactly what 's happening on a heavily traveled intersection near Rolla. 
That's where a strip of "glasphalt" is being tested. 
Glasphalt - that environmentally friendly mix of crushed waste glass , sand 
and stone - was first developed in UMR labs in the 1960s. Researchers tried it out 
on some parking lots on campus and found it worked well. But the idea of putting 
recycling glass in asphalt fell by the wayside until recently, when the nation's 
shortage of landfill space began to reach crisis proportions. 
Now, UMR and the Phelps County Commission are putting glasphalt to the test 
on a heavily traveled 200-foot stretch of Highway V, about 3 miles east of Rolla. 
"Itlooksjustlike an ordinary asphalt road," says Dr. DelbertE. Day, '58, UMR 
Curators' Professor of ceramic engineering and director of the project. "At night, 
the surface may sparkle when headlights shine on it, but the glass won't cut tires 
because it's ground into small , flat, dull pieces." 
Day says that much of this nation's discarded glass could be used to build 
roads and parking lots. And converting to glasphalt would be simple, 
he says, because "a glasphalt road is constructed using the same 
process and equipment used to lay an asphalt road." 
Because of growing concern about the lack oflandfill space in the 
United States, glasphalt soon could become a strong market for 
recycled glass. But when Day and other UMR researchers first tested 
the product in the 1960s, environmental concerns weren't as high on the 
national agenda as they are today. Consequently, the research was 
discontinued during the mid-1970s, after UMR' s initial tests found 
glasphalt to work as well as asphalt. 
Of the 250 tons of glasphalt used on the test strip, about 25 Lons of the 
mix - or 10 percent - consisted of recycled glass, Day says. At that level, 
says Randy Verkamp, presiding commissionerofPhelps county, "It wouldn't 
take much glasphalt to remove a lot of glass from landfills in the county." 
UMR and Phelps County received a $50,000 grant from the Missouri Depart-
ment of Natural Resources and the Environmental Improvement and Energy 
Resources Administration to assist in this project and further glasphalt research. 
UMR's portion of the grant is being administered by Missouri Enterprise Business 
Assistance Center, a.research and development arm of the campus. 
The test strip is located near an intersection of Highway V and the south outer 
road of Interstate 44. More than 2,000 vehicles, including semi-trailer trucks and 
other types of heavy traffic, pass over this intersection daily. "At different points the 
traffic brakes, accelerates and turns," Day says. 
UMR and the Missouri Highway Department will monitor the road for signs of 
stress or wear, Day says. 
If glasphalt passes this road test, its value as 
a use for recycled glass is certain to go up. 
"This is an aggressive test for a prod-
uct," Verkamp says. "If the glasphalt stands 
up under these conditions, it will do well in 
a lot of places." 
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Lend us your voice Possible presentation topics in-
clude: 
• Specific technical aspects in one UMR ~--~ 
Name: 




Employment History Qast 10 






Availability: 0 Evenings 0 Days 
Organizations you are invol ved in: 
Special interestsihobbies: 








1. "Alumnus" means: 
a. a big bus 
b. a male former MSM-UMR student 
c. another name for alumninum 
2. "Alumnae" means: 
a. a foreign car 
b. part of a flower 
c. more than one female former MSM-UMR student 
3. "Alumni" means: 
a. a chimney that is nearby 
b. more than one male former MSM-UMR student 
c. a shining light 
d. one or more male and one or more female former 
MSM-UMR students 
4. "Alumna" means: 
a. one female former MSM-UMR student 
b. the bore hole of a pipe 
c. a South American dance 
5. "Alums" are : 
a. what you use to make pickles 
b. you, me, and everybody else who graduated from or 
attended MSM-UMR 
c. K2S04AI2(S04)3. 12H20 
Answers: 
1. b; 2. c; 3. both band d; 4. a; 5. b 
It isn 't easy to remember what to call people who have 
attended and graduated from MSM-UMR, particularly in ou r gender-
sensitive society. But we hope this quiz will help you remember the 
difference between alumnus, alumna, alumnae and alumni! You 
see why so many of us have begun using "alum" or "alums" - it works 
for everyone. 
by Marylou Shomaker, '90 





by Leonard A. Wolff, ' 78 
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When people hear the word gold, eyes light up 
and visions are conjured up of the 4gers heading west 
to California, off to make their fortunes. Today, 
largely due to the rich Carlin Trend which runs 
through it, Cali fornia's neighboring state of Nevada 
is becoming synonymous with gold mi ning. These 
acti vi ties combine to enhance the association of gold 
with the west. One location, however that rarely geLS 
included in serious discuss ions of go ld among week-
end prospectors is the SoutJleast. The southeast not 
only has serious gold mining that makes it a top-10 
producer in the country, but also contains a deep and 
rich history that contributes to the lore of gold. 
Nestled among the pines of the midlands of 
South Carolina, Kennecott Ridgeway Mi ning Com-
pany owns and operates the largest producing gold 
facility east of the Mississippi . Since its inception in 
late 1988, the operation, which has averaged more 
than 150,000 ounces of gold per year from low-grade 
go ld-bearing ore, rivals many of its western counter-
parts. Four other smal l operations in the Carolinas 
have contributed up to about50,OOO additional ounces 
to the region's output. All of tJle operations are 
located in a belt thatex tends throughout the Piedmont 
of the Southeast United States , from northern Vir-
ginia to eastern Alabama, known as the Carolina 
Slate Belt. 
In 1799, tJle first significant gold, a 17-pound 
nugget, was discovered in Cabarru County, N.C. 
John Reed, a farmer by trade, owned some prope'rty 
through which the Little Mcadow Creek meandered. 
One day while pl aying, his son Co nrad saw a shiny 
yell ow rock in the creek. Fasci nated, he fi shed it out 
and packed it home. NeitJler his fa ther nor he were 
able to identify the heavy metal so for tJ1ree years the 
eventeen pound nugget was used as a doorstop. It 
was at tJus time that a local jeweler saw the huge 
wedge shaped doorstop and offered John one week's 
wages for tJle nugget. Stil l not knowing what the rock 
was nor its value, he accepted the $3.50 t11inki ng he 
had made a good deal and had pulled one over on the 
jeweler. Immediately the jeweler sold it for its true 
value, estimated at about $3 ,600. When word Of tJl is 
di scovery go t around, America' first documented 
go ld rush bega n. 
The Reed soon discovered their error, accepted 
it a a hard lesson of life. and began prospecting the 
area and tJle Lill Ie Mcadow Creek [or more gold 
nuggets. In 1803, a 22-pou nd nugget was uneartJled. 
Nuggets of good ize continued to be found into the 
1830 when pl acer mining gave way to underground 
mining technique . Portals were co ll ared and shaft 
unk tJlroughout the property. 
The go ld ru hat tJle turn of the century resul ted 
in tJle fir t di covery of gold in the tate o[ South 
Carolina in 1802. Gold-panning pro pector di cov-
ered the hiny yellow metal in tJle Greenville District 
located in the nort1lern part of the state. 
In 1828, Benjamin Haile discovered go ld in a 
stream bed near Canlden, S.C. In the same year, gold 
also was discovered on the Brewer property in nearby 
Chesterfi eld County. 
Up until t11e last few years, t11e 1830s were t11e 
most producti ve gold mining year in Sout11 Caro-
lina. Within one year of tl1e Haile di covery, pros-
pectors searched sand and gravel along treanlS for 
gold. Later lode deposits were developed. Miners 
leased land in lots of 50 square feet and worked t11em 
to deptl1s of up to 25 fee t. During tJlat time period, 
prospectors discovered gold in 130 locations through-
out 18 counties. The U.S. Mint e tabli hed branches 
in Charlotte, N.C., and Dahlonega, Ga. TIle fi rst 
shipment of gold fro m Soutl1 Carolina came fro m t11e 
Hai le discovery and we nt to t11e Philadelphia Mint. 
During t11e Civil War, tJle Haile di scovery sup-
plied t11e Confederate Army wit11 gold to purchase 
supplies. Wlu le on his famou search-and-destroy 
mission tl1rough tJle SOUtJl , General Sherman of tl1e 
Union Army made a special effort to dispatch a 
detachment of troops to burn and destroy the build-
ings and equipment of Hai le to put it out of comnUS-
sion. 
After tlle war, in 1888, Dr. Adolph Thies took 
control of t11e mine and developed a process to ex tract 
go ld fTom tl1e predominant low-grade sulfide ore. 
From 1888 w ough 1908 until a boiler cxplosion 
killed Thies 's son who was operating tl1e nUne at the 
time, t11e Haile produced about 150,0000unces. After 
the explosion, t11e mine was shut down for awhile. It 
reopened in 1934 only to be shut down in 1942 by 
PresidentRoosevell. Roosevelt closed all gold rnines 
in tl1e country in 1942, declaring tJle mining of gold 
to be a nonessential indu try during war. 
During t11e mid 1830s anotl1er ignificantdi cov-
ery of sorts was made in McCornuck County by 
William Dorn on his estate. In 1852 through his use 
o[s lave labor, he became a very wealtl1y man. During 
tl1e Civil War, Dorn outli tted an entire company of 
Confederate soldiers from his mine's profits. In 1865, 
tl1e day Gen. Robert E. Lee surrendered to tl1e Union 
Army at the Appomattox Courtl1ou e, Dorn perma-
nently closed tl1e mine. In tl10se day the Dorn Mine 
was second in production onl y to the Hai le. 
TIle Civil War marks tJle end of signi fi cant gold 
mi ni ng in Sout11 Caroli na unti l recently. During 
Reconstruction, total gold production averaged less 
that $ 10,000 per year. Spanning its heyday to FDR's 
hutting down gold mining in 1942, about 319,000 
troy ounces of known gold were produced in South 
Carolina. 
In tJle 1980s gold mi ning in SOUtJl Carolina 
experienced a renais ance of sorts , tl1ank largely to 
tJleelevated pri ce of gold. Ini tially ajoi nL venture, tl1e 
now 100 percent wholl y owned KennecolL Ridgeway 
Mine is located in Fairfie ld County. A local, John 
Chapman, panned tl1e area stream , which encour-
aged Am elco Mineral Inc. to develop drilUng and 
exploration hole. Sophisticated geological and engi-
neering ana ly is, a favo rable gold price, and seven 
years of hard work led to tJle di covery of two gold 
depo its located wit11i n one rni lc of each other. 
Mining of tl1e microscopic gold consi t of re-
moving ore from two open pit, one encompa ing 
about 70 acre and tl1e otl1er about 90 acres , to a deptl1 







































































Do you know a student who might be interested in UM-
Rolla? Encourage them to call us at 1-800-522-0938, or to 
write: Office of Admissions and Financial Aid, 102 Parker 
Hall, UM-Rolla, Rolla , MO 65401 
/ 
Year in School: 
"Almost a senio r. " 
Major: 
Managem ent System s 
Hometown: 
Kansas City. Mo. 
Activities: 
National Society of Black 
Engineers. Association of 
Computing Machin ery. 
Kappa A lpha Psi, and the 
"Inroads" program (a pro-
gram that encourages mi-
nority high school stu-
dents to consider careers 
in professions such as 
SCien ce and business 
through summer intem -
ships and advisement). 
I chose UM-Rolla b e -
cause: 
"It had b een recom-
m ended to m e by a high 
school counselor. I kn ew 
it was a good school fo r 
computers and engineer-
ing. I just knew that was 
where I wanted to go." 
Favorite things to do in 
Rolla: 
"Every Friday I go to the 
G ingerbread House (a 
home for severly handi-
capped children ) w ith 
other students from the 
Campus Christian Fellow-
ship to read books to the 
kids." 
Favorite Rolla pig-out 
food: 
Imo's p izza or Chinese 
food 









Best advice from UMR facuIty m ember: 
"Dr. Riordan (director of managem ent system s 
department) encouraged m e to look at all my 
options when I was tly ing to dec ide on a major 
and look ahead at w hat kind of career I wanted. " 
Best advice from UMR student (or alum): 
"Don't get down ... keep a smile on your face. YOu 
can get too wrapped up in your s tudies and 
forget the big p ic ture." 
Post-college p lans: 
Graduate school w ith an emphasis on account-
ing or information/management systems 
Three words that describe me are: 
Organized, unique, spontaneous 
Advice to potential UMR students: 
"Get to know your professors and leam to enjoy 




Compiled by Dirk Frisbee, '94 
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CAMPUS NEWS 
John Larson appointed vice chancel/or of university 
advancement 
John W. Larson, dtrector of cxtemal rclations a t the 
University of Minnesota's Institute of Tecbnology, bas 
been named vice chanccllor of University Advancement 
at the University of Missouri-ROlla. 
Larson began his new duties tn mid-November. 
"Tbe search committee was fortunate in bavi ng a 
large nwnber of qualifIed candidates for ulis position," 
aid UMR Chancell or John T. Park. " But Jobn Larson 
stood out as the indi vidual who has ule kind of experi-
ence and unique capabilities to succes full y lead our 
University Advancement program." 
A 1980 graduate of l11e Massachusells Institute of 
Techno logy WiUl bachelor's degrees in chemical 
engi neeIing and intemationaJ business management, 
Larson has been at Ule Uni versity of Minnesota's 
Institutc of Technology since May 1990. Prior to tha t, 
he was associate director of MlT' s national campaign 
oflice from September 1986 ulfough May 1990 and 
participated in MIT' s $700 million capital campaign. 
He also worked for ARAMCO (Arabian AmeIican 
Oil Co.) as a project engineer and program engineer in 
Japan and Saudi Arabia. 
He speaks Japanese f1uenuy. 
Lar on succeeds Tom Coffman, vice cbancellor of 
University Advancement at UMR from September 1988 
through April 1992. 
"The University Advancement staff has done an 
outstanding job of bandling all activities since l11e twe 
Tom Coffman left campus," Park said. "I am particu-
larly grateful for the leadership of Kittie Robertson, 
who has been serving as interim dtrector of University 
Advancement." 
A search committee of UMR alumni, admmistra-
tors, faculty and staff members screened more tilan 60 
applications before recommending Larson for tlle 
position. 
Horsts honored by Parents' Association 
"We were taughtule value of diSCipline and 
perseverance in l11e real ization of goals. In short, our 
parents taught us how to work." 
These were just some of tJle comments made by 
Richard Horst in the es ay he wrote to nominate his 
parcnts, Weston and Deanna Horst, for the 1992 Parents 
of Ule Year award . 
The Horsts, of Springfield, Mo., were honored WiUl 
Ule award by tJle UMR Parents' Association. 
Their son Richard 
holds a bachelor's degree 
in mecbanical engineering 
from UMR and is cur-
renuy pursuing a master's 
degree in the same fIeld . 
The association 
honored the Horsts during 
halftime activities Satur-
clay, Sept. 26, a t the Parents' Day football game at 
Jaclding Field. 
Also in his nOminating essay Richard Horst said, 
"A great deal of whatever accomplishment can be 
attached to the realization of my educational goals must 
be creilited to my parents. I believe UIeIT efforts to instill 
in u the value of an education have been anytbing but 
wasted." 
A Student Council committee selects Parents of the 
Year A ward recipients from applications submitted by 
current students. 
Weston Horst is retired from the Springfield public 
school system, and he and Deanna now run a floor 
covering sales and installation busmess in Springfield. 
They have three other children, Chuck Horst, Bill Horst 
and Amy Horst-RuggeIi. Amy Horst-Ruggeri and Bill 
Horst each hold bachelor's and master's degrees in civil 
engineeIing from UMR. 
White named Outstanding Teaching Assistant 
Rochelle White has received Ule 1992 Outslanding 
Graduale Teaching Assislant Award from IJle UMR 
Parents' Association. 
White, who was working toward a mas ter's degree 
in maulematics from UMR, was a graduate teaChing 
ass istant for that deparunenl last academic year. 
White was selected for the award based on student 
eva luations done at tJle close of Ihe academic year. Her 
husband, Jeffrey, is working toward a master's degree ill 



















































































Fall enrollment is at a six-year 
high. 
The 5 ,182 students enrolled this 
fall constitute the highest on-cam-
pus enrollment since 1986, when 
5,448 students were on campus, 
says Myron Parry, UMR registar. 
Last fall enrollment was 5,007. 
Parry cites an increase in the 
number of incoming freshmen and 
transfer students as the reason for 
the higher enrollment 
Enrollment at UMR has climbed 
gradually in recent years since bot-
tomingoutat4,804students in 1989. 
On-campus enrollment in recent 
years is as follows: 1982, 7,200 
students; 1983,7,022; 1984,6,423; 
1985, 5,767; 1986, 5,448; 1987, 
5,081 ; 1988,4,914; 1989,4,804; 
1990,4,826; 1991,5,007. 
There's a whole lotta shakin' 
going on in UMR's Glass Research 
Program, where researchers are 
simulating earthquake conditions 
to see how window panes, similar 
to those used in skyscrapers, and 
their mountings hold up during a 
tremor. 
The research got a recent boost 
from the National Science Founda-
tion, which provided a three-year, 
$284,500 grant. The tests could 
lead to the development of new and 
improved wall systems for com-
mercial buildings in areas at risk of 
earthqu akes. 
Dr. Richard Behr, associate 
professor of civil engineering, and 
his co-investigators, Dr. Joseph 
Minor, chairman of UMR's civil 
engineering department, and Dr. 
D.J. Belarbi, assistant professor of 
civil engineering-also have re-
ceived $75,000 in matching funds 
from Monsanto Co. of St. Louis for 
the three-year NSF study. 
Should U.S. taxpayers spend 
$17 billion to remove lead-based 
paint from the most seriously con-
taminated homes? 
Dr. Paula Lutz, an assistant 
professor of life sciences at UMR, 
hopes her research will provide the 
government with data to make in-
telligent policy decisions on the 
cleanup of lead paint. 
Despite the 1978 ban on lead-
based paint, many older homes still 
have interior or exterior surfaces on 
which lead-based paint remains, 
Lutz says. Many children, espe-
IN THE NEWS 
cially those in low-income families , 
are then exposed to environmental 
lead by ingesting lead-based paint 
chips. 
Lead depresses the immune sys-
tems of animals, but information about 
how it affects human immune sys-
tems is sparse. Lutz has received a 
$100,000 grant from the National In-
stitutes of Health to continue research 
on how elevated blood-lead levels 
may affect the immune systems of 
children ages 9 months to 6 years. 
Removing lead-based paint from 
the most seriously contaminated 
American homes could cost U.S. tax-
payers about $17 billion. "More infor-
mation on the effect of lead needs to 
be generated before such an outlay of 
tax dollars is initiated," says Lutz. 
She will be assisted in her study 
by Dr. Nord Gale, professor and chair-
man of the UMR life sciences depart-
ment, and individuals from the Spring-
field-Greene County, (Mo.)Public 
Health Department, the Missouri State 
Health Department and St John's 
Regional Medical Center of Spring-
field. 
Polystyrene, the foam used to 
make coffee cups, soda coolers and 
packaging "peanuts," has found a new 
use in the metal-casting industry. 
In lost foam casting, hollow poly-
styrene beads form a foam pattern . A 
thin coating of liquid ceramic is ap-
plied and sand is added. When mol-
ten metal is poured into the pattern, it 
displaces the polystyrene. The result 
is a metal duplicate of the original 
foam pattern. 
"The foam pattern initially melts 
into a liquid plastic and then evapo-
rates into gases as the metal is 
poured, " says Dr.Donald R. 
Askeland, a distinguished professor 
of metallurgical engineering. ''The liq-
uid plastic and gases then enter and 
eventually pass through the solid ce-
ramic coating and into the surround-
ing sand." 
Askeland and other UMR faculty 
and graduate students are trying to 
determine what happens to the foam 
during this process. 
The project is being funded by the 
U.S. Department of Energy and about 
30 American corporations. The Ameri-
can Foundrymen'sSociety, the South-
ern Research Institute, and the Uni-
versity of Alabama also are also taking 
part in the research project 
A UM R computer science 
professor's studies of software sys-
tems could result in safer travel by 
plane, train or automobile. 
Dr. Bruce McMillin, assistant 
professor of computer science at 
UMR, has received a three-year, 
$215,961 grant from the Air Force 
Office of Scientific Research to study 
ways to improve the safety, livel iness 
and fau lt tolerance of computer soft-
ware. He hopes the research leads to 
improved dependability of complex 
software systems to reduce the 
chances of airplane crashes, midair 
collis ions, nuclear power plant melt-
downs, stalling cars and train wrecks. 
McMillin's approach is to use soft-
ware engineering and mathematical 
logic rather than existing techniques 
of hardware engineering to ensure 
that systems function correctly. The 
approach was developed by McMillin 
and Dr. Hanan Lutfiyya , a former 
UMR graduate student. 
The McDonnell Douglas Foun-
dation of St Louis has chosen UMR 
to receive its largest gift to an educa-
tional institution this year, according 
to Wray D. Calahan of McDonnell 
Aircraft Co. 
The $36,000 will be used for mi-
nority programs and scholarships and 
to support electrical, mechanical and 
aerospace engineering programs at 
UMR. 
The gift allocated $6,000 for 
UMR's Minority Engineering Program, 
$5,000 for scholarships to minority 
students, and $25,000 to support the 
electrical, mechanical and aerospace 
engineering departments. 
Dr. Terry F. Lehnhoff, professor 
of mechanical and aerospace eng i-
neering at UM R, will be the first Boeing 
Lecturer as the result of a $1 0,000 gift 
from Boeing Corp. This is the 
department's first externally funded 
lectureship, according to Dr.Bassem 
F. Armaly, chairman and professor of 
the mechanical and aerospace engi-
neering and engineering mechanics 
department 
Six engineering departments and 
a solar-powered vehicle team will 
benefit from $12,000 in grants from 
Exxon USA. 
Exxon gave $2,000 to the UMR 
Solar Car Team to help the team 
build a vehicle to compete in Sunrayce 
'93, a national cross-country compe-
tition to be held next June, and the 
World Solar Challenge, which will 
be held in November 1993 in Aus-
tralia. 
The UMR team is one of 36 
entries from North American cam-
puses in Sunrayce '93 and one of 
70 international entries in the World 
Solar Challenge. 
Exxon gave $4,500 to UMR's 
chemical engineering department, 
$1,500 to the civil engineering de-
partment, and $1 ,000 each to the 
electrical, mechanical and aero-
space, mining, and petroleum eng i-
neering departments. Departments 
may use the fu nds for scholarships, 
field trips, speakers, equipment 
pu rchases, travel to professional 
meetings and other academic 
projects. 
Exxon makes grants to schools 
offering degrees in educational 
fields from which the company re-
cruits future employees. 
UMR's nuclear reactor has 
received a $50,850 grant from the 
U.S. Department of Energy to sup-
port the Reactor Sharing Program, 
an educational and research pro-
gram, and buy new instrumentation 
for the reactor. 
Under the Reactor Sharing Pro-
gram, high schools, colleges and 
universities in the Midwest can use 
the UMR reactor for educational 
and research purposes. Through 
that program, 600 students from 33 
institutions used the UM R reactor 
in 1991. 
Five UMR graduate students 
have received the 1992 Blue Pearl 
Award for Writing Excellence for 
their writing performance in Mining 
and Engineering Law, a mining 
engineering course. R. Lee Aston, 
adjunct professor of mining engi-
neering and instructor for the 
course, said the awards were for 
legal and technical writing excel-
lence. 
For more informa-
tion about any of 







IN THE NEWS 
CONTINUED 
The People's Republic of China 
has watched Korea and Japan reap 
the benefits of a market economy. Now 
they too want to develop a market 
system, and they're getting assistance 
from two UMR professors. 
With the help of Drs. Walter D. 
Johnson and Gregory Gelles of the 
UMR economics department, the Xi'an 
Petroleum Institute began offering 
graduate-level economics courses this 
summer to 20 students. The program 
includes a heavy dose of Western 
market economics, a system foreign to 
most Chinese students. 
The master's program is a joint 
venture between the UMR and Univer-
sity of Missouri-St. Louis campuses 
and the Xi'an Petroleum Institute. This 
was the first year of the three-year 
program. 
Gene Doty, an associate profes-
sor of English at UMR, has had two 
haiku published in "Midwest Haiku 
Anthology," published by High/Coo 
Press of Decatur, III. 
"I write haiku based on childhood 
memories," says Doty, who grew up 
on a farm in east central Kansas . "Out 
of these experiences, I wrote several 
of my favorite haiku ." 
"One of them, 'a horse-drawn plow,' 
expresses the sense of lost culture I 
feel," he says. 
In addition to contributing to the 
anthology, Doty also was invited to 
read his poetry at the Midwest Haiku 
Festival at Millikin University in Decatu r. 
Haiku is a Japanese verse form of 
three unrhymed five-, seven- and five-
syllable lines. 
Jean Eisenman has been ap-
pointed director of the Curtis Laws 
Wilson Library, UMR Chancellor John 
T. Park annou nced recently. 
Eisenman joined the staff in Au-
gust 1977 as a reference librarian and 
became assistant director for public 
services in November of the same 
year. She became interim director 
after the death last December offormer 
director Ronald Bohley. 
Changes in Graduate Education 
Administrative Structure 
In recognition of llle central role of graduate education in its 
mission, lie University of Missouri-Roila has fully incorporated 
graduate education into 11le academ ic structure of 11le campus. 
All UMR faculty are actively invo lved in rescarch and in 
graduate education . The faculty, deparuncnt chairs, and dcans of the 
Schools and College have tJle primary responsibi lity for 11le quality of 
graduate education. With the discontinuance of lie Office of Graduate 
Studies, lie responsibility and auliority fo r improvement of tJle 
educational experience of 11le graduatc students is placed on those who 
control program quality. 
The Vice Chance llor for Academic Affairs has lie responsibil -
ity for monitoring tJle pcrfonnance of al l academic programs. The 
Oflice of 11le Vice Chancellor for Academic Nfairs will serve as a 
central clearinghouse for graduate matters which are campus-wide in 
nature. 
- Dr. Glen Haddock, Iruerim Vice Chancel/or for Academic Affairs 
Your gift to the Alumni Association of $10,000 or 
more will qualify you for membership in the Order 
of the Golden Shillelagh ! You can make one gift, or 
make a gift of $1,000 each year for 1 0 years-that's 
less than $100 a month! Call Don Brackhahn or 
Lindsay Bagnall at (314) 341 -4145 for more infor-
mation. 






















UMR: A Best Buy 
For me mird year UMR is listed 
among me top 100 public and private 
colleges and universities as a "best 
buy" in a special issue of ''Money 
Guide." Of me 1,000 four-year 
institutions evaluated nationwide, 
UMR ranked 84th in providing a high-
quality education for the money. 
When ranked accord ing to lie Mid-
west geographical area, UMR came in 
at number 17 on llle Ii t. 
"To be listed as one of me nation's 
finest universities is a wonderful 
recognition," says UMR Chanceilor 
John T. Park. "The Uni versity of 
Missouri-Rolla has an on-going 
commiunent to its students to provide 
the best education possible. This 
recognition will enhance our efforts 
toward educational excellence." 
According to ''Money Guide," 
colleges and universities were ana-
lyzed based on 16 factors. The 
performance data gamered included 1) 
student/faculty ratio; 2) percentage of 
faculty wimme hlghest degrees avail-
able in their fields; 3) library resources; 
4) instructional and student service 
expenditures; 5) bigb scbool class rank; 
6) entrance examination results; 7) 
fTeshman re tention rate; 8) graduation 
rate; 9) percentage of graduates wbo go 
on to professional or graduate schools; 
10) number of graduates wbo earn 
doctorates; 11) me business success of 
graduates; and 12) me full stated cbarges 
for tuition, mandatory fees and, where 
applicable, out-of-state tuition. 
In mis age of escalating educational 
costs, it is good to know that bargains 
still exist and that UMR is one of mem o 
- Marylou Shomaker, '90 
YOU CAN 
HELP! 
The UMR Solar Car Team is trying to raise funds to build Sol 
Survivor and finance the races . Anyone interested in helping the 
project can adopt a solar cell for just $15, or contribute in other 
ways. For more information about Hus project, contact Norman 
Cox at 314-341-6443 . 
I'd like to help Sol Survivor! 
Enclosed is my check for ________ _ 
Name: ________________________ ___ 
Address: ______________________ _ 
City/State/Zip: ___________________ ___ 
Phone: ________________________ __ 











































































































It's a Miner offense to not have a 
UMR license plate! 
The MSM-UMR Alumni Association invites you to 
show your pride in MSM-UMR and help support your alma 
mater by displaying the UMR license plate! Our design, 
shown here, incorporates the trad ition of Joe Miner with our 
fine reputation as "Missouri's Technological University". 
When you make your $25 minimum donation forthe license 
plate scholarship fund, you will receive a form that you can 
take to the license bureau to apply for the special UMR 
plates. The cost from the license bureau will be $15 for 
personalized plates plus your regular license fees. UMR 
plates expire in October of each year, and will be renew-
able each year with a $25 donation to UMR and payment 
of applicable license fees. 
Missouri motorists may obtain a UMR license plate, 
whether they are alumni, faculty, staff, students or friends. 
You'll be able to select the letters or numbers you want on 
your plate, following the same rules as the current person-
alized plate program. You may use up to five letters or 
numbers, orfour and a dash . (Some suggestions: 4-MSM, 
MINER, 4-UMR, ROLLA) or the state will assign you a 
number in the 8000 or 9000 series. If you wish, you may 
select a specific number or just ask for the lowest number 
in the series. 
Show your pride-with a UMR license plate! 
Yes, I want to display 
the UMR license plate! 
Enclosed is my check for $25 - please send my 
license plate authorization form to: 
Name: ____________ _____ ___ 
Class year: ___ _ 
Address: _________________ _ 
City/StateIZIP: _______________ ___ 
Home/Business Phone: ____________ _ 
Mail this form with your check payable to "MSM-
UMR Alumni Association"tothe Alumni Office, Castleman 
Hall, UMR Rolla, MO 65401-0249 
L __________________ _ 
Left to right: ''UMRJB'' belongs to Dr. Jerry 
Bayless, '59, '62; "LLB76" belongs to Lindsay 
Lomax Bagnall, '76; and "UMRPR" belongs to UMR 
news services manager Andrew Careaga. 
1----------------------------------------1 
I 
I YES, Lu, send me a Miner pin! 
Name: __________________ ___ 
Address: _________________ _ 
City/State/ZIP ______________ _ 
Class Year: ________ _ 
Send check and order form to : 
Wear a Joe Miner pin on your lapel and show the world that you're aU MR 
Miner! These pins are finely detailed in gold, gray, brown and black 
enamel with a clutch back, and are available for only $5 from one of your 
fellow alumni, Lu Bolon, ('59). Proceeds from the sale of these pins go 
to support scholarships at UMR, so get your pin TODA yl 
Lu Bolon 
902 SW Murray Rd. 
Lee's Summit, MO 64081 





UMR ToE.C.H.S. (Teaching, 
Encouraging, Caring and Helping 
Students) are part of a new ap-
proach that UMR is taking to pre-
vent substance abuse and to pro-
vide wellness education. The ap-
proach, called the "peer facilitator 
well ness program," involves train-
ing students to help their peers cope 
with problems related to drug and 
alcohol abuse, stress, peer pres-
sure, self esteem, sexual aware-
ness, cultural awareness and 
well ness education. 
According to Dr. Camille 
Consolvo, coordinator of student 
development at UMR, the 
program's goal is to train students 
(T.E-CoH.S.) to teach their peers 
about healthy lifestyles. "Most of 
the research has shown that peers 
are much more effecti ve at getting 
the message across than are tradi-
tional substance-abuse programs," 
says Consolvo. "Students listen to 
other students." 
The ToE.CoH.S., who mu t be 
sophomores through graduate stu-
dents, receive ongoing training to 
coordinate and provide educational 
programs for their peers. They are 
taught counseling, communication, 
listening and leadership skills along 
with specific content skills. These 
students then put their knowledge 
and training to work helping their 
peers in fratemities, sororities and 
residence halls. For example, this 
fall they discussed low-risk alco-
hol use with UJe freshman engi-
neering classes during IMPACT 
Week, a week that is designed to 
increase awareness of alcohol abuse 
prevention and intervention ser-
vices available on campus and in 
the community. 
The program is a two-year 
project funded through a $112,927 
grant from the U. S. Education 
Department's Fund [or the Im-
provement of Postsecondary Edu-
cation . Along with Dr. Consolvo, 
J ames Seville, assistant director of 
UMR Residential Life, and Mark 
Potrafka, student services advisor 
for Greek Life, wi ll develop and 




A number of Rollamo yearbooks 
have been made available to the 
Alumni Office to give away to any 
alumnus who would like one. We 
have the following years avail-
able in varying quantities: 
1937 1977 1985 
1950 1978 1986 
1956 1979 1987 
1964 1 980 1988 
1966 1 982 1989 
1971 1 983 1990 
1976 1984 1991 
If you would like one yearbook or 
several , please just mail $5 per 
book (for postage and packag-
ing) to Renee Stone, Alumni Of-
fice, Castleman Hall , UMR, Rolla, 
MO 65401 . If we are not able to fill 
your request, we'll return your 
check and let you know; other-
wise, you should receive the book 
or books you've requested within 
4-6 weeks. 
Please send me the following 
yearbook( s): 
I've enclosed $5 for each book 
ordered, to cover postage and 
packaging. 
Send my order to: 
NAME _________ _ 
ADDRESS ______________ ___ 
CITY _________ _ 
STATElZIP _______ _ 
WORK/HOME 
PHONE ________________ __ 
Return this slip and your check to: 
Renee Stone, Alumni Office, 
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eversa or une 
How the Lady Miner Soccer team is changing a long-time losing streak 















We were probably right at the bottom of Division 
II. Ifwe weren't the worst team in Division II, 
we were probably close .... But we're taking this 
program ... eventually, taking it to national 
prominence. " 
-UMR women's soccer coach Eric 
Swanbeck, to the Rolla Daily News, July 12, 1992. 
By John Kean 
MSM Alumnus/PAGE 28 
W en Eric Swanbeck ar-ri ved at UMR in the summer of 199 1, he had 
a plan to get the women' s occer pro-
gram on lrack. He was taki ng over a 
team that fini shed the previous year 
with a 1-14-2 record and had just a 
dozen players on the team. He 
thought that it could get turned around 
in a hurry. 
It didn' t happen last year as he 
had hoped. There were only 12 play-
ers on the roster, and as all soccer 
followers know, it takes 11 to play. 
And the biggest problem of all was 
that the team lacked talent. The Lady 
Miners fini shed the 1991 season with 
an identical 1-14-2 record. and al-
though they lost some close games, 
most of the losses were of the one-
sided variety. 
To avoid a repeat of that recent 
history, Swanbeck scoured the coun-
try looking for players that would 
make the Lady Miners much more 
competitive. The result? UMR has 
posted a record of 6-7-1 through Oct. 
22, the most wins by a Lady Miner 
team since 1986. 
There is hope for the future. 
The Lady Miners have not yet 
completed the reversal of fortune, 
however. There have still been a 
couple of blowout losses along the 
way. But tlli s team is closer to their 
opponents in terms of talent than any 
UMR team of recent memory. A big 
reason for the improvement is a fresh-
man class that has made itself known 
during the 1992 season. 
"The fres hmen have made the 
difference," Swanbeck aid. "We 
now have some offense, and we had 
none last year. That team was one 
that worked hard but didn ' t have the 
offensive kills to put pre sure on 
teams." 
As a result, the Lady Miners spent 
most of their time defending their 
own goal and hoping that they could 
take advantage of any scori ng oppor-
tunity they got. But when teams con-
tinuously shoot at your goal, there is 
always tile chance they will score. 
UMR 's opponent did just tllat. Some 
games would be 2-0, while other 
would end up about 6-0. 
To get Ulis turned around, 
Swanbeck began searching for players 
who could improve the team's of-
fe nse. In that tireless search [or talent, 
Swanbeck brought in players from all 
over the map and the result has been a 
600 percent increase in victories with 
four game to play. 
For starters, he got Stephanie 
Ingalls , a hard-working midfielder 
from Dublin, Ohio, who has good 
skill s and an intense des ire to win. 
'That was the most important aspect." 
Swanbeck said. "She hasn't accom-
plished much stati sti call y this eason . 
but she has been tile player who ha 
done it all defe nsively and set up a lot 
of goals. She is also our hardest 
worker." 
Nler getting one player witll a 
winning desire, Swanbeck landed 
another in Katie Masterman, a 
nlidfielder from the Rochester, N. Y .. 
area. Masterman has been lowed by 
a knee injury for part of the year but 
has still proven to be the most versa-
til e of the recruits. 
"I could tell she was quick, and I 
Ulink we' ll see that next year when 
she is healthy," Swanbeck said. "Her 
credentials are Lrue. She has good 
skill s and has been among our leading 
scorers before playing in goal. She is 
our best forward." 
Masterman ha been in goal re-
centl y in order to ease the Slrain on 
her knee, which would only get worse 
if she was playing in the fi eld on a 
regular basis. 
The next recruit was Crissy Isreal, 
who ha turned into an offen ive ma-
chine as a freshman. I real played on 
several poor high school teams at 1.J . 
Pierce High in Richardson, Texas, but 
her club team (Spirit '74) out of Dal-
las was the youngest to win the state 
and regional titles , and was Ulird in 
the national under-1 6 tournament. 
"] aw her as a defender with no 
fear and someone who knew the 
game," Swan beck said. "But] put her 
at nlidfield to get more offense, and 
she is now our leading corer (five 
goals and fi ve as ists). Even playing 
as a nlidfielder, she gets a lot of shot 
and it takes more work to get t1lem 
fTom that posi tion." 
By coring just one goal in each 
of the last four games, ] real would 
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Next came Francie Hilding, a 
steady midfielder from Independence, 
Mo., whom Swanbeck never saw play 
while at Fort Osage High School. 
"She was playing on the men's team," 
he said. "She is an aggressive player 
who reads the game well, but needs 
more work on her skills. She is the 
kind of player who gets the job done." 
Two other freshmen have played 
roles, albeit less significant ones. 
Kristen Stroik, a walk-on from Fort 
Wayne, Ind., is a player whom 
Swanbeck feels is giving more mile-
age than expected. Stroik has scored 
two goals on the year, mainly by 
being at the right place at the right 
time. Then there is goalie Julie 
Maurer, who came to UMR from 
Greendale, Wis. Her freshman season 
has been a struggle, but she has 
posted four shutouts and a goals-
against average of 1.85. 
Because the 1992 success story 
has focused on the freshmen, and 
Swanbeck admitted that they have 
had a lot to do with it, it is easy to 
forget the players who have survived 
the dark ages ofUMR women 's soc-
cer. Players such as Cynthia Peters, 
Melissa Moore, Tricia Kuhne and 
Cathlin Maloney, all of whom were 
members of the team that only won 
twice in the past two years, are now 
enjoying things much more and are 
playing a part in it 
"We have had a year to work with 
them," Swanbeck said of the return-
ers. "It has really started to payoff. 
If you notice the back line of defense, 
it is veteran players who are back 
there. 
"To do well offensively, the de-
fense has to get the ball to them," he 
added. "The returners have been the 
backbone of the defense, and if we 
have one without the other, this team 
can't survive." 
Maloney scored two goals re-
cently in a win over William Woods 
College, the first time a UMR team 
has ever defeated that school. Kuhne 
has had the difficult chore of defend-
ing the opponent's top scorer on sev-
eral occasions, and has performed that 
duty well. Swanbeck feels that Moore 
has had a solid year at a defender 
position, and Peters, with her speed, 
has provided good play at the sweeper 
position. 
When it comes to choosing a 
most valuable player, the Lady Miner 
coach admits that the decision will be 
difficult Too many players have had 
a role in the resurgence, and 
Swanbeck may want to make it a 
team award. 
That may be a just thing. As a 
team, it is safe to say today that the 
Lady Miners are not the worst team in 
Division II. They may actually be 
closer to national prominence than 
people thought was possible a year 
ago. 
SWIMMING 
Despite tbe graduation of Jeff Kula, 
(BS AP MTH'92), a qualifier for tbe U.S. 
Olympic Trials and winner of five All-
America honors in his career, UMR head 
swimming coach Mark Mullin believes 
his team will be as solid tbis season as it 
was in 1991-92. While Kuta provided 
many points for last season's team, 
Mullin tbinks tbe points will be tbere 
again tbis year-only somebody else will 
get tbem. 
"It' s fairly obvious tbat when you 
lose somebody who has been tbe anchor 
of 80 percent of your relays over tbe past 
four years, and was an All-American and 
Olympic Trials qualifier, it is going to 
have a big effect on your program," said 
tbe Miner head coach. "But while we will 
miss tbe quality of Jeff Kula, we have 
made up tbe points we have lost, and I 
tbink we have improved from a deptb 
standpoint." 
That is why Mullin, tbe UMR 
atbletic director who also is entering his 
eightb season as head coach, thinks tbe 
Miners will be better come regional time. 
The Miners appear to be stronger 
throughout tbe roster and in every event 
tbis season. 
While Kuta' s loss in tbe sprint 
freestyle events-one of UMR's stron-
gest areas last year-weakens tbat area, 
tbe Miners appear to be much improved 
in one of tbe spots where tbey struggled 
last year: tbe backstroke. The addition of 
three freshman backstrokers could make 
tbis one of tbe stronger events tbis 
season. 
"That was one area we stressed in 
recruiting," Mullin said. "I have really 
been pleased witb tbe tbree freshmen . 
Robert Hagan is probably our No.1 
backstroker at this point, but we have a 
couple of guys, Robert Bailey and Peter 
Baumstark, who are right behind. Being 
tbree-deep in an event gives you the 
deptb to compete in a dual meet and 
championship situation." 
The loss of Kuta in tbe sprints means 
tbat Derek Olander, tbe only senior on the 
Miner squad, will see time in that role. 
Olander swam in tbe 200- and 500-yard 
freestyle last season, proving he can 
adjust to the shorter distances. Joining 
him tbere will be a pair of freshmen, 
Chris Barnett and Marvin Fuller. 
The longer distances will be in the 
hands of Mark Cresswell, who was the 
top swimmer in the 800- and 1650-yard 
freestyle last year, and freshmen Brad 
Cozad and David Clark. 
UMR figures to be strong again in 
tbe breaststroke and butterfly, thanks to a 
good mix of sophomores and freshmen . 
Keitll Thompson, who missed the 
national cuts by one second and set a 
meet record at regionals in tbe 200-yard 
fly, is back along with David Cadoff, 
whom Mullin believes has improved 
greatly from a year ago. They will be 
joined by freshman Bill Elmore, who was 
outstanding during the pre-season in tbe 
fly and should also compete in the 
individual medley witb Thompson, 
Cadoff and Hagan. 
The Miners lost a strong breast-
stroker in Marlin Jiranek, but return tbe 
services of sophomores Ed Midden and 
Jay Meyers for the 1992-93 season. They 
will be joined by Wade Haggstrom, a 
talented freshman whom Mullin believes 
can reach the national qualifying stan-
dards in tbat event. 
"We have more people pushing one 
anotber this year," Mullin said. "There is 
a lot of interteam competition for more 
spots and tbat is going to help all of our 
swimmers. The attitude is extremely 
good, and we're looking forward to what 
we hope is a very successful year." 
Last season, tbe Miners were 10-1 in 
dual meets and fmished second behind 
the University of Indianapolis at the 
Mideast Regional Championships. 
This season, Mullin hopes the Miners 
can fmish one place higher. 
"We had tlle numbers going into 
regionals last year, but we have more 
qUality all tlle way tllfough this year," he 
said. "The 18 we score (only 18 swim-
mers can score at tbe regional meet) will 
be a strong group. We hope to improve 
our point total at the regional and 
compete witb hldianapolis for tlle title." 
FOOTBALL · 
Jim Anderson' s first season as tbe 
head football coach at UMR has been 
more of a year to look at individual 
efforts, as tbe Miners posted only one win 
in their first seven games as of Oct. 22. 
Injuries have played a big role in tlle 
Miner story of 1992. UMR lost AII-
MIAA defensive end Sky Lupo to a back 
injury prior to the start of practice, and 
several others - including 1991 starting 
quarterback Mike Wise - followed. The 
injury bug also claimed tlle Miners' 
leading tackler for tllree weeks and a 
starting offensive tackle for much of the 
season. 
While tlle record has suffered as a 
result, tlle Miners are getting strong 
seasons from several players. Senior 
wide receiver Chris Alverson has ranked 
among the national leaders in pass 
receiving in 1992, willl 40 catches for 
557 yards. He made his 100th career 
catch in UMR's 28-21 loss to Missouri 
Western, and should be in line to earn all-
conference honors this month . 
Alverson has made most of his 
catches on passes from quarterback Curt 
Courtney, a fifth-year senior who has 
made the most of his opportunity. In the 
Miners ' 27-26 win at Iowa Wesleyan on 
opening day, Courtney threw for 291 
yards, the second-highest yardage day in 
school history. He entered the second 
half of the 1992 season in line to break 
several single-season passing records at 
UMR. 
Linebacker Cary Lange and safety 
Pat Risner also have enjoyed solid 
seasons for UMR. Lange, who grew up 
in Rolla, led the Miners in tackles until 
suffering a mid-season lmee injury. 
----.-------
Risner has played well in the Miner 
secondary and took over the lead in 
tackles after Lange' s injury. 
CROSS COUNTRY 
The 1992 cross country season has 
produced some success stories even if the 
season hasn' t produced any wins. 
The men' s team, which had three of 
its top performers redshirted at the start of 
tlle season in an effort to beef up for 
1993, has seen the progress tbat head 
coach Sarah Preston was hoping for. 
Freshman Bob Etien has been the Miners' 
top fmisher in four of the flTst five meets 
and has run consistent limes all season. 
Dirk Frisbee has been consistent as well, 
wbile tbe lone senior on the squad, Kerry 
Kimmel, has been among UMR's top 
fmishers on a weekly basis. 
The Lady Miners have been unable 
to field a full team at some of their meets 
tllis year, but tllat didn ' t stop junior 
Becky Wilson from having a good 
season. Wilson fini shed in sixtll place in 
a meet at the University of Missouri-
Columbia and had a personal-best time of 
19:01 for 5,OOO-meters at tlle Miner 
Invitational. Preston was hoping tllat 
Wilson could fmish among the top 10 at 
the conference meet, held in late October 
in Pittsburg, Kan. 
MEN'S BASKETBALL 
Last season was a year to remember 
for tbe UMR men's basketball team. The 
Miners won more games in 1991-92 tllan 
in any of the previous 15 seasons. They 
had their highest finish in the conference 
standings and won as many as 10 league 
games for tlle flTst time since tbe mid-
1970s. They were on the fringe of the 
national rankings at one point and led the 
league in scoring during a record-
breaking year. 
They don ' t plan on being satisfied 
with that. 
But sati sfaction may come at the end 
of tbe season, as an experienced Miner 
team-one wi th six seniors and eight 
returning lettermen on the active roster-
looks to finish the job started last year. 
The Miners will contend for tlle first Mid-
America Intercollegiate Athletics 
Association title this year after posting a 
17-9 overall record and 10-6 league mark 
a year ago. 
Without losing a player to gradua-
tion, the Miners figure to be a major 
player in the conference race this season 
under sixth-year head coach Dale Martin. 
It all begins with Bill Jolly, an honorable 
mention All-America selection last 
season after he fmished as the MIAA's 
second-leading scorer with 22.5 points 
per game. Jolly, wbo set four school and 
two conference records in 1991-92 wbile 
earning flTst-team All-District and AlI-
MIAA bonors, has his eyes on the all-
time scoring record at UMR. He needs 
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only 219 points to pass fonner All-American Curtis 
Gibson. 
Along with Jolly, the Miners return the services of 
second-team AJl-MIAA center Donnie Brown, forward 
Chris Dawson and guard Rod Jackson. Brown and 
Dawson each averaged in double figures in scoring -
Dawson at 15.3 and Brown at an even 14 per game-
and were the top two rebounders on the team. Jackson 
fmished second in the MIAA in assists and scored better 
than nine points per game. 
The Miners never would have reached the 17 -win 
plateau last year without the play of their reserves. 
Three-year lettennen Jon Huecker and Mike Parmeley 
played big roles in the Miner success last year, Huecker 
with his inside play and Parmeley with his outside 
shooting. Parmeley, in fact, was in the starting lineup for 
the final six games of the season. 
Eric Kearbey and Larry Smith round out the roster of 
returning players. Kearbey was a force on the boards last 
year, and Smith W'as a contributor as a redshirt freshman. 
This group will be joined by four newcomers who 
could make an impact. The Miners' biggest need was 
more depth at every position, and this recruiting class 
may have filled it. Chris Henry and Todd Weaver 
arrived from East Central Community College, where 
that team made dramatic improvements a year ago. 
Henry is a possible starter at forward, while Weaver 
could fill the role of defensive stopper. 
Two freshmen should also fit into the picture. Jamie 
Brueggeman, a 6-foot-8 center, should contend for 
playing time inside. Ryan Wade, a 6-2 guard who signed 
with the Miners in the early Signing period, will help at 
the shooting guard spot. 
The Miners will play one of the most treacherous 
schedules in school history this year. Besides the MlAA 
lineup, UMR will play two NCAA Division I schools 
(Evansville and Northern Arizona), two regional finalists 
and the fourth-place team from the South Central reo ion 
and the two finalists in the NAIA District 16 tourn~en~ 
in the 1992-93 season. 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
Due to the loss of four senior starters, the University 
of Missouri-Rolla women ' s basketball team will have a 
new look this season. Second-year head coach Linda 
Roberts hopes the new look has a bit of the old look of 
success. 
UMR was 14-13 overall last season, and 9-7 in 
conference play, continuing a string of four straight 
winning seasons. The Lady Miner fortunes for the 
upcoming year will rest on the shoulders of their top two 
returning scorers from a season ago. 
Stacy Mathes, the lone returning starter, averaged 
8.8 points and 5.2 rebounds per game in 1991-92. One 
of the team captains this season, Mathes is being counted 
on to provide scoring and solid inside play. The top 
returning scorer is junior Joee Kvetensky, who is likely 
to assume a starting role this year after averaging 10.4 
p:>ints per game last season. Kvetensky, who earned 
MIAA "Player of the Week" honors even as a reserve 
during her sophomore year, could become one of the top 
players in the Mid-America Intercollegiate Athletics 
Association. 
There are nine letterwinners in all back for the Lady 
Miners, including several key reserves from last season. 
Korena Stevens, tlle other team captain, may move into a 
starting role after providing solid play along the front line 
during much of last year. Point guard Christie Wi lliams 
improved as her freshman year went on, and is a leading 
contender for the starling role at her position. Erika 
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Nelson, a solid defensive player, will battle for the other 
starting spot at guard. 
Those players will have to fill vacancies created by 
the loss of leading scorers Trish Van Diggelen and 
Karissa McCarter, point guard Anita Keck, and center 
Sarah Conyers. 
Several other letterwinners will see their roles 
increase in the upcoming year. Katherine Kersten was 
one of the most improved players during the course of 
last year and could see more playing time at forward. 
Chris Bohannon, a guard, could also see more time as a 
sophomore after battling back from an early-season foot 
injury. Kerri DeSchepper is expected to continue 
improving as she contends for increased playing time. 
The Lady Miner roster is also dotted with new faces, 
and some are expected to see playing time. Freshman 
recruits Maja Lundeen, Heatller Wells and Lorie White 
will contend for spots in tlle UMR rotation. Lundeen is a 
strong inside player who should help the team inside -
last year, UMR was outrebounded in over half of its 
games. Wells will battle Williams for the starting point 
guard role, and White will also contend for time at 
forward. 
Three other guards - all prolifiC high school scorers 
- wiU contest for time at shooting guard. Patti Wright, 
who was redshirted last season due to a back injury, has 
outstanding shooting range. Wendee Watkins, a transfer 
from Virginia Commonwealth, was with the team during 
the second semester and is a versatile player. Finally, 
Julie Maurer is a fine atlliete who played goalie for the 
Lady Miner soccer team in the fall. 
The Lady Miners finished in a tie for fifth place in 
the MIAA last year, but this year play home games 
against three of the four teams that finished ahead of 
them. UMR has a home date with NCAA Tournament 
quarterfinalist Washburn, and a home-and-home with 
NCAA qualifier Pittsburg State. In addition, UMR will 
play in tournaments at Nebraska-Omaha, where it could 
meet the potential host and national tournament team, 
and at Florida Southern. 
New clubhouse 
for UMR golf 
course 
The UMR Golf Course should have a new 
clubhouse before the 1993 season which opens 
March 1. 
According to Neil K. Smith, vice chancellor for 
administrative services, the new clubhouse will have 
1,296-square feet of fl oor space, nearly double that 
of the old clubhouse which was built in 1960. The 
facil ity also will feature a larger display and sales 
area, and an additional 1,300 square feet, including a 
640-square-foot patio, under roof. 
The project is being funded through a special 
tax UMR students assessed themselves in November 
MEN'S SOCCER 
A difficult schedule has been reflected in the record 
of the University of Missouri-Rolla men's soccer team, 
but the squad was showing signs of maturing as the 1992 
season progressed. 
The Miners had a record of 5-8 through Oct. 22, 
witll three of the losses coming against nationally ranked 
teams: New Hampshire College, Wisconsin-Parkside and 
the University of Missouri-St. Louis. The highlights of 
the season through mid-October included two wins over 
teams that beat nationally-ranked UM-St. Louis. The 
Miners claimed a 4-1 win over a Lindenwood College 
team mat defeated the Rivennen earlier in the season 
and a 2-1 win over Denver, who went into St. Louis ~o 
win 3-1 over the Rivennen two days later. 
The Miners have had a penchant for pulling out 
miracle fmishes in their wins. In a 2-1 victory over 
Missouri Southern, the Miners tied the game with 10 
seconds to play in regulation time, then won it with only 
3 seconds to go in the overtime period. About 10 days 
later, UMR tied Lincoln University on a goal in the final 
minute of regulation, then scored twice in overtime to get 
a4-2 win. 
Sophomore forward Jim Chapman, who finished the 
1991 season with a flourish to be UMR's leading scorer, 
appears on his way to the scoring title again. His three-
goal perfonnance against Lindenwood gave him a team-
high six for the season. 
Scott Harrison, ajunior forward, has three goals on 
the year, while senior midfielders Pat Snider and Jeff 
Schaefer have put together fine seasons as well. Snider 
has four goals and two assists while playing strong 
defense, while Schaefer has recorded a goal and six 
assists. 
Left to right, UMR golf course assistant manager 
Ray Leuellyn, Student Council President Jennifer 
McGee and Student Council Reporter Brad Flauaus 
at groundbreaking ceremonies fo r the new goLf 
course clubhouse. 
1990. The per-semester tax of $2 a student is for 
four years, and golf course operation reserves will 
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MINER SPORTS 
1. Joe Miner Hat ......... . ............ . .. .... .. ..... ..... . ... $11.50 
2. Joe Miner Sweatshirt ... . .. . .. . ... . . .... ... . . .... ....... . . .. . $25.98 
3. UMR, White & Black Hat .............. ... ...... . .... ...... . $11.50 
4. UMR T-Shirt ...... . .............. . .... .. . . .. .. .... . . . ... .. $12.98 
5. Portfolio with Pad & Emblem .... ... . .................. . . .... $16.00 
6. Stonehenge Plate ........ . .. . . .. ...... . . ........ . ..... . .. .. .. $9.25 
7. Reverse Weave Sweatshirt, Gray & Dark Green ... . .... . ........ $44.98 
UMR Bookstore 
University Center West, Rolla, MO 65401 
All clothing comes in S-M-L-XL 
Please call for childrens or XXL. 
o Please check box for similiar substitutions. 
Prices and styles are subject to change. 
o Check or money order 0 M.C. 0 Visa 0 Am. Ex. 
(314) 341-4705 
Credit Card No.-Do not leave space between numbers. 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
MONTH YEAR ($10 minimum credit card order please.) 
I I I I I Credit Card Customer S ignatu re 
Card Expiration Date 
Expires January 15, 1993 
8. UMR Gold & Black Bandana ... ....... . .. . .... . . .. . . ... . .. . ... $4.50 
9. Large UMR Glass Mug .... . .......... . ............... . ....... $5.98 
10. Quilted Shoulder Sweatshirt ...... .. .. . ...... .. ... ..... . . . . . . $39 .98 
NOT SHOWN: 
UMR or Joe Miner Key Chain . . . ......... . ............ .. . .. .. .. . $2 .00 
MSM Hat , Black/Gold . . ................ . ......... ... ........ .. $11.50 
UMR Alumni , Black/Gold ..... .... .. ...... .. . ..... .. ........... $10.98 
PLEASE PRINT PLAINL Y 
Name __________________________________________ ___ 
Address _________________________________ Apt. # __ 
City State Zip ___ _ 
DAYTIME PHONE, in case we have a question about your order. 
L ea COd~ -------------------------------------------
Style Descirption Size Quantity Total Amount 
Mail Order If Your Amount Shp. & Hdlg. AMOUNT ORDERED 
form to: Ordered is: Charge is: Add sales tax for shipments 
UMR $10.00 and Under $3.00 to Mo. 6.725 
Bookstore $10.01 to $20.00 $3.75 Shipping & Handling Charge 
University $20.01 to $30.00 $4.50 
GRAND TOTAL Center-West $30.01 to $40.00 $5.00 
Rolla. MO $40.01 and up $5.50 
65401 
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Ark-La-Tex Section 
Twenty-five alumni, family and friends attended 
the Ark-La-Tex section meeting which was held at the 
home of John and Loretta Moscari in Longview, Texas. 
Special guests attending the covered dish dinner were 
Don Brackhahn, executive director of the MSM-UMR 
Alumni Association, and his wife Nancy. After dinner 
Don Brackhahn showed the video prepared by the 
'ichool of Mines & Metallurgy for recruiting students to 
UMR. Following this, members discussed ways they 
could improve their section and regain the "Outstanding 
Section Award." Ark-La-Tex will celebrate its 40th 
'consecutive year of operating as a section in 1993. 
Members hope to have John Park, Chancellor of UMR, 
as a special guest speaker sometime next year to com-
memorate the anniversary. 
Those attending included: John, ' 51, and Loretta 
Moscari; Gerald, '28, and Leona Roberts; Frank, '32, 
and Katherine Zvanut; Walter, '34, and Helen 
Bruening; Elmond Claridge, ' 39; John, '39, and Eilyeen 
Livingston; Phil, '48, and Ardella Browning; Bob, ' 49, 
and Pauline Morlock; Shawn, ' 89, and Jenni fer Clark; 
Louise Patton; Chuck and Virginia Johnson; and John 
M. Moscari III. 
-Submitted by Phil Browning, '48 
Austin/San Antonio Area 
On Saturday, Sept. 19, 1992, MSM-UMR alwns 
met at the County Line Barbecue to detennine the level 
of interest in establishing an alumni section in the Aus-
tin/San Antonio area. Approximately 29 alumni and 
guests attended the event which was organized by Curt 
Killinger, ' 73 . Following a get-acquainted dinner of ribs 
and fix ins' , Curt introduced the idea of founding a 
section in Austin/San Antonio. Response to his proposal 
was enthusias tic. 
Bringing the latest news from ule Rolla cam pus 
was Don Brackhahn, executive director of ule MSM-
UMR Alumni Association, and his wife, Nancy. Don 
spoke to the group about "UMR Present and Future" 
and how the alumni association is a part of that develop-
ment. Many expressed an interest in what new academic 
programs are being developed, problems of state funds, 
and how to establish section scholarships . The alma 
mater update on "Missouri 's Technological Uni versity" 
was much appreciated . 
Those attending included: Don, '83, & Eva, '83, 
Amdt; Tim, '89, & Kell y, ' 88, Beckerle; Don & Nancy 
Brackhahn; George Dickinson, ' 80; Jack Garrett, '70, 
'75; Sarall Jane Hahn, '83; Randy Henning, '8 1; Curt, 
' 73 , & Marybeth Killinger, Dave, '86, ' 88, & Donna 
KJeikamp; Herb, ' 73, '75, & Jud y Krasner; Gary, '68, & 
Sandra, ' 68, Mann; Andy Mills, '89; Brad, '73 , & 
Mary Lou Modde; Bill Price, '65; Frank Seely, ' 75; 
Clif, ' 69, & Patty Steed; Mark, ' 81, & Barbara Tarbet; 
and Dennis, '65, & Sandi Worl ey. 
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Central Ozarks 
More than 160 members and guests of the Missouri 
Society of Professonal Engineers and the Central Ozarks 
Section of the MSM-UMR Alumni Association attended 
a scholarship fund-raiser at Lions Club Park on Satur-
day, Aug. 29, 1992, The feature of the evening was a 
shrimp feed under the direction of Brian Swenty and his 
MSPE committee. 
As this was the 25 th anniversary for the shrimp feed 
fund-raiser, Jerry Bayless, retiring president of the 
alullUli section, gave a brief history of the event. Several 
alums and guests in attendance were present at the flfSt 
feed and claim it gets better every year. 
Bayless then introduced the section officers and 
special guests. Special guests included Lt. Gov. Mel 
Camallan and daughter, Robin ; Rep. Jerry McBride and 
his wife, Deloris; and Brig. Gen. Miller and his wife, 
Mary, who are from Ft. Leonard Wood. 
At a short business meeting, Bayless introduced the 
slate of officers which had been announced at a previOUS 
meeting in June. The nominating committee consisted of 
Bayless, Dick Elgin and Eunice French. The following 
officers were accepted by acclamation: Merrill Stevens, 
president; Jim Perkins, vice-president; Dixie Finley, 
secretary-treasurer. Dennis McGee and Randy Verkamp 
will serve two-year tenns as board members, whereas 
Butch Fiebelman will serve Ule one-year, unexpired tenn 
of Jim Perkins. 
Following the section business meeting, Bayless 
introduced David Barr, president of the local chapter of 
MSPE. Barr thanked all those present for supporting the 
scholarship program and invited everyone to return next 
year. 
Those attending included: Rick Stephenson; Kent, 
' 76, Lindsay, ' 76, and Hannah Bagnall; Merri ll Stevens, 
'83; Corky Stack, '76; lJ. Bradshaw, ' 79; Vic, '63, 
Deanna and Iretta Andoe; Chuck, '49, and Agnes 
Remington; Chester, ' 55 , and Evelyn Baker; Ken, '35, 
and Enna Asher; Tom and TanlIDY Snell; Kevin Riggs, 
'91; Jay and Gerda White; Gary, ' 60, and Barbara, ' 61 , 
Patterson; John, '89, and Nancy, '89 Barr; Dan and Pat 
Wamer; Bill Omurtag; Joel Brand, ' 86; Dave Bayless, 
'87; Jerry Bayless, '59; Don Myers, ' 61 ; Bob Ybarra; 
Camille Consolvo; Bums and Kay Hegler; Roger, ' 70, 
and Karen LaBoube; Jerry and Deloris McBride; Le 
Compte, ' 34, and Bemice Joslin ; Jim Perkins, ' 66; Jerry, 
'49, and Mary Frances Berry; Bill Collins, '50; Vi 
Springer; Walt and Sherry High; Paul , '62, and Mary 
Stigall; Joe and Ann Minor; John and Sharyn Powell ; 
John, ' 77, and Wendy Carter; Harold, '84, and Diane, 
'84, Crouch ; Greg, ' 91, and Tammy Vaughn; Glenn, 
'39, and Janet Brand; Hank, '56, alld Pat Sauer; Elmer 
Bagnal l; Dottye Bagnall ; Marylou, '90, and Dale 
Shomaker; Charl es Morri s; Sue Morris, ' 89; Darren 
Morris, ' 94; Rachel Morris, ' 94; Mike Dumin; Barb 
Dumin; Kell y Dumin; D all Kennedy, '26; Neal 
Gral1l1eman, '61; Robin Camahan; Mel Camahall ; 
Butch, ' 66, and Joyce Fiebelman; Charles Finley; Dixie 
Finley, '68; Bob Davis; Wanda Davis; Robbie Davis; 
Ki m Davis; Randy Davis; Rhonda Davis; Natalie Zung; 
Jack Painter, ' 50; Janet Kabel; Darren Kabel; Carol 
Bennett; Don Bennett; Jennie Bayless, '89; Shirley 
Bayless; Dirk L. Gowin, '91; Nickie Gowin; Hank 
Miller; Mary Miller; Chri stine Dornhoefer, ' 89; Franklin 
Y. and Pi Yu Cheng; Randy Verkamp, ' 72; Eunice, '84, 
and Jerry French ; Peter Lackey alld guests; Tom Sowers. 
- Submitted by Dixie Finley, '68 
Chicago Section 
The Chicago Section of the MSM-UMR Alwnni 
Association held a freshman send-off picnic on Satur-
day, Aug. 1, 1992, at the home of Robert, '62, and Julia 
Wilson in Oswego, Ill. InCOming students and their 
families had a beautiful day to get acquainted with 
current students and alumni from the Chicago area. 
Everyone brought a meat to barbecue and a covered 
dish to pass around; the alumni section supplied the 
watennelon, soda and ice cream. All incoming fresh-
man were given a Chicago Section T-shirt. In addition, 
Bob Saxer, '61, was there hawking section alwnni 
sweatshirts, sweatpants and T-shirts. 
Several alumni signed up to serve on the scholar-
ship committee to judge the 1993 Chicago Section 
Scholarship. Those serving on the committee include: 
Marla, '87, and Tim, '85, Jedlicka; Maria, ' 85, and 
Deirk, '85, Feiner; Bob Morrison, ' 71; Bill Black, '72; 
Richard Wieker, ' 59; Bob, '62, and Julia Wilson. 
Following the picnic lunch, everyone enjoyed a 
game of volleyball. 
Those attending included: Deirk, '85, and Maria, 
'85, Feiner; Bob, ' 61, and Linda Saxer; Robert, '62, and 
Julia Wilson; Dick and Jane Saxer; Bruce, Dede and 
Michael Trotter; Steve, '90, and Laura Underhill; Vicki 
Worrell; Christy Worrell; Tim, '85, and Marla, ' 87, 
Jedlicka; Karen, Gary and Mike Casedy; Bill, '72, Jalle 
and David Black; Joe, '81, and Lea Anne, ' 81 , Howell; 
Tom, Patricia alld Andy Le Cren; Gregory, '85, Della 
and Vonne Skannal; Hadiya White; Bob, '71, Liz, 
Kenan, and Jina Morrison. 
- Submitted by Bob Wilson, '62 
Heartland 
Approximately 26 alumni alld gue ts attended the 
Heartland Section reception and meeting at Shoney's 
Inn in Murray, Ky. Gene, ' 53, and Ann Edwards served 
as hosts for the reception. Special guests attending the 
gathering were Don Brackhahn, executive director of 
the MSM-UMR Alumni Association, and his wife 
Nancy; Bob Patterson, ' 54, president of the Alumn.i 
Association, alld his wife Martha; and Jack Painter, ' 50, 
treasurer of the Alwnni As.sociation. Also jOilllng the 
alumni at the reception were Frank and Rita Lallge, 
parents of Cary Lange, a UMR sophomore linebacker 
and Jim and Shirley Nix, parents of Darin Ni x, a UMR 
sophomore defensive back. As the UMR Miners were 
in Murray to take on the Murray State Racers, several 
alumni attended the evening football game including 
Mark Goodman , '63; Blll Clifton, ' 72; Jim Clifton, '49; 
and Suzanne Metzner, ' 91. Other activities of the day 
included golf and tennis. 
At the business meeting, Bill Leach, ' 70, and Ron 
Meldi, ' 72, agreed to serve on the scholarship commit-
tee. In addition, Max Burgett, 54, and Bill Stewart, ' 54, 
will serve on the nominating committee to offer a slate 
of officers. It was announced that the next meeting of 
the Heartland Section will be Saturday, June 5, 1993, at 
Lake Wappapello, Mo. 
Those attending included: Don and NallCY 
Brackhahn; Jack Painter, ' 50; Max, ' 54, and Jo Ann 
Burgett; Bill, ' 54, and Clemie Stewart; Gene, ' 53, aJld 
Ann Edwards; Bob, '54, and Martha Patterson; C. P., 
' 54, and Jan Bennett; Bill, '70, and Scott Leach; Ron, 
'72, and Mary Meldi; Frank and Rita Lange; Don, ' 66, 
alld Jenny Fuller; Frank, ' 54, and Leona Conci ; Jim and 














































Miners got T-shirts 
from the Chicago 
Section at a send-off 
picnic 
Heartland-
Max Burgett and 
Bill Stewart, (striped 
shirts in center) 
were among those 
joining Bob 
Patterson (right)for 
this photo. All are 
class of '54. 
Austin/San 
Antonio-
Some of those 
attending this 
meeting included 
Tim, '89, & Kelly, 
'88, Beckerle; Eva 
Arndt, '83; Mary 
Lou Modde; Don 




On Aug. 29, 1992, the Houston Section met at the 
Marathon Oil Tower for a social hour and dinner. 
President Dan Hinkle, '73, announced that the Houston 
Section had received tile "Outstanding Section Award" 
from the MSM-UMR Alumni Association for the sec-
ond year in a row. Following the announcement, new 
officers were elected as follows: Kirk Lawson, '85, '87, 
president; Art Weber, '49, vice-president and president-
elect; and Nicole Talbot, '77, secretary-treasurer. Gary 
Pariani, '74, agreed to serve as publicity chairman and 
Rob Laird, '85, will serve as activities chairman. Curt 
Killinger, '73, along witil Jim Paul, '43, and Dan 
Hinkle, ' 73, will serve as directors. 
The 66 alumni, spouses and guests especially en-
joyed tile evening's guest speakers: UMR's Chancellor 
John Park and Lt. Col. Tom Akers, a UMR alumnus and 
astronaut. Park updated the group on UMR and future 
plans for the Rolla campus. Park stressed retaining 
Rolla' s traditions while also answering the needs of the 
students and business community. 
Akers discussed the NASA program and his own 
partiCipation in the Endeavor mission. Everyone appre-
ciated his comments about how the Endeavor crew and 
ground control came up with tlle plan to "grab the satel-
lite." The section was pleased that many al umni brough t 
their children to the dinner to hear Akers speak, so it 
was appropriate tllat Matiliew Holtgrieve, son of Ken 
Holtgrieve, ' 78, won tlle drawing for ilie UMR mug. 
Those attending included: Nicole Talbot, ' 77; Art, 
, 49, and Pat Weber; Charles Frey, ' 57; DortllY McAda; 
Andrea M. Green, ' 80, and Joseph Kral; Curt., '73, and 
Marybeth Killinger; Ken, '78, and Matthew Holtgneve; 
W. A., '48, and Editil Schaeffer; Ken Wood, '60; Vicki 
Johnson, ' 82; John, ' 75 , and Michael Sickman; Ken 
Metz, ' 70; Frank S. Millard, '37; Dean, '62, and Trudi 
Cuinan; Charlie, '50, and Nancy Mace; Don, ' 50, and 
Millie Dampf; Tom, '73, ' 75, and Kaye Akers; George, 
' 51, arid Melba Comanich; Sherri Clark, ' 78; Kevin 
Hagan, '80; Dorothy Slavik; Kirk Lawson, '85; Kipp 
Ferns, ' 52; James, ' 89, and Dana Haring; C.R., ' 61, and 
Mrs. Featherston; Dave, ' 71, and Charlene Jones; 
Wayne, ' 58, and Betty Andreas; Richard, '82, and An-
drea Purgason; Spyros G., ' 55, and Noula Varsos; Lanie 
Yonker, '92; Dan Hauschel, '90; Mark Hewlett., '88; 
Rob, ' 85, and Lauren Laird; K. Daniel Hinkle, '73; 
and John T. Park . 
- Submitted by K. Daniel Hinkle, '73 
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Kansas City 
The Kansas City Section of the MSM-UMR 
Alumni Association held its annual picnic on Aug. 30, 
1992, at Longview Lake. Despite a foreboding sky iIi 
the morning, the large turnout saw sunny skies in the 
afternoon. In all, 40 alumni and guests turned out for 
hamburgers, hot dogs and other picnic fare. A special 
thanks goes to chefs Nancy .Wilson and Erika Nye and 
to master barbecuer, Willis Wilson. The afternoon was 
planned by Charles Fugate along with the help of the 
Steering Committee. Recent alums met with more 
seasoned folks and shared stories, food and good times. 
Not only do we look forward to Homecoming on Oct. 9 
and 10, but also our trip to the UMR-CMSU football 
game on Oct. 31! 
Those attending included: Charles Fugate, '90; 
Willis, '73, and Nancy Wilson; John Frerking, '87; 
Drew Rimmer, '92; Erika Nye; Dion, '86, and Laura 
Waldon; Lu, '59, and Sammy Bolon; Nancey Drissel, 
'72; Jim Spaith; Martin Goldstein, '65; Robin Meyer, 
'90, and Tom, '91, Wankum; Cindy Black Moses, '90, 
and Joe, '91, Moses; Melissa Benedick, ' 91; Kathy, ' 76, 
and David Becker; Mike, '86, and Laura Eaton, '86, 
Stolte; Jennifer Harmon, '86; Lisa Wilcox, '89, and 
Kent, '86, Erickson; Bob Sauer, '83; Joe Jones, '92; 
Valerie Vislay; Jack, '56, and Rosemary Stewart; Penny 
Cutler, '91; and Pete, '85, and Cindy, '84, Burton. 
- Submitted by Charles Fugate, '90 
The Kansas City Section was off to the races on 
July 17, 1992. Approximately 25 alumni and guests 
gathered at Woodlands RaCing in Kansas City, Kan., for 
dinner at "First Tum Dining." Everyone enjoyed a fine 
dinner and had a fun time losing their money on the 
races. 
Cliff Tanquary, '57, hosted and coordinated tile 
event along with the help of John Frerking, ' 87 and 
Nancey Drissel, '72. 
Those attending included: Shawn, '88, and Diana 
Dyer; Chris, '87, and Mary Beth Hueste; Greg Vetter, 
'87; Christy Parham; Nancey Drissel, '72; Jim Spaith; 
David Tanquary; Loren, '51, and Pat Hargus; Jack, '56, 
and Rosemary Stewart; John, '58, and Dianne Wright; 
Jack, '43, and Marty Reed; Byron and Esther Ayres; 
Cliff, '57, and Bettie Tanquary; and John Frerking, '87. 
- Submitted by Cliff Tanquary, '57 
Lincolnland 
The Lincolnland Section of the MSM-UMR 
Alumni Association held its 5th Annual Family and 
Freshman Send-Off Picnic on Aug. 1, 1992. Thirty-four 
people gathered at the home of Rich, ' 69, and Carolyn 
Berning on Lake Springfield. There were plenty of hot 
dogs and covered dishes to satisfy the hearty appetites. 
Since the weather was great, Rich provided boat rides 
f'Jr the kids and for many of the adults, while some of us 
relaxed under a shade tree with a full stomach and a 
cold drink. 
We were pleased to have one current student, four 
incoming freshmen and their families attend the picniC. 
It was a great opportunity for the incoming students and 
their families to get acquainted and ask questions. In-
coming and current students attending included: Nathan 
Wade, ' 96; Kim Benson, ' 96; Ed Gaffney, ' 96; and 
Cory HunSley, ' 96; and Steve Nicholson, '93. 
Others attending included: Bob Bernoteil, '91; 
Dave Tepen, ' 90; Rich, '69, and Carolyn Berning; Larry 
Lewis, ' 73, and family; Robert Wade; Jerry, ' 64, and 
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Marilyn Hoppe; Jim, '70, and Leah Rechner; Marsha 
Wayne; Jim, '84, Judi and Tyson Miles; Jerry, '70, and 
Mary Parsons; and Tom Feger,'69. 
-Submitted by Tom Feger, '69 
McDonnell Douglas 
The McDonnell Douglas Section of the UMRJ 
MSM Alumni Association held a business meeting in 
St. Louis on June 30,1992. Approximately 25 members 
met at the McDonnell Aircraft Company Hornet Room. 
Since the last business meeting, the MCD section has 
been very active with numerous activities including a 
Blues Hockey Game and a Cardinal-Cubs baseball 
game. We were fortunate that Don Brackhalm, execu-
tive director of the MSM-UMR Alumni Association, 
and his wife Nancy joined us for the Cardinal-Cubs 
game. But Nancy couldn't root the Cubs to victory in 
extra innings despite her cheers. 
The section also partiCipated in the St. Louis Post-
Dispatch Science Fair judging/awards and the UMR 
student/parent orientations at Monsanto and Southwest-
ern Bell. The MDC section was proud to award a four-
year undergraduate, out-of-state tuition waiver scholar-
ship to Robert Ribbing of Granite City, Ill. 
Officers elected for the 1992-93 term at this busi-
ness meeting are: John Eash, '79, '90, president; Paul 
Segura, '88, president-elect; Doug Engernann, '88, 
treasurer; and Jill Finklang, '87, 90. 
Following the business meeting, guest speaker Jim 
Sinnett, vice-president and general manager of the New 
Aircraft Products Division, provided an informative 
overview of "Fighters for tile 21st Century." 
-Submitted by Todd Rush, '82 
Pacific Northwest 
And they're off'!' The Pacific Northwest Section 
got the summer off to a great SL:'lft with a "Day at the 
Races" on July 3,1992. The weatller cooperated with 
tile 36 alums and guests who enjoyed the races from the 
comfort of the Turf Club just above the finish line. 
There were few remarks regarding tax problems related 
to huge winnings, however, a considerable number of 
tom and crumpled tote tickets were noted. 
The sixth race was dedicated to UMR. Bob and 
Dottye Wolf (Bob is the incoming president of the 
MSM-UMR Alumni Association), who honored our 
section with a visit, were at the fmish line to congratu-
late tile winner. It just happened that they also picked 
the first two fmishers in the race. There is some suspi-
cion that Bob had some inside information regarding 
this race. We noticed that as tile horse crossed the finish 
line he winked at Bob. 
After a delicious buffet dinner of prime rib and 
salmon, a brief meeting was held. Bob Wolf filled us in 
on the recent events at the Rolla campus and encour-
aged us to increase section participation. In addition, Pat 
Duval of Boeing told the group about the fmancial 
assistance the company has planned for UMR. Boeing 
recognizes the significant contributions of UMR alums 
to the aircraft and aerospace industries. 
At a short business meeting, Todd Groennert, '85, 
was elected as the section's new president after a 
closely contested campaign. He has pledged an enter-
taining calendar of events for the coming year and joins 
all of us in wishing John Park great success in his new 
position as chancellor of UMR. 
Those attending included: Vic, ' 60, and Rosey 
Hoffmann; Gerry, '50, and Katll1een Hammond; Keitll, 
'79, and Sue Chrisman; Bob, ' 51, and Dottye Wolf; 
Bill, '59, and Betty Woods; Tom, '68, and Jan 
O'Hanlon; David, '78, and Linda Winter; John, '59, and 
Nettie Adams; Stephen, '68, and Susan Wright; Stephen 
R. Strauss, ' 68; Mike, '75, and Trish Warfel; Mike, '56, 
and Annette Stearman; Frank Marcott, '82; Todd 
Groennert, '85; Ray and Joy Carroll; Joe, '81, and 
Sandra Draper; David, '79, and Karen, '80, Sorrell; Pat, 
'62, and Kay Duvall; Chuck, '61, and Sandy 
Hollenbeck. 
-Submitted by Vic Hoffmann, '60 
5t. Louis 
The St. Louis Section went to the races on Aug. 15, 
1992. Approximately 16 alums and guests gathered at 
Fairmont Park for a buffet dinner in the Black Stallion 
dining room. After dinner, many wagered on their fa-
vorite horses. 
In adrlition, the section received a letter of thanks 
from the section's scholarship recipient, Mark A. 
Goodwin. Goodwin states that when he decided to 
attend UMR, the biggest problem he faced was how to 
pay his tuition."Thanks to you," he continues, "a great 
weight has been taken off of my and my family's shoul-
ders." Letters like this make us realize we are doing 
something right' 
Those attending included: Phil, ' 66, and Barbara 
Jozwiak; Jim, '76, and Dorothy Keebler; Marion 
Skouby, '58, and wife; Joe, '54, and Sue Krispin and 
guests; Don and Nancy Brackhahn; Gerald W., '66, and 
Karen Smith; Mark Smith, '91, and guest. 
-Submitted by Phil Jozwiak, '66 
St. Louis Section's Alumni Lecture Series 
The second lecture in the St. Louis Section's 
Alumni Lecture Series was held at the Engineers Club 
of St. Louis on April 21, 1992. Following the alumni 
reception, Dr. Stephen L. Rosen, chairman ofUMR's 
department of chemical engineering, spoke to the group 
on the "Adventures of an Engineer in Lawyerland." The 
group enjoyed Rosen's experiences as an expert wit-
ness, which have included cases from a "large lady on a 
small organ bench" to "3,000 leaking gasoline tanks." 
According to Rosen, there were both amusing and tragic 
aspects to these cases. But "technically, most (cases) 
reveal in hindsight something between unfortunate 
carelessness and gross imcompetence." 
Phil Jozwiak, coordinator of the lecture series, 
reminded everyone to mark their calendars for coming 
lectures. 
Those attending included: Kenneth BUSCh, '72; Ron 
Jagels, '86; Bob Bain, ' 88; Ed Keil, ' 56; Vince Keil; 
Paul Fieischut, ' 85; Phil Jozwiak, '66; Joseph Willjams, 
'91; Roger Ringhausen, '63; Andre T. Spears, '87; 
Caroline Epperly Bredemann, '90; Aaron Epperly, '87; 
Dick Bauer, '52; George Tomazi, ' 58; Angie Banks, 
'87; Ernest Banks, '81; Allen Minks, '81; Alfred J. 
Buescher, '64; James K. Van Buren, ' 63; T. Michael 
McMillen, '67; Joesph F. Krispin, ' 54; Jack Painter, 
'50; George Axmacher, '42; Don Brackhahn and Steve 
Rosen. 
The Engineers Club of St. Louis was the site of the 
St. Louis Section ' s September 15 lecture. Approxi-
mately twenty-five alumni and guests gathered at the 


















































The Alumni Office is proud to announce 
that we now have the video 'Tom Benton's 
Missouri" available for you to borrow. This 
video was produced by Professor Jim Bogan of 
UMR's Philosophy and Liberal Arts department. 
The subject is the Benton mural that is housed 
in the Capitol Bu i Iding in Jefferson City, Missou ri. 
This mural depicts Missouri's history, and was 
extremely controversial when first completed. 
If you'd like to borrow the video for one of 
your section events, contact Lindsay Bagnall in 
the Alumni Office_ 
speak on "Athletics at UMR, Past, Present and Future." 
Mullin pointed out that UMR bas a "long and proud 
tradition in ath letics" beginning witb tbe foo tball pro-
gram in the 1890's. Of UMR's 15 sports (ten men' s 
and five women's sports), are an very competitive; for 
example, tbe swimming team bas amassed a 56-14 
record over tbe past seven years and Jeff Kula, a UMR 
swimmer, eamed a trip to the United States Olympic 
trials last season. The women's basketball team had 
winning seasons [or tbe past four years and was nation-
all y ranked for three weeks of tbe 1990-91 season. 
Mullin also sta ted that "we bave bad tremendous suc-
cess at UMR witb our atbletes in academics" and tbat 
"many of our athletes were on tbe MIAA Academic All 
Conference Team." Mullin believes 11lat student all1-
letes can be successful in atbletics and academics and 
tbat emphasizing scholarship, leadership and sportsman-
ship is the direction for the future of UMR's all1letic 
program. However, a "major challenge to our depart-
ment is adequate funding for our programs." Mullin 
continued, "we have not been able to keep up with 
inflationary increases in scbolarships and operations. It 
will take many people working together," such as stu-
dents, [acuity, administrators, alumni and friends, to 
improve funding and provide "opportunities [or young 
people which olllerwise migbt not be avai lable." 
Former UMR alllietes attending tbe event included 
Wayne Bennetsen, '41 , and Larry Oliver, '70, current 
atbletic Hall of Famers, and Joel Loveridge, ' 39, wbo 
will be inducted into the Hall of Fame lllis October. 
Otber alumni intercollegiate athletes attending were 
Caroline Epperly, '90 (softbal!), Aaron Epperly, '87 
(basebal!), Alden Williams, ' 51 (football ) and Jim 
Keebler, '75 (soccer). 
Phil Jozwiak, , 66, served as master of ceremonies 
and distributed llle evening' s door prizes to Tom 
Thompson, ' 72, (hat), Wayne Bennetsen, '41, (hat) and 
Len Kirberg, ' 66 (book)_ Jozwiak reminded everyone 
that the next lecture will be beld on Tuesday, October 
20, witb Chancellor Park as tbe guest speaker. He urged 
aI I to attend. 
Those attending included: George Axmacher, '42; 
Dick Bauer, ' 52; Wayne Bennet<;en, '41 ; Don 
Brackl1a11n, Executive Director of 11le MSM-UMR 
Alumni Association, Caroline Epperly, '90; Aaron 
Epperly, '87; Paul Fleiscbut, ' 85; BilJ Haas, ' 87; Kelley 
Jozwiak, '91; Phil Jozwiak, ' 66; Ron Jagels, ' 86; Mr. & 
Mrs. Jim Keebler, ' 75; Len Kirberg, '66; Jobn Lauth, 
'72; Joel Loveridge, ' 39; Mark Mullin, Larry Oli ver, 
'70; John C. Schilling, '43; Tom Tbompson, ' 72; Bob 
Wildschuetz, '75; Alden Williams, ' 51 ; and Ralph 
Wolfram, ' 50. 
-more section news on next page 
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Tulsa 
The Tulsa section of the MSM-UMR Alumni Asso-
ciation sponsored a student send-off picnic at the home 
of Steve, '72, and Gloria Thies on Sunday, Aug. 2, 
1992. Four incoming freshmen, John Crick, Doug 
Harrington, Phil Menkel and Matt Mogg, attended the 
picnic along with three returning students, Drake 
Clarke, Joe Cole and Gary Graham. In addition to the 
I students and their fathers who attended, 11 alumni and 
their families came out for an afternoon of hot dogs and 
swimming. Special guests at the outing including Don 
Brackbahn, executive director of the MSM-UMR 
AJumni Association, and his wife Nancy. 
Discussion centered around the campus environ-
ment at UMR and the solar car race. Joe Cole, a sopho-
more at UMR, is currently working on the solar car 
which will be entered in two races next year, one in the 
United States and one in Australia. 
Those attending included: Steve, ' 72, and Gloria 
Thies; Ron La Manque, ' 85; Joe, '54, and Irene Cole; 
Don and Nancy Brackhahn; Jim, ' 66, and Donna 
Bertelsmeyer; Roger and John Crick; Lee, '79, and 
; Barbara Emnett; Drake Clarke; Gary Graham; Patrick 
and Doug Harrington; George, '74, Joy, Jeff and Steven 
Stegner; Robert, ' 50, Betty Ponder; Rob, ' 79, Becky, 
Robbie, and Ryan Riess; Minh, '77, Fred, Freddy and 
Mary Stratton; Matt Mogg; Phillip Menkel; Gary Chris-




Betty and Robert, '50, 
Ponder and Ron 
LaManque are all 
smiles at the Tulsa 
student send-off 
picnic. 
Several stalwart alumni and their spouses posed with a greyhound at the Woodlands Kennel 
Club. Those smiling with the talented canine included: Jack, '56, and Rosemary Stewart; 
Loren, '51, and Pat Hargus; and John, '58, and Dianne Wright. 
GOLD, continued from page 22 
of about 400 feet. Conventional open-pit mining meth-
ods as those used out west are used. Material tJlat is 
initially drilled and blasted is excavated by front-end-
loaders and transported by off-highway haulage units. 
If tJle material is ore as determined by assaying tJle drill 
hole cuttings prior to blasting, it is transported to a 
permanent crusher prior to processing, or sent to a 
stockpile and stored for future processing. Waste is 
either directed to a waste dump or other oIl-site con-
:struction activities. Feasibility studies show that there 
is a total of about 1.4 million ounces of recoverable 
gold from the two sites. 
Processing includes crushing tJle ore initially in a 
,gyratory crusher tJlen breaking the material down fur-
ther through tJ1e use of a SAG mill and two ball mills. 
Cyanide is used in me Carbon-in-Leach (CIL) technol-
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ogy employed for metal extraction . Once processing is 
complete, the tailings are men slunied to a 270-acre 
lined tailings conk1inment facility. 
Both mining and millLng operations operate around 
the clock, 24 hours per day, seven days per week. The 
average milI throughput is 15,000 tons per day. Total 
material movement of ore, low-grade (for processing at 
a later date), and waste per day averages about 31,000 
tons. 
The operation is located in fairly close proximity to 
a major metropolitan area. Emphasizing the company's 
commitment to me environment, great care was taken to 
m.inimize the visual impact of operations to the public. 
The only obvious evidence that a major m.ining opera-
tion is going on is from the view of a highway overpass 
over tJle mine ' s main haul road - one pit wall can be 
seen. The low-grade stockpile that will be processed in 
me future looms over the property, and it can be seen 
from a distance. 
Today, primarily due to the success Kennecott 
Ridgeway Mining Company has experienced, other 
mining companies are actively exploring the region for 
a similar ore deposit. The Haile and Brewer are still 
active but on a much smaller scale. The Reed Mine in 
North Carolina has ceased mining operations and is now 
a state-run historic site. Up to 70,000 people visi t each 
year for a tour of the site, the mine and museum. They 
enjoy the programs, pan for gold, and get a taste of gold 

























McDonnell Douglas Joint Meeting with 
Society of Flight Engineers, St. Louis, MO , 
John Eash, '79, 314-595-6931 
3 Northwest Mining Convention Alumni Breakfast, Spokane, WA 
John Baz-Dresch, '73, 509-663-7313, ext. 312 
5 Admissions Reception, St. Charles, IL, Alumni Office, 314-341-4145 
6 Admissions Reception, Chicago, IL, Alumni Office, 314-341-4145 
Phoenix Section , Phoenix, AZ, Bill Hallett, '55, 602-529-2857 
7 Tucson Section, Tucson, AZ, Bill Hallett, '55, 602-529-2857 
19 COMMENCEMENT 
JANUARY, 1993 
4-8 Florida Section, Sarasota, FL, Bill Gammon, '49, 813-371-1089 
9 Admissions Reception , St. Louis County, Alumni Office, 314-341-4145 
10 Admissions Reception , St. Louis City, Alumni Office, 314-341-4145 
17 Admissions Reception, Rolla, MO, Alumni Office, 314-341-4145 
23 Ark-La-Tex Section 
FEBRUARY, 1993 
3 St. Louis Section Alumni Night at UMR-UMSL Basketball Game 
Phil Jozwiak '66, 314-878-1285 (H) 
12 Southern California Section , Los Angeles, CA, John Wilms, '43, 213-327-3009 
13 San Diego Section, San Diego, CA, AI Keevil, '43, 619-488-6072 
16 SME Alumni Reception, Reno, NV, Alumni Office, 314-341-4145 
Legislative Recognition Day, Alumni Office, 314-341-4145 
20 Advisory Committee on African-American Recruitment & Retention 
Alumni Office, 314-341-4145 
27 Parents' Association Board Meeting, Alumni Office, 314-341-4145 
MARCH,1993 
Bay Area Section St. Pat's Party, Jerry Littlefield , '58, 415-768-4844 (B) 
20 Colorado Section St. Pat's Party, Gene Lindsey, '51,303-740-6152 
Oklahoma Section St. Pat's Party, Gary Christopher, '73, 918-588-6216 (B) 
APRIL,1993 
16-17 Alumni Board Meeting & Spring Open House, Alumni Office, 314-341-4145 





50 Year Reunion, Class of '43, Alumni Office, 314-341-4145 
COMMENCEMENT 
Order of the Golden Shillelagh Annual Meeting, Shangri-La, OK, 
University Advancement, 314-341-4002 
JUNE, 1993 
Heartland Section, Lake Wappapello, MO, Punch Bennett, '54, 314-222-9671 
** To be announced 
G 
15 
There's no such thing as an ex-Miner; there are 
only"formerstudents." You don't even have to graduate 
to be a part of the MSM-UMR Alumni Association. 
Once a Miner, always a Miner! 
---, 







DID YOU KNOW: SWE has been at UMR I 
for over 30 years! SWE is a professional educa- I 
tional service organization that is nationally known I 
with one of their many student chapters here at I 
the University of Missouri - Rolla. Some of our I 
goals as a SWE student chapter are to inform, I 
assist, support , develop and network with the I 
students on campus. This is accomplished by 
having bi-monthly meetings, Evening with Indus- I 
try, Women's Issues Colloquium, Scholarship I 
Program and the Student Awards Banquet. The I 
members also get involved with other activities 
which benefit the community/public. These ac-
tivities include: High School Conference, Christ-
mas Party for Big Brothers/Big Sisters, Girl Scout 
Conference, Engineering Day and the Science 
Fair Award. One of the main objectives for the 
student chapter is to not only accomplish its goals 
with the students on campus, but to also chal-
lenge the younger generation of up and coming 
engineers to become involved in this support 
system. 
As a professional, what could SWE have 
done to help you while you were a student at 
UMR to better prepare you for the transition 
from school to the work place?There are many 
ways in which you can become involved in mak-
ing SWE better serve the students here at UMR. 
SWE would like to challenge you to become 
involved by doing a workshop , a presentation , or 
just speaking to the members of SWE. Other 
ways you can become involved are to become a 
mentor and/or to give us ideas on future projects 
for SWE. If you are interested in doing any of the 
above, becoming involved in this organization or 
receiving our newsletter, please fill out and de-
tach the form below and send it to: The Society 
of Women Engineers, 113 University Center-
West, University of Missouri-Rolla, Rolla, MO 
65401~249. 
Name ____________________________ _ 
Degree(s )/Date (s), ____________________ _ 
Address, __________________________ _ 
City ____________________________ __ 
State/ZIP ____________________ __ 
Phone Number (optional) 
CompanyfTit le ______________________ _ 
Business Address ____________________ _ 
Please check one: SWE Member 
SWE Non·Member 
Please check the appropriate (Interests ): 
__ Speaking __ Mentoring 










I L _______________ ~ 
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Id Times Into Progress, continued 
Not every member of the freshman class was 
fortunate enough to matriculate in the following 
'courses; however, sufficient variety was available 
to make life at MSM exciting, educational and 
relevant. In particular, these courses were designed 
especially for freshmen and the reason we held 
them with such great respect was because we heard 
that the upper classmen had passed these courses 
with honors. Thus began our transformation from 
the uneducated into engineers . 
Course 105: MSM Esprit de Corps (required-
2 hours). After receiving our beanies we were 
lnstructed to report that night to the go lf course to 
learn school songs and yells. As one approached 
the golf course in the dark there seemed to be a lot 
of yelbng and milling around. Unexpectedly and 
immediately on getting onto the grass six dudes 
seized upon your person, suspended you upside 
down and off came your pants intact or oOlerwise. 
Not much was leaned about school songs that 
night, but the dastardly sophomores were exposed, 
and the lesson of pantsing had been well demon-
strated but unappreciated by Ole greenies witil the 
beanies. 
Course 110: A-Revenge; B-Nutrition; C-
Environment; D-The Parade (4 hours-personal 
advancement) . 
A-Revenge: On the day following the golf 
course incident the sophomores challenged Our 
class to a tug-of-war by Jackling Gym. 11us was 
just what we wanted because it would give us a 
chance to teach these sophs some humility and a 
lesson they sorely deserved- remember, we out 
numbered them by about 100. When we arrived at 
the gym, by some unknown convenience tilere was 
a huge mud bog. Oh boy. So we all stripped down 
to shorts , laid hold of this hawser, and prepared to 
drag these thoughtless sophs out of the park. 
Peculiar thing, as we began to overpower the sophs 
a whole covey of older guys (identified later as 
juniors and seniors) jumped in to save those 
cneating sophomores. Not only did tile upper 
classmen turn the tide of battle, but they ordered us 
over to a large metal cu lvert on the east side of 
Jaclding Gym . 
B-Nutrition: By thi s time we were a pretty 
bedraggled group and realized we would have to 
obey the majority (for tile time being). At the north 
~ntrance of the tunnel we were forced to take a 
mouthful of dry uncured Missouri tobacco and 
chew until we could spit green. If you were a non-
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smoker, you could tel l this tobacco juice was not 
goi ng to replace orange juice in the near future. 
Going into the tunnel appeared the way to escape 
more tobacco. 
C-Environment: The nice thing about the 
tunnel was that you could see daybght at the other 
end, the bad thing being that it looked to be about a 
n1i1e long. Things got worse. This tunnel was hot, 
used as a sewer, and the smell was nauseating. 
Coupled with sweati ng bodies , filthy water, 
tobacco juice and no air, gelling out the south end 
immediately was a priority. The south end of the 
tunnel was no picnic area either, because many of 
us began to unburden our stomachs of the tobacco 
juice we had swallowed. Better swallow than 
expectorate in the tunnel. 
D-The Parade: On exiting from the tunnel we 
were invited to parade down main street (Pine). 
Have you ever seen a sorrier group--torn clothing, 
mud caked, stinking and exhausted-being asked 
to a parade. Some of us thought we should get into 
our tuxes, but it was explained that tile citizens of 
Rolla had already lined the street and were await-
ing our arrival. Obviously we joined hands and 
snake danced through downtown. Although it was 
a little embarrassing because of our attire, our elan 
was greatly improved because these people 
cheered us and were the ones who kept encourag-
ing us to carryon. All-in-all it was a great day. 
Course 115: American Influence on Greek 
Culture (several months-participation optional). 
A-Paddles; B-Hell Week. 
A-Paddles: Paddles were designed especially 
for freshmen, and mass produced by some wicked 
company the whereabouts never ascertained 
altllough sought for destruction by engineering 
freshmen worldwide. A usual solid oak design was 
3 inches wide and 30 inches long with a six-inch 
handle. 111e paddle originated the overworked 
cliche, "assume tlle position," where upon one bent 
over grabbing the ankles thus exposing tile rear 
end. In present day use this position would be 
perfect for mooning. However, as used Greekly, 
tile more padding on the rear, tile better. Sopho-
mores were not allowed to paddle freshmen; that 
duty was reserved for juniors. Seniors were above 
such training duties. Unfortunately in some cases 
using tile paddle became a quest for recognition as 
who could swat the hardest. The paddle acted as an 
adjunct professor, teaching rules such as, "you 
don't swear at the dinner table, no noise in the 
dormitory, abide by study hours ," or else wham. 
The paddle was also an effective environmental 
control tool in that it cut down on electrical 
power-step out of your room without turning out 
the light and whamo. 
B-Hell Week: (Probably three days). The most 
ballyhooed propaganda perpetrated on the gUllible. 
For weeks beforehand, "The Week" was portrayed 
as the worst thing that could happen to a human 
body, and it turned out to be somewhat a dud. The 
main emphasis appeared to be to keep one awake 
for two or three days. Prof. Kershner or a physics 
professor with a Saturday morning exam could do 
better than that. 
First asafetida (Devils Dung) was placed 
around your neck, the odor soon paralyzing the 
smeller. Dye was slipped into the food which 
colored the urine blue and we thought we were 
dying. Then there was the scavenger hunt which 
involved the most outlandish items the upperclass-
men could think of. Many a freshman has spent 
untold hours searching for a package of piercing 
points as defined by the Mechanical Drawing 
Department. In retrospect, it seems that those 
beautiful people of Rolla were actually in cahoots 
with the frats. If you came back empty-handed 
(swat), you were sent to some secretly suggested 
residences where a nussing item could be found-
how convenient. Graduation from Hell Week was 
beneficial in tllat the juniors and seniors seemed to 
have a little more compassion for the greenies-
except that the devibsh sophs still had a surprise or 
two to adn1inister. 
Course 120: The Wrinkle (1/3 hour-medical 
procedure). This procedure required a team of five 
sophs and one fTeshman patient along with a very 
stiff scrub brush (fiber or metal). Surprise was 
essential with the surgical team usually jumping 
out fTom ensconced positions. The patient was 
grabbed from behind, placed backside down on the 
ground and the shirt removed form tlle stomach 
area. The operating surgeon tllen proceeded to 
remove a suitable amount of skin from around the 
umbilicus area with the brush. No anesthetic was 
involved, consequently tile patient would struggle 
violently and inflict as much damage to the 
surgical teanl as possible. 111e reasons for tlle 
wrinkle seem to be very obscure. One possibility 
was tllat a freslunan may have simply devastated 
one of Professor Kerslmer's chem exams, and then 
came swaggering and sauntering into the house. 
Swaggering by a freslmlan was intolerable and 
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could be the answer to an attitude, but on the other 
hand it stimulated a revenge mentality. 
Course Y-28-1: Hell Week Revisited (Parts of 
4 years). In September 1944 some 21 months after 
graduating as a Chern E from MSM and the OCS 
Fort Belvoir, Va., I'm sitting in this hole in the 
ground, filled with water and crawly things, on an 
island called Peleliu. My platoon is dug in behind 
me on the hillside_ We haven't had baths, hot 
meals or any sleep for a week_ As combat engi-
neers we have detonated tons of TNT in the caves 
on the east side of the Umurbrogol mountain 
blasting the J aps out of their holes. Last night we 
had a fire fight and now there are three dead Japs 
lying in the trail in front of me, and four more over 
in the underbrush on my right flank. Lt. Cook is 
dead. Sergeant Stein is dead, and my corporal 
Preston has been shot in the left shoulder. I will 
not see them again. 
A comparison between Hell Week and Peleliu 
has probably helped Professor Albert Einstein 
prove his theory of relativity, whereby you multi-
ply Hell Week by the square of the speed oflight 
to arrive at one night on Peleliu_ 
But for now, it's back to MSM courses we all 
knew (and loved?)_ 
Course 125: The Widow (112 hour-by 
invitation only). Living on the hill just west of tl1e 
golf course in Rolla was the most beautiful young 
woman invented_ A combination of Betty Grable 
and Lana Turner. SinUlar to Greta Garbo in that 
she was very reclusive. Her husband had been 
killed in a tragic mysterious accident and foreign 
agents were after her because she knew too much. 
Obviously it was the absolutely greatest privilege 
to be selected to visit this lonely, sexy, gorgeous 
lady_ Arrangements were made by a senior who 
knew her intimately, and then he would lead you to 
her home. Of course your senior mentor would 
leave you about a hundred yards from the house so 
that you could have complete privacy. As you 
could hear her steps approaching the door, around 
the corner carne this huge guy dressed in black 
who fired two shots from a shotgun. The trip out to 
her house took about 12 nUnutes, tl1e return trip to 
the basement of the PiKA house about 35 seconds. 
There would be no more visits to the widow until 
next year when a new crop of freshmen appeared. 
Course 130: The College Hangout (Several 
hours- Fri/Sat nights) _ All college kids in the 
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For weeks beforehand, 
"The Week" was portrayed 
as the worst thing that 
could happen to a human 
body, and it turned out to 
be somewhat a dud. The 
main emphasis appeared to 
be to keep one awake for 
two or three days. Prof. 
Kershner or a physics pro~ 
fessor with a Saturday 
morning exam could do 
better than that. 
country need a special spot where they can prevari-
cate, cavort and unwind unceremoniously. MSM 
was a school which needed such a spot more than 
any other college in the country. Because most of 
the students were taking 18-20 semester hours 
credit with all 80' clock classes, labs every day and 
classes till noon on Saturday with perhaps a 
nervous breakdown imminent, the Pennant Tavern 
was absolutely critical . Located about two blocks 
northeast of tl1e Cainpus on Highway 66 it was 
easy to get to by foot since freshmen didn' t have 
cars. Famous St. Louis beers, Falstaff and 
Griesedieck, were available at reasonable cost (25 
cents a bottle?), but more importantly there were 
some really attractive girls in Rolla, and they 
would come to the Pennant Tavern wiili ilieir dates 
after a dance or a movie. You cannot have a 
college hangout wiiliout girls. All the guys at 
MSM were pcrfect gentlemen, and a disturbance at 
ilie Tavern would be unthinkable_ One disadvan-
tage wiili ilie Tavern was ilie floor which was 
made of ceranUc ti le and if you dropped a bottle or 
glass, it was gone. On the other hand the floor was 
great for doing the fandango. The Pennant Tavern 
was in effect the most interesting adj unct class-
room for Miners. 
Course 135: St. Pat's (72 hours non-stop). One 
of the things that sustained the freshman class 
members during their year of enlightenment was 
knowing that in March they would celebrate St. 
Pat driving the snakes out of Ireland, St. Pat 
arriving on a hand car, all night dances , tea parties 
and, most of all , the hundreds of beautiful girls 
cOnUng to Rolla for a celebration. Frat rats moved 
out of the houses and the girl s took charge. Men 
were not allowed above the first floor while the 
girl s were present-Miner gallantry in action. 
Rooms that had smells of athletic supporters and 
musty socks were transformed into areas of 
exquisite odors that would last nearly till the end 
of the school year. Although it was difficult to hit 
the books again after St. Pat's, we could look 
forward to next year and another great celebration. 
Especially for the fTeshmen , St. Pat's was a time in 
tl1e year when one could start thinking about next 
year when we would be sophomore doers to a 
bunch of hot-shot doees. The anticipation was 
almost unbearable_ 
Course Over: (40 credit hours plus electives-
May 1940). 
At some particular time in the future when it's 
your turn to revisit your Alma Mater in Rolla, you 
may participate in an unusual experience. Select 
one of those gorgeous Missouri full moon nights, 
and around 2 a.m_ go out where the palatial 
Sinclair Pennant Hotel used to stand (Drury 
Motel). Sit down, turn your ears toward the 
campus, listen intently, and if your vibrations are 
in sync you can hear some bygone freshmen_ 
There will be sounds of anguish or glee as the case 
may be when Prof. Kershncr posts the chern 
grades. There also will be sounds of desperately 
struggling freshmen trying to keep their pants on, 
or retching violently to clear the stomach of 
tobacco juice whi le casting gross aspersions at 
those brutal sophomores. But perhaps best of all , 
you will hear these freshmen singing happily down 
at the Pennant Tavern finally realizing iliat for 
freshmen there is no way but up, and that next year 
they will be the highly touted sophomores. 
As you leave the Pennant Hotel area wiili the 
moon sinking below the horizon, you will also 
hear a voice saying very clearly, "I wouldn't hav.<:; 
nUssed one second of one iota of this for a zi llion 
bucks.". 
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POLICY FOR PUBLICATION OF 
ALUMNI NOTES 
IN THE MSM ALUMNUS 
We are happy to announce wedd ings, births and promotions, after they 
have occurred. 
We will no longer mention spouse name unless it is specifically men-
tioned in the information provided by the alumnus. 
We will not print addresses unless specifically requested to do so by the 
alumnus submitting the note. 
We reserve the right to ed it alumni notes to meet space requirements. 
Thank you, 
The Editorial Staff of the MSM Alumnus 
ABBREVIATIONS USED IN ALUMNI NOTES 
DEGREE TYPES MAJOR FIELDS, continued 
BA Bachelor of Arts Engl Eng Lisb 
BS Bachelor of Science EnvE Environmental and Planning 
MA Master of Arts Engineering 
MS Mas ter of Science EPby Engi.neering Pbysics 
MST Mas ter of Science-Teaching GenH General Honors 
Pdd Profess ional Development GeoE Geological Engineering 
Degree Geol Geology 
DE Doctor of Engineering GGpb Geology and Geopbys ics 
Hon Honary Doctor Gpb Geopbysics 
Prof Professional Degree GphE Geopbysical Engi neering 
Hist Hi story 


















Aerospace Engineering MAeE Mechanical and Aerospac;e 
Applied Matbematics Engineering 
Civi l Engineering ME Mecbanical Engineering 
Ceramic Engineer ing MetE Metallurgical Engineering 
Chemical Engi.neering MGeo Mining Geology 
Chemistry MGpb Mining Geopbysics 
Chemical Engineer ing MglE Management Engineer 
Petro leum Option MinE Mining Engineering 
Computer Science NucE Nuclear Engineering 
Engineering Admjnistration NucO Nuclear Eng. Option 
Earth Science PetE Petroleum Engineering 
Economics Pbil Pbilosopby 
Electrica l Engineering Pbys Pbysics 
Engineering Mechanics PrSp Propulsion and Space 
Engineer of Mines Psyc Psycbology 
Engineering Management Sci Science 
Energy Conservation 
Firsl Row: M.A. Gibson, '38, George Dickinson, '37, Ann Dickinson, Natalie 
Edgar, Russell Edgar, '33, Ollie COllerill, Carl COllerill, '40, Adrienne LeSueur, 
.Ioel Loveridge, '39, Second Row: Maxine Gibson, Al Hesse, '33, Emilie Hesse, 
DorothyPollak, .IohnPollak, '32, Armin Fick, '41, Elme r Gieseke, '33, Third Row: 
Elmer Roemer, '33, Armin Tucker, '40, Lucille Stimson Daniels, Vernon Asher, 
'33, Mary Asher, Audrey Rayburn, G.R. Throgmorton, '31, BobSchoenthaler, '41, 
FourthRow: Ken Asher, '35, Art Retzel, '41, Eleanor Dowling, Paul Dowling, '40, 
Mary Lou Nickel, Bill Oberbeck, '39 ana Washington Adams, '41. 
1912 
First Row: Fred Kisslinger, Rhea Kisslinger, Thomas .lones, Evelyn.lones, Harold 
Krueger, Sally Krueger; Secona Row: .Iacqueline Morris, Charles Morris, George 
Axmacher, Bob Winkle, .Ioanne Winkle, Cay Brackbill, Virginia McConnell, Bill 
McConnell; Third Row: Ida Mae Wolff, Len Wolff, Ruth Muskopf, Oscar Muskopf, 
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George D. Gaines, CE, is 93 plus, resides in a retirement bome and is 
enrolled in a ceramics class , He also sboots many snapsbots, His wife died 
on Nov, 28, 1990, 
Charles E. Ross, CE, was 84 last July , He bas lived in Huntington. W,V., 
for over 57 years. Both be and bis wife, Pauline, are in good health , Pauline 
graduated from Marshall University in Huntington seven years ago at age 
70, 
Edwin O. Crawford, CEo writes: "After bowling in two leagues, golf. 
bingo, weekly column for the Ocala Star Banner and interrnittentnaps, bow 
did I ever have time to work?" 
James K. Richardson, MinE, ProfMinE '35, writes: "Life is a breeze after 
you get to be 80! Tbe second 80 are a succession of birthday parties , 
Everyone wants to carry yoW' bags and help you up the steps! Me-I just had 
chicken pox!" 
Alfred H. Hesse, MetE, ProfMetE '41, writes: "EmiLie and I had a family 
reunion at oW' summer home in Douglas, Micb.-cbildren, grandchildren 
and great grandchildren-II in aLL A greatJu ly 4th birthday celebration for 
Emilie," 
Ernest W. McClure, EE, the 1992 Alabama State Senior Bowling Cham-
pion, lives in Huntsville, ALa., and is a bowling "buddy" of Anthony C. 
Pautler, ME '41. 
George T. Nolde, Jr. , ME, is in a nursing bome in SL Louis, His address 
is 723 S. Laclede Station Road, SL Louis, MO 63119. 
Theodore J. Bommer, CE, recently underwent surgery. He is 80 years o ld 
and doing fine. 
Walter F. Breuer, CE, and wife are sti ll enjoying the California weather 
and love to bear news of Rolla and MSM-UMR , 
JesseS. LeGrand, EE, forwarded tbeaddress of Pernell J. Moore. EE '39, 
(current eigbt months ago) as 87 South Golden Arrow Circle, The Wood-
lands, TX 77381. He sees Bill (William W. Decker, CE '38) Decker and 
Carl (Jesse c. Moore, ME '38) Moore occasionally, Jesse, who had 
surgery in March and is recovering nicely , hopes to make '93 Homecom-
ing, 
A.E. "Dusty" Rhodes, ME, Prof ME ' 75, writes: "Due to poor health, 
Marjorie and I have been unable to attend Rolla functions for a few years, 
We miss seeing our long time friend s, Marjorie is now in Miss ion Manor 
Nursing Home, Last Nov, I , 1992, we celebrated our 50th wedd ing 
anniversary ." 
Robert H. Smith, ChE, writes: "Enjoying retirement in the Rolla area-
country living is enjoyabLe! " 
Edward T. Kendall, Jr. , ME, writes: "Still enjoy retirement and playing 
with antique cars and antique airplanes," 
Francis M. Krill, MetE, who is retired from Kaiser, writes he enjoys 
attending elderhostel programs and travelling, 
Max L. Marlow, CE, writes: "Dr. Randall Marlow (Randall S. Marlow, 
EMch '85) is now working for Westingbouse in Richland, Wash, Steven M. 
Marlow (Steven M. Marlow, EMcb '86) is working at Olin in York, Pa," 
Artbur L. Petersen. MetE, retired from Shell Oil in July 1992, He and bis 
wife, Dot. are moving to Austin, Tex as , wbere their address will be 9302 
Mystic Oaks Terrace, Austin, TX 78750, 
.Tames M. McKelvey. ChE. was recognized in an award ceremony for bis 
contribution to the engineering field at the School of Engineering and 
Applied Science' s 18th Annual Alumni Achievement Awards Dinner. He 
is the Edward C. Dicke Professor at Washington University and former 
dean of the School of Engineering, 
Keith D. Sheppard, PetE, writes: "I retired at the end of 1986-active at 
golf, tennis, badminton, Have two sons in college, Wife is an attorney and 
I help her whenever possib le. Life has been good to us. with our help!" 
Daniel N. Miller, GGph, MS GGph '5 1. was scbeduled to retire on OCL 7. 
1992, as director of the International Archive of Economic Geology at the 
Universi ty of Wyoming-American Heritage Center. After retirement. he 
and his wife, Ester, plan to move to North Carolina, 
Calvin M. Ochs. ME, bas been selected by NSPE for NSPE conunittee 
involvement and will represent the Honor Awards Committee. ,;.. 
Harold M. Telthorst. CEo retired at the end of July 1992 from Hamn 
Asphalt Inc, in Perry, Kan. His youngest son , Tom, has left the Army and 
is now enrolled at Kansas University School of Law. 
Robert F. Tindall, Jr.,CE. married Roberta Berry 011 July 2, 1992, Tbeir 
address is 3637 SE US Hwy 40, Lot #M7, Topeka. KS 66607-2347, 
Stanley Dolecki , CE, has been selected by NSPE for NSPE committee 
invo lvement and will represent the Policy Review Committee, 
Marguerite A. Gregory, Sci, regrets that she will not be able to attend the 
reunion and wishes all a fun time. 
Lucy Miller, wife of James Eldon Miller, CEo writes: "Eldon is confined 
to a wheelchair and is bouse bound ," 
John W. Nichols. CEo writes: "After seven years as president (of 
JacobsAssociates, San Francisco, Calif.), I will s tep down at the end of this 
year and work on a reduced-sca le basis. Our finn. although small (53 
people), is now, or has recently been. involved in the construction aspects 
of large projects in Canada, Australia, New Zealand. Nepal. Pbilippines. 
Hong Kong, Greece and France, as we ll as various parts of tllC U,S," 
Lawrence A. Spanier, EE, ProfE EE '79. bas moved to Jupiter. Fla, He i~ 
a past president of the MSM -UMR Alumni Association, 
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John R. Chappell, CE, retired from the Missouri Highway and Transpor-
tation Department on Sept. I , 1992. 
Donald J. Dowling, ChE, writes: "Enjoying third year of retirement! Still 
acti ve in youth atb letics. Coach for priva te special ed ucation school here in 
Mempbis. Stop by if you are corning through Memphis." Don and Kathy 's 
Memphis address is 5 169 Rich Road, telephone (90 1) 685-0340. 
David E. Glenn, ME, writes: "Thanks for tbe great luncheon with Dr. 
Robert L. Davis. We all enjoyed his update on MSM." 
Harold M. Hilburn, GGph, writes: " Helen and I are now co-owners and 
pi lots of a 40-year-o ld airplane and touring the country. First cross coun try 
was to the 40th MSM reunion wbere tbe Class of'5 I was the larges t. Great 
to see so many of you there." 
John W . [selin. ChE. reti red from Union Elec tric Co. on Jul y I, 199 1. 
Roy G. Miles, GGph, who is professor and head of the geo logy department 
at Virgin ia Western Community Co ll ege. is also program head for the 
physica l sciences. He writes: "Looking forward to retirement in two years. " 
William R. Oldham, CEo writes: "Enjoying retirement. Now doing thera-
peut ic massage. traveling and play ing the bagpipes." 
Paul S. Pender. ME, writes: "r wish there was an Alumni Association 
closer. The nearest one is Detroit, Mich." Paul Lives in East Lansing, Mich. 
Duane A. Crawford . PetE. is doing well fo ll owing surgery and kidney 
failure in 1990. He is on di alys is and continues cardiovascular aerobic 
exerci ses. He retired tbi s August after completing 35 years as a petroleum 
engineering faculty member of Texas University. He and hi s wife. Ann 
(Cottingham ), have two marri ed daughters and s ix grandchildren . 
Elizabeth A. Miller, Hi st, and William Armstrong were married April 25, 
1992. 
Denver S. Patton, Jr. , ME, writes: "r have remarried to Miss Shirley on 
Feb. 14, 1992; sbe was my sis ter-in-law before our marriage." 
Henry M. Cole, CEo writes: "Our son. Chris, is attending UMR. Our 
grandson, Scott Cole, al so is attending. Sco tt is the third generation and the 
ninth member of theCo le fami ly to attend UMR . Scott's fa ther is Greg M . 
Cole, CE '70." 
Harold R. Crane, CE, writes: "My daughter. Kamila J. (Kamila 1. Crane, 
CE ' 85), is now a P.E. in Californi a and Missouri ." 
Vernon T . .lones. CE, ProfE CE '74. DE ' 87. wri tes: "Retired July 1992 
as vice chairman of the Williams Co. after turning over the presidency to 
ano ther MSM/UMR grad, Ke ith Bailey (Keit h E. Bailey, ME '64, ProfE 
ME '8 1) in January." 
John R . Seipel, Jr .. CE writes: "Mary and r are very excited to be new 
Order of Go lden Shille lagh members and will partic ipate in tbe Proj ect 
2000 challenge." 
Bruce R. Doe, MS GGph, Honorary Doctor of Science '89, writes: "I was 
chairman of the third Goldschmidt Conference held last May. Over 400 
people reg istered for thi s inte rnational conference for geochemists in 
Reston. Va .. and over 300 papers were given." 
DaleJ. Schillinger. ChE, wlites: "We had our first grandch ild last year and 
re tirement (or at least a significa nt curtailment in my working schedule) is 
jus t around the co rner." 
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Norbert A. Groppe, CE, president of the St. Lou is Board of Public 
Service, has been named the 1992 outstanding engineer in government by 
the Missouri Society of Profess ional Engineers. 
Billy W. Franklin, CE, retired in July 1992 from the St. Louis County 
Water Company after 32 years of service. He writes: "We will be sailing on 
Carlyle Lake and doing some traveling." 
Donald E. Modesitt, CE, has been selected by NSPE for NSPE committee 
in volvement and will represent the Profess ional Employment Committee. 
A g ift bas been received from Ercie E. Essary of Springfie ld, Mo., in 
memory of her son, Freddy L. Mosby, ME. 
Paul R. Munger , CE, has been selected by NSPE for NSPE committee 
involvement and wil l represent tbe National Institute for Engineering 
Etbics. 
Lester H. Winter, CE, writes: "I sold my consulting engineering business 
in Bellev ille , TIL, in 1988. The last four years I have been semi-retired 
working half-Lime in the city engineer's office of O ' Fallon, Ill ., wbere we 
live." 
Donald R. Feaster, CE, is Water Resource Manager for Volusia City-
County WaLer Supply Coop in Daytona Beacb, Fla. He moved tbere in July. 
William A. Kruger. CE, received tbe Distinguisbed Service Award from 
the National Council of Examiners for Engineers and Surveying during tbe 
annual meeting in Portland, are., in August 1992. 
Samuel S.M. Chan, MS MinE, MS Geol '62, writes: "J received my PhD 
in geology from the University of Idabo in '66. Taught rock mecbanics, 
geopbysical exploration and many mining courses at the University of 
Idabo from ' 63 througb ' 89. Since '72, I also worked for the U.S. Bureau 
of Mines, Spokane Mining Research Center, as an engineering consultant. 
Took early retirement due to poor health and am now a emeritus professor 
of mining engineering, University of Idabo, residing in Davis, Calif." 
William J . G ilbert, CE, writes: "Effective Jan . I , 1992, I accepted early 
retirement as cbief engineer of the Terminal Railroad Association of St. 
Lou is. Botb sons graduated from college (not engineers)." 
George H. Graves, CbE, writes: "My wife, Mary (McClellan-from Rolla). 
and I travel frequently-especia lly to visit our grandchildren in Mesa, Ariz." 
George retired Sept. I, 1991, from General Motors after 31 years. 
Will iam McGovern , EE, retired from IBM and is starting a consulting 
corporation. He owns a bed and breakfast and enjoys playing golf and 
visiting. 
Henry M. Salimzadeb, CbEP, writes: "After my early retirement from 
National Iranian Oi l Co. in Iran in 1980 fo llowing the Islamic Revolution 
of 1979, I joined a private firm in whicb I am presently the managing 
director (Regent Co ., Ltd.). We are mainly engaged in the sales and 
marketing of cbemicals and pbarmaceuticals as agents and representatives 
of var ious suppliers and producers from different parts of the world and 
main ly Western Europe." 
William L. May, AMth, retired in July 1992 after 21 years of teacbing 
mathematics at Dartford Grammar Scbool in England . His wife, Coral , 
continues her elementary teacbing career. Tbeir two daugbters are both 
pursuing careers in the biological sciences. Gillian received ber PbD in 
pbarmacology in 1991 and Celia received ber BS in 1990 in genetics and 
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First Row: Donald Koch, Ruth 
Koch, Bill Ellerman; SecondRow: 
Ron Tappmeyer, Mary 
Tappmeyer, Thomas Ryan and 
Jean Ryan 
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1951 
First Row: Robert Fuller,Margaret 
Fuller, Penny Kalinowsky, Marilyn 
Feaster, Roger Feaster, Al Wentz, 
Joan Wentz, Gene Clodfelter, Fred 
Dietrich; Second Row: Tom 
Herrick, Grelle Herrick , Joe 
Kalinowsky, Bellie Tanquary, Cliff 
Tanquary, Margaret Menamin 
Eshba ugh, Robe rt Eshbaugh, 
Ge rry Roth, Don Rot 11.; Third Row: 
Jack Toliver, David Berg, Emmy 
Berg, John Bay less, JoA nne 
Ba y le ss, Don Ferguson , Joy 
Ferguso, D ee Watwood, Jim 
Watwood 
Norbert Neumann, '52, 
brought these pictures 
back to Homecoming this 
year, along with many, 
many others he took as year-
book photographer in the early 
;tftJf<'~ 199211()/I(~e()/I(I1f -
R~«.I(I(;I{ etaS'S' P;etaf<'~ 
1952 
First Row: Dewey Kibler, Bob Flore, John 
Bartel, Nancy Bartel, Tom Foster, Betty 
Foster, Bob Madelung, Pete Chorney, 
Elizabeth Chorney, Mary Ann Keil, George 
Stevens, Mary Hrbacek, Emil Hrbacek; 
Second Row: John Zedalis, Chn rlotte Kibler, 
Jerre Ferns, Kipp Ferns, John Mulhol/arui, 
Judy Mu lholland, H. Chalmers Kerr, 
Maxine Nolan, John Nolan, Byron Keil, 
Dolores Pulford, William Pulford; Third 
Row: Mike Tarr, Bill Wood, Donna Wood, 
Norbert Neumann, Ma ry Jeanne Neumann, 
Ken Birk, Bette Birk, Mona Ferguson, 
Wallace Ferguson, Melia Scheffler, Tom 
Scheffler; Fourth Row: June Uthoff, Bob 
Utllof!, Lucretia Barrlard, Paul Barnard 
(behind over Lucretia's right shoulder), 
Harold Crane, Peggy Crane, John Evans. 
Joseph Geers, Bob Jones, ChuckAruierson: 
Fifth Row, H.i. Fitzgibbon, Bob Schaefer. 
Marge Schaefer, Dick Bosse (beh ind 
Marge). Dorothy Bosse, Don Matson, L Oll 
Matson. JoAnne BrLlskotter, Leo Cardetti 
(infTOnt of Joanne), Jolm Bruskotter(behind 
Leo), Ed Calca terra, Pat Calcaterra, 
George MacZura, and Mary MacZura. 
1950s. If you know these people, write and 
tell us who they are, and we'll send you a "surprise 
package" of some of Norbert's best photos from the era. 
Send your identification to Lindsay Bagnall, Alumni Office, 
114 Castleman Hall, UMR, Rolla, MO 65401 
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1962 
First Row: Russ Kamper, Laura 
Kamper, David Ne ller, Doreen 
Neller, Robert Wilson, Julia Wilson, 
Paul Stigall, Mary StigaLL; Second 
Row: Gerald Vhe, Lori Vhe, Bob 
Faenge r, Jackie Faenger, Jim 
Guest, Margie Hesse, James Hesse; 
Thi rd Row: Dick Hagni, Jon 
Ma stin , Mike Reyburn , Ru th 
Haushalter and Fred Haushalter. 
1961 
First Row: Larry Mikelio nis, 
Barbara Fouts, Dorothy Barth, 
Judy Mills, Bob Mills, Ed 
Ketlenbrink, Gail Davidge 
Kettenbrink; Second Row, Bev 
Mikelionis, Gary Fouts, Gary 
Barth, Charles McGrady, Jack 
Munsey, Roy Dare; Third Row, 
Gregory Goldbogen, Jamie 
Anderson and BiLL Anderson. 
1912 
First Row: Greg McClain, Robert 
Nas h, Da le Ho udes hell, Judy 
Houdeshell, Steve Theis, Gloria 
Thies, William Black, DavidBlack, 
Frede rick Nelson, Ba rba ra 
Nelson; Second Row, Zeb Nash, 
Barbara Nash, Randy Verkamp, 
Jim Herm1Gnn, Jan Hernnann , 
Dan DeRiemer, SCali George, 
Charlotte George; Third Row, 
Hans Schmoldt, Michael Holt, 
Maureen Holt, DaLLas Leavitt , 
Ellen Stehl), and Dan Slehly. 
lila/!( 1(/ g(Jl(~ al(d 
[)aP.jft,te~~ ~~al(t 
Do you have a son or daughter 
planning to attend UMR? If you 
live outside Missouri , you'll be 
interested in the Alumni Sons 
and Daughters Grant. Yourchil-
dren may be able to attend UMR 
without having to pay the out-of-
state tuition rate! Contact Lynn 
Stichnote in the Admissions Of-
fice at 1-800-522-0938 for an 
application form. 
If you work for a matching gift 
company, you can double or 
possibly triple the impact of 
your gift, just by requesting 
the match. Some compa-
nies ask you to simply call 
your matching gifts coordi-
nators and let them know 
you've made a gift, and oth-
ers will give you a form to 
enclose with your gift. 
The MSM-UMR Alumni As-
sociation appreciatesyouref-
forts in obtaining these 
matching funds, as a signifi-
cant amount of each year's 
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Dr. Edward J . Haug, ME, received the Macbine Design Award of the 
American Society of Mecbanical Engineers during the Design Automation 
Conference. He recei ved bis MS in 1964 and bis PhD in 1966 from Kansas 
State University . Haugjoined tbe University ofIowa faculty fu ll-time in 
1976. He formed and now directs Iowa's Center for Computer Aided 
Design. 
Edward G. David, CEo writes: "I bave been retired for three years and am 
enjoying every bit of it. All foW" children are out of the nest but not out of 
sigbt. Do literacy volunteer work and f,nd it very rewarding. Be glad to hear 
from any of you." 
Bill H. Reid, CEo re tired from the U.S. Public Healtb Service and is now 
employed as a senior environmental engineer with tbe Cberokee Nation of 
Oklahoma. 
Charles S . Mills, Jr. , CE, writes: "CulTently vice pres ident fo r Metallic 
Ceramic Coatings Inc. , in Bridgeport. Pa., and Pascagoula, Miss . We 
provide corrosion protection coatings application for the ship-building 
industry and the automotive aftermarket." 
Milton J. Murry's, EE, MS EE ' 80, son is attending UMR, majoring in 
EMgt with a minor in EE. He plans to graduate in May 1993. Milt, who is 
with Union Electric in St. Louis, gave a speech on electronic ballast to the 
EE department in the fa ll of 1991. 
Garry A. Bennett, Chem, MS Chem '69, senior chemist for Baker 
Performance Chemicals Inc. has been transfelTed from Oklahoma to Texas 
where he says " tbings are going fine." Garry is active in Toastmasters 
International and is starting a club at BCPl. 
Robert P. Conner. EE, writes: "I am grateful for excellent engineering 
training by UMR. It has served me well over the years and provided me the 
foundation for being a member of the Apollo launch crews at Cape 
Kennedy; conducting underseas testing; and working on electronic counter 
measW"e designs , robotics designs and reactor startups. 1've al so been a 
recording engineer, professional songwriter and am cUlTently a principal 
engineer at the Westinghouse Hanford Co . Space Tes t Facility in Richland, 
Wash." 
D. Franklin Giger, Jr., ME, writes: " Norma, Susan , lana and I live in 
Mexico, Mo. Julie is allending Willi am lewell College, Susan Likes 
basketball and Jana loves cheerl eading." 
Paui M. Machmcicr, MetE, MS MetE '63, has been se lected as a 1992 
Fellow of ASM International. He works for Snap-on Tools Corp. in 
Kenosha, Wis. 
M. W. "Bill" Vance, CerE, is a staff engineer-ceramics at Alcoa Technical 
Center near Pittsburgh, Pa. He has two daugh ters ages 15 and 18. The oldes t 
wil l be attend ing junior co llege thi s fall. Bill wishes luck to al l co ll ege 
freshmen . 
Richard "Dick" E. Marting recently sent us a photo 01 his personalized 
license plate--AG - AU-along with the note "Here's to the good old 
silver and gold." Thanks Dick. 
Pablmann 
James E. Bertelsmcyer, ChE. ProfE ChE '91, writes: "Oldest daughter, 
Beth, manied this summer after graduating from Kansas University. 
Youngest daughtcr, Amy, off to Oklahoma University in fa ll. Will have to 
learn to dea l with 'Empty Nest. '" 
Harold E. ''Butch'' Ficbelman, CE, recently received the Meritorious 
Service Award of the Department ofInterior, the second higbest award in 
the department, for hi s contribution to the management of the national 
mapping program . He received the award wbile serving as branch chief of 
program management in both the Western and Mid-Continent Mapping 
Centers of the U.S.G .S. 
Philip A. Jozwiak, CE, has jo ined Reitz and Jens Inc., a St. Louis-based 
geotechnica l, civi l and environmental engineering consulting firm. as 
principal -manager of field operations and laboratory testing. 
Leonard C. Kirberg, CE, Pdd EMgt ' 78, Prof CE '86, president and CEO 
of Horner and Shifrin Inc .. accepted the Outstanding Civil Engineering 
Awa.rd for Site Development Engineering at Missouri Research Park. The 
award was presented to Horner and Shifrin Inc. at tbe A.S .C.E. annual 
banquet. 
Gary M. Turner. CEo MS CE ' 72, is chief of the engineering and housing l 
division at the Arm y Aviation Troop Command. He al so serves as a 
lieutenant co lonel in the Army Reserves 416th Engineer Command as a 
facility team leader. His oldest daughter. Gina, is a senior in ME at UMR; 
Gary Jr. is at UMC; Genny is a freshman at the University of Wisconsin-
Madison: and Gwen is a sophomore in high school. 
ThomasJ. Woodall , CE, MS CE '66. is program managerfordesign-build 
of superconducling Super Collider south of Dallas, Texas. 
Franklin B. W. Woodbury, MetE. has been e lected to the Grand Council 
of Sigma Pi (Grand Herald ). He is also the outgoing president of the 
American Society of Engineering Management. He works for the U.S. 
Bureau of Mines in Washing ton. D.C. 
James R. Ragland. PetE, plans to complete hi s 20th year as a drilling 
consultant on Dec. 3 1, 1992. For the past two years. he has specialized in ' 
tl,e horizontal drilling of the Austin chaLk aro und LaGrange, Texas. He 
plans to retire in foW" years and return to Buffalo, Mo., where his family 
res ides. 
David E. Frazier, CEo is a proj ect manager for Scott Consulting Engineers 
in Springfie ld, Mo. 
John W. Tyndorrs, ME, MS EAdm '69, add ress is 13 Sterling Court. 
Perth Amboy. NJ 08861. 
Don M. Ascoli , EE, is back with Motorola after a seven-year absence. As 
program manager, he coordin ates activities between GM/Delco Electron-
ics and Motorol a Semiconductor' s Discrete Products Group. He in vites 
alumni vis iting Pheonix to stop by and say hello . 
Bruce F. Kacer, CE, writes: "Our daughter is now a student at UMR 
majoring in civi l engineering." 
Genc A. Pahlmann, CerE, MS CerE '70, writes: "October will mark the 
second anniversa ry of my re tirement. My wife. son and I li ve on a Little . 
Pi ney River farm near Roll a, where I enjoy the slower pace of 'Ozark 
li ving. ' Our e ldest son recentl y obtained a master's degree from UMC ; Ouf 
daughter is presently enro lled at UMR and Gene, Jr. is 13." Their address 
is HC 1, Box 24, Newburg, MO 65550. 
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Dennis M. Kruep, AE, MS EMch ' 77. is managing hardware systems 
trainers and support equ ipment design for the F-15 aircraft at McDonnell 
Douglas Corp. Daughter, Tara, is a freshman at UMR and two sons are in 
high school in St. Louis. 
Michael G . Schmidt, ME, joined United L-N Glass in Versai ll es, Ky., as 
manager of au'tomoti ve tecbn ical services. 
Dennis W. Schroll, AE, is crew sys tems engineer for the oxygen and li fe 
support responsibil ities of USAF aircraft. For the pas t several years, he bas 
lead an inves tigation into the hazards of aircraft oxygen systems on USAF 
aircraft under development. 
T homas A. Selden, ME, is administrator/chief executive offi cer at Parma 
Community General Hospital. He received his master's in business admin-
istration from the University of Akron and bas three sons, Thomas Jr. , 
Kristopher and Justin. 
Mohamed A. Attiga , MS GGph '71 , is the genera l manager of Arab 
Drilling and Workover Company in Libya, Syria and Jordan. 
Vincent J. Budd . EE, manager of the Energy Control Center at Orange and 
Rockland Utilities of Spring Va lley, N.Y., bas been traveling to Cali fo rnia 
and Florida getting bids for a new computer for the center. 
Ter ry W. Donze, GeoE. has been elected to the board of directors as a 
charter officer in the Denver Intern ational Petroleum Society. He wi ll serve 
as secre tary of the organization through 1993. He is an independent 
consul ting engineer providing services to the oil and gas exploration 
industry. 
Carl D. Dufner , EE, wri tes: "Recently developed and began marketing 
specialized utility rate design software under Dufner and Associates. 
Daughter, Angie, is ajunior at UMR in ME." 
Michael W. Fa ir. CerE, MS EMgt '72, Lilburn, Ga., has been promoted to 
regional vice pres ident of the sou theast region of the A.B. Chance Com-
pany. 
J eu Foon , Jr ., EE, wri tes: ''I've just completed the certi ficate of engineer-
ing management program at Cal. Tech." 
Archiha ld M. Gallup. CEo MS CE ' 83, wri tes: "I was directly involved in 
the Chicago flood of '92 . The North Central Division (of the Corps of 
Engineers) was respons ible for stopping the leak and restoring the tunnels. 
I have heen speaking to a number of organizations about the Corps' 
response to the flood." 
W. George Cain, AE. wr ites: "I have jo ined Power Technologies Inc. as 
a senior engineer. Am enjoying the challenge of working in tbe intern a-
tional marketplace. Still working with gas tn rbines-they just don't fly." 
Norma (Compton) Curby, CE, MS EMgt '76, ProfE CE '92, business 
director for Monsanto Chemical Co. , spoke Sept. 24 at UMR . Her lecture 
was entitled "Engi neering, A Man's World ?" Her husband is Raymond 
C urby, EMgt ' 7 1. 
Sa ntiago J. Iba rra,J r .. PhD MetE, has been selec ted a 1992 Fellowofthe 
ASM In ternational. He works fo r Amoco Corp. in Naperville, Ill . His wife 
is Cheryl (G ibbons) Iba rra , MS AMth '7 1. 
Edward A. Molitor , EMgt, MS EMgt '79, plans to celebrate his 25th 
wedding ann iversary on Dec. 23 , 1992. 
Pa ul E. Schlett , CerE, plans to complete his mas ter's of divin ity at Mid-
America Baptist Theological Seminary, Schenectady, N.Y ., in May 1993 . 
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Stephen L. Ga rrison , GeoE, ProfGeoE '89, writes: "As of July 27, 1992, 
I am taking over as the manager of the Williamston, Mich., office of 
Environmental Science and Engineering Inc." 
Richard M. Baker, CE, MS CE '90, writes: "We moved to Hampton, Va., 
in July 199 1 where I work on beautiful Fortress Monroe for Headquarters 
Training and Doctrine Command, U.S. Army. My oldest son, Jesse, is 
enrolled at UMR in geology/geophys ics." 
Colleen (Collins) Fitzgerald, AMth, after a partial reLiremen t, is back at 
Westinghouse working on the new Denver International Airport in Denver, 
Colo. She and her fami ly enjoy Colorado' s ski ing, camping and biking. 
Randy G. Kerns, CSci, is now program manager for ARRAY Technology 
in Boulder, Colo. He is an area director for the MSM-UMR Alumni 
Association Board of Directors. 
Michael E. Ragan, EMgt, wri tes: "In Decem ber ' 9 l , I went to work fo r the 
Trane Company's Kansas City sales distric t as sales engineer." 
Rona ld E. Shera rd,Jr. , CE, would like to hear from alums in NW Kansas 
and possibly start a NW Kansas group get-together. He is an area engineer 
fo r the Kansas Department of Transportation at 2200 Vine St. , Hays, KS 
67601, (913) 625-97 l 8. He and Judy live in Plainville, Kan. 
J ames H. VanHouten, CE, has changed companies and is now a project 
co-ordinator for SEA Consulting Engineers in Reno, Nev. He says this is 
their 15 th move in as many years and hopes it is their last for a few years . 
R. Henry Birk, ChE, his wife, Jenny, and their 7-year-old daugbter, 
Clarissa, reside in Midland, Mich. Both Hank and Jenny work for Dow 
Chemica l. 
Richard J. Mullin, II, EE, and Jean (Roberts) M ullin , EE '75 , are the 
parents of Elizabe th Marie, born Sept. I , 1992. They live in Shawnee 
Mission, Kan. 
Daniel C. Roy, CE, writes: "We are now a family of five. Beth (Elizabeth) 
Alice joined Matthew and Janice in September '91." 
Thomas P. Schneider, CE, was inducted into the UMR Athletic HaIl of 
Fame on Oct. 24 for hi s efforts to create, promote and preserve in tercolle-
giate and intram ural soccer programs at UMR and in the Rolla community . 
Harty C. Van, Jr. , PetE, works for Amoco Production Company 's 
orfshore business unit as manager, environment, health and safety. 
Billy K. Winters, Cbem, writes: "In 1989, an undesirable relocation with 
Reicbbold Chemicals prompted me to begin a new career. I an1 in my final 
semester and plan to begin an in ternship in rad iology this spring at Sacred 
Heart Hospital. Kath y and ! enjoy lifeon the Gulf Coast. We spend as much 
Lime as schoo l and work permits on our sailboat. " 
Ra ndal A. Atkeisson. ME, is a principal engineer working on the fiber 
optic gyro for Honeywell Inc. He. Liz, Rustin and Rachel live in Phoenix, 
Ariz. 
WiUia m E. McKee, AMth, MS CSci ' 78, is now working for Cutler 
Williams in St. Louis. He would like to hear from anyone from the Campus 
House. His address is 5856 Chris brook Drive, St. Louis, MO 63128. 
David F. Thompson, GGph, MS Geol '78, is a co-pilot of Boeing 747s, for 
Northwest Airlines in Anchorage, Alaska. He is married to J oy (Ewens) 
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1911 
First Row: Mike Marx, Sandy 
Marx, Sean Price, James 
Nicks; Second Row: Clarissa 
Young, Gerry Hamilton and 
Nicole Talbot. 
1982 
First Row: Tony Mazzuca, 
Patty Mazzu ca, Nancy 
Snyder, Walter Ko, Vin 
Fung Ko, Lily Ko, Lissan 
Ko ; Seco nd Row: Kim 
Denney, Mary Hoffman, 
Lori Henson, Linda 
Marshall, Paul Herrmann, 
Robert Hoffmann, Joe 
Henson and Todd Rush. 
The Biega family is big on UMR graduates! Don Myers '61, 
professor of engineering management at UMR, tells us of seven 
Biegas who hold UMR degrees! The brothers and their sister are 
as follows: 
• Walter R. Biega '80 (B.S., engineering management) 
• Robert G. Biega '82 (B.S., engineering management) 
• Mike J. Biega '83 (B.S., electrical engineering) 
• Patricia M. Biega Culpepper '84 (B.S. , petroleum engineering) 
• Christopher P. Biega '88 (B.S., computer science) 
• Victor L. Biega '92 (B.S., mechanical engineering) 
• Jeffrey P. Biega '92 (B.S., mechanical engineering - working 
on M.S. in engineering r:nanagement) 
The Horsts are another strong UMR family-three Horst children 
hold (almost) six degrees among them! 
• William D. Horst (B.S., civil engineering '81, M.S. civil engineering '82) 
• Amy D. Horst-Ruggeri (B.S., civil engineering '90, M.S. civil engineer-
ing '91) 
• Richard W. Horst (B.S., mechanical engineering '91, working on M.S. 
in mechanical engineering) 
Congratulations to these outstanding siblings on their accomplish-
ments! 
t/(;tf R I1fallfl(/ 
Re/el'-I'-af cfel'-v/ee 
The UMR Placement and Cooperative Training Office provides alumni 
referral service to UMR graduates looking for a job or a career change. 
The office publishes a job vacancy bulletin the week of the 1 st and 15th 
of each month. A three-month subscription to the Entry Level Bulletin , 
Oto 3years experience, is $15. A subscription to the Alumni Job Listing, 
over three years experience, is $25. If you are interested in this service, 
send your check, made payable to University of Missouri-Rolla, to the 
address below. 
The office will also accept six copies of your resume which will be 
matched with available positions. Through your career objective or in a 
short note, indicate to the Placement Office the kind of position you are 
interested in. 
Send your request for a subscription and your resumes to: 
Jamie Archer, interim director 
Placement and Cooperative Training 
303B Norwood Hall 
University of Missouri-Rolla 
Rolla, MO 65401-0249 
DID YOU KNOW: Your lifetime gifts 
to the Alumni Association and the 
university entitle you to special rec-
ognition on three levels. Based on 
lifetime giving, including estates, you 
may be a member of the Director's 
SOCiety, for total gifts of $100,000 
and over; the Dean's Society, for 
total gifts of $500,000 and over; or 
the Chancellor's Society, for lifetime 
giving of $1,000,000 and over. Call 
Don Brackhahn at (314) 341-4145 
for more information. 
Eleetr-OIfIC ;Ita;! 
tftfer-tf 
Now you can contact your 
alumni office bye-mail ! 
Our address is 
ALUMNI@UMRVMB.UMR.EDU 
We'd love to hear from you ! 
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Sean E. Price's, PetE, address is P.O. Box 2203, Florissant, MO 63032. 
Mark E. Ryan, CE, writes: "I am currently in the process of moving from 
Nashville, Tenn. , to Houston, Texas, as director of transmiss ion services 
with Panhandle Eastern Pipeline. Looking forward to new challenge, lots 
of traffic and bot wea tber." 
Joy (Ewens) T hompson, GGph, writes: "I am taking classes in Italian 
cooki ng and conversational Spanish." She is married to David F. Thomp-
son, GGph ' 76, MS Geol '78. 
Marc A. T reppler, ME, and Angela Grupas were married on Feb. 29, 
1992. They plan to li ve in Frontenac, Mo. 
A. G. Unklesbay, Hon , recen tl y pub lished a book entitled "Missouri 
Geology" with co-author Jerry Vineyard of the Missouri Geological 
Survey. 
Ronald J . Williams, CE, wri tes: "I have changed jobs. Now a project 
manager for Veinoci Construction Inc. of Washington, Mo. Still res ide in 
Wasb ington with my wife, Kath y, and daughters, Christie, 10, and Kim-
berly, 4." 
James G . Kettinger, ChE, and Connie Wassom were maJTied on Oct. 17, 
1992. They li ve at 675 Evergreen Drive, Borger, TX 79007. Jim writes: "I 
am a control engineer at Phil ljps Petro leum Borger Refinery, applying 
advanced controls on supervisory computers." 
James L. Puckett, Chem, writes: "I completed my master's in education 
in cun'iculum and instruc ti on-science education in May '92 at UMC. 
Currently working on a PhD and as a research assistant at UMC." 
Joyce A. Thomas, Engl, wr ites: "In November 1991 ,1 opened my own real 
estate office (RE/MAX Heart of America). It has been a lot of hard work 
but fun too. I am very pleased with how well business is going." 
John F. Eash, EMgt, is cU ITently working as a staff ass is tant to tbe director 
of production opera tions on the T4STS Program at McAir. 
Mark A.Jones. Phys, wri tes: "We have ason! His name is Patrick Michael 
Jones and was born Aug. 14 , 1992. He's our first baby." 
Bradley A. Brown, EE, Phys, writes: "Started new uti li ty bi ll consu lti ng 
business working with corrunercial and industrial users of elec tricity and 
gas. Business is go ing well. New baby April 13, 1992, Anas tasia-my third 
girl! " 
Robert D. Engel ken. MS EE '80, PhD EE '83, was promoted to professor 
of electri cal eng ineer ing at Arkansas State University. 
Tammy L. Hickman. ChE. and Gregory Kempfwere married on June 13, 
1992. She is wi th Allied Signal in Kansas City and he works for Engineered 
Laminates in Lenexa, Kan. 
Gene L. Scheiter . EMgt. retired from the University of Missouri Extension 
in July 1992. He and Margaret plan to do some traveli ng and volunteer 
work. 
Mark S. Smith. CE, has a new daughter, Cassidy Jessica Smith , born on 
Nov. 18 , 1991. 
David n. Thompson, CEo MS CE '83, PhD CE '89, writes: "I plan to be 
an assistant professor at Texas Tech University in January 1993." He now 
works for the U.S.G.S. 
BruceJ. Col borne, CE, and bis wife, Janet, now have a second daugbter, 
Sbannon Marie, born on July 31, 1992. Her big sister, Janelle, is four. 
Bruce S. Hancock, EE, wri tes : "Recently manied ! I am acclimating 
myself to the Florida sun and go lf. Work bard , play barder." 
Jeffrey J . Hepperma nn, Geol, writes: "My career has made it through the 
sixth reorgaruzation of Gulf/Chevron. I'm now on the divis ion geophysi-
cists staff. My latest projects include seismic acquisition programs in 
Nevada and soutb Texas." 
Mary S. Klorer , ME, married Tim Owens on Sept. 26, 1992, and moved 
to Bradenton, Fla. She transfeJTedto the Allen-Bradley Co . as area manager 
in Tampa and Tim is in sales at Moder Electr ic in Sarasota. Sbe is a director-
at- large for the MSM-UMR Alumni Association Board of Directors. 
S. Dale McHenry, ChE, an area director for the alumni board, recen tly 
married Tracy Hagerson and !lOW lives in Whitehouse Station, N.J. He is 
the division manager of product manageme!l t fo r AT&T in Bedminster, 
N.J . 
Jon A. R ichards, CE, writes: "Deb and I are doing well and surviving the 
demise of the U.S. oi l and gas business. Tota l employment down by 50 
percent since I started work in '81." 
Daniel M. Shields, ME, writes: "I go t manied June 27. Hard to believe but 
I guess we al l have to grow up sometime. Ifanybody comes through Raleigb 
or Durham, give a cal l. " He works for the Governors Club as a sales 
executive in Chapel Hill, N.C. 
G regg P. Lehenbauer, ME, writes: "My wife, Laura, and I bave a new 
baby daughter, Kara Marie. Kara and my new position of plant manager 
have made 1992 a fun and exciting year." 
Samuel D. Otto, ME, writes: "Gotthat last-minute tax deduction for 1991. 
Paul Thomas Otto was born Dec. 31, 1991. Wife, Jane, and son, John, are 
doing well. I'm sti ll employed for now." 
Gregory M. Pan none, ME, writes: "I left General Motors after eight years 
to pursue more chaIJenging opportunities wi th Chrysler Corporation's 
Large Car Platform power-train team." 
Robert W. Simons, MetE. was promoted to manager of the Quality and 
Engineering Department of Paulo Products. Alex Keitb, born on Ju ly 12, 
1992,joins his big brother, Kyle Andrew, 6. 
John B. Draper, LSci, and Jeanne (Hilker) Draper, EE, write: "Caroline 
Rose was born on June 22, 1992. Big sister, JerUlifer, is enjoying her, as are 
Mom and Dad! " 
Beverly Marie Ernst, ChE, MS EMgt '9 1, and Jeffery Glen Buster were 
maJTied May 2, 1992. They live in Springfield, Mo. 
Richard W. Gray, III, CE, writes: "Doing great in Odessa, Texas. ' Hi ' to 
all my alumni friends." 
Elizabeth (Thuet) Miller, CE, writes: "I recentl y married Rick M il ler. We 
plan to s tay in St. Louis." 
John Osman, CSci , bas taken a position in the RJSC Software group at 
Motorol a as so ftw are strategy manager and will be focusing on Power PC 
Software. 
David P. Will1ams, PetE, and his wife, Kimberly (Hofstetter) Williams, 
PetE, MS EMgt '89, announce tbe birth of their son, Dylan Taylor, born 
Aug. 10, 1992. 
Samuel W. Wood , ME, writes: "We celebrated the birtb of our second 
child on May 11, 1992. Clay ton Samuel joins ill s sister, Ashley Marie, 4." 
Don't forget to order your class reunion photograph! 
See order form on page 51. 
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Michael E. Collins, EMgt, writes: "I recen tl y received ISO 9000 certifica-
tion of oW' qual ity sys tem . We manufacture several types of butterfly and 
ball valves." 
Norvell Cummings, ME, a lieu tenant in the U.S. Navy, participated in two 
major maritime exercises aboard the aircraft carrier, USS Kitty Hawk, 
homeported in San Diego, Calif. 
Mary Anne Florich, GGpb, writes: "Happy to announce the birth of my 
second son, Robert Louis Florich." 
Scott W. Mabie, EMgt, sales manager for Ingersoll-Rand WateljetCutting 
Sys tems, plans to co-head a new sa les force organ iza tion which will 
strengthen the focus on target waterjet markets. 
Steven C. Meyers , AE. writes: "Life is great working at Monsanto Enviro-
Chern as project buyer/engineer. I recently bought a new home; still single. 
New address is 570 Bl~arwych , Ballwin, MO 6301 1." 
Thomas A. Partelow, Jr.. EE, and his wife, Tina, have two daughters, 
Cassandra, 5, and Amber, 2. 
Philip A. Scandura, Jr. , EE, writes: "Lori has completed her master's 
degree ill education. Now she's smarter than me!" 
Sharon (Clinch) Sofian , ChE, malTied Terry Sofian on Oct. 12, 199 1. 
William E. Walker, ill, ME, writes: "Now operating Products Engineer-
ing Co.; a friendly equipment manufacturer founded by my father, W.E. 
Walker, Jr. (William E. Walker, Jr., ME '36) in 1947." 
Christopher J. Bruhn, AE, writes: "Since the aerospace market has been 
so tight, I decided it was time to get out. I have been teach ing math at a local 
high school. I'll be thinking about al l you hard-working engineers on my 
summer vacation!" 
David Lynn Palmer, ME, and Sheri Suzanne McIntosh were married on 
Feb. 8, 1992. He works as a mechanicalengineeratNorandaAl wninum Co. 
in New Madrid, Mo. 
Suzanne (Cooper) Riney, CE, and T homas L. Riney. ME ' 83, write: 
"Second son born Aug. 8, 1992, David Austin Riney. Brother, Michael 
Thomas, approves." 
Forrest W. Rogers, CE, writes: "I have received a promotion to the 
Department of Construction (Illino is Department ofTransportation). I now 
have two children, Charity, who is starting kindergarlen, and Ethan , who 
just turned one year old." 
Todd Walker Smith , CSci, recently transferred jobs from the Defense 
Mapping Agency to the FBI. 
Dr. T imothy J. SOI11D1erer , Phys, joined tbe GE Research and Develop-
ment Center ill Scbenectady, NY. He received his PhD in pbysics from the 
University of Wisconsin in 1990 and is a member oftbe American Physical 
Society and the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers. He and bis 
wife, Lisa, live in Charlton. 
Frank P. Verdusco, CSci, writes: "B usiness has been awesome. We' ve 
shown a 500 percent growth over las t year and are nearing the end of our 
third year. Have employees now! Recently took Novell' s two-week accel-
erated Certified Network Engi neercourseand passed all seven tests straight 
thro ugb without retakes." 
Susan (Dougherty) Vinson, EMgt, writes: "I am now working for Mircrosoft 
Corp. as a support engineer in their FoxPro Database Group. My husband 
and I are buying a house and finally settling down in Charlo tte, N.C." 
Mark Allen Crosbie, CSci, and Caren Ann Manion were married on 
Marcb 28, 1992. He works for Edward D. Jones and Co. and she is wi th the 
Profess ional Rebab ilitation Cen ter. They li ve in Maryland Heights, Mo. 
David Paul Foreman , GGpb, and Pamela Ann Chandler were married on 
Aug. IS , 1992. Heisemployed as an estimator and she is a payro ll clerk with 
Masters-Jackson Pavi ng Co., Springfield. Mo., wbere tbey plan to li ve. 
Robert James Harris. CSci, and Laura Mar ie Hicks were married on 
March 2 1, 1992. They li ve in Springfield where Robert is the computer 
applications manager for Bass Pro Sbops. 
T imothy K. Knollmeyer, ME, and Tonya R. Clemons, ME ' 87, were 
married in October 1990. (For more information, see Tonya Knollmeyer. 
class of '90) 
Kevin W. Schneider, EE, MS EE ' 89, PhD EE '92, and Lisa Ann Basler 
were man-ied on June 13. 1992. Tbey live in Huntsvllle, Ala. 
Sarah (Reeves) Bock, ChE, wr ites: "Dan (Daniel J. Bock, ME ' 87) and I 
are enjoying ourselves and reside in south St. Louis County." 
George James Brinkmann, CSci , and Pamela Lynn Gi ldehaus were 
man-ied on May 2, 1992. They plan to live in Washinglon. Mo. 
James M. Coyle, Jr.'s, GeoE, new address is 1483 1 W. 93rd St., Lenexa, 
KS 662 15, (9 13) 888-4424. He writes, "I finally got tired of renting and 
bougbt a bouse. I am an environmental proj ec t engineer for Layne-Westem 
Co. in Ka nsas Ci ty, Kun . Still leading the bachelor life .. .I miss the Beta 
AJpha Nu guys!" 
Kurt R. Kleekamp. CSci, and Mary Jane Pe ters were maITied on June 6, 
1992. They plan to live in Wasbington , Mo. 
Robert E. Moehlenkamp, AE, writes: "I am working on design of the 
nozzle fo r the Space Transportation Main Engine. The engi ne is a 650K 
thrust rocket that wi ll power tbe National Launcb Sys tem vehicles. I am 
responsible for aerodynamic design and nozzle performance. Current plans 
ca ll fo r fligbt tests in five years." 
Jon C. Schneider, AE, writes: "Five years have passed since graduation 
and I find mysel f still taking classes-nine hours left to get my MBA. I'm 
enjoying my sixth year with McDonne ll Douglas on the Tomahawk crui se 
miss ile program. I recently purchased a home and awai t ' leaf-raking 
season.'" His address is 443 Fall View, Webster Groves, MO 63119, (3 14) 
962-5207. 
Lynn (Otto) Segura. CSci, was married in May 1992 to Paul G. Segura , 
EMch '88. He works as a design engineer at McDonnell Douglas and she 
is a prograrruner/analyst at National General Insurance Co. , coding and 
working on the design of new sys tems. They li ve in Haze lwood, Mo. 
Eric G. Stuetermann, EMgL and Carolyn S. Hathaway, LSci '88. were 
man-ied on May 30, 1992. They live at 645 S. New Ballas Road , Apt. 3D. 
St. Louis, MO 63 14 1. 
Michael L. Trimble. CE, has joined Smi th and Company Consulting 
Engineers of Cape Girardeau, Mo. He is married to Elizabeth (Huggins) 
Trimble, EMgt '89. 
Todd G. Wagner, CE, MS CE '89, writes: "Began work with the Spring-
fi eld, Mo., Public Works Department as an associate civi l engineer in 
January 1992. J am working on both pub lic and private improvement 
projects." 
Kenneth B. Wilson , AE, finished his master' s degree in Operations 
Research from Southern Metbodist Unive rsity in May 1992. 
Edward E. Bartel,CSci, and Julie Sotnmer were marri ed on May 30.1992 .. 
He is employed with Si lvey Companies and she is a cosmetologist. 
Lori G. Stapp Crocker, AE, writes: "I married Tony Crocker on March 28. 
I am almost fi ni shed with my thesis and plan to have an MS in aerospace 
engineering. I'm still worki ng for GE, as well." 
Kathleen (Burch) Hagen, EE, writes: "Steve (Steven D. Hagen , EE '89) 
and I fina lly did it. We were married on Sept. 5. We are living in Houston, 
Texas, and love it here. If in the area, please look us up ." 
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Carolyn S ue Hathaway, LSci, writes: " I gradua ted from med ica l school 
and go t married in May. (Eric G. S tcutcrmann , EMgt '87.) I just started 
my res idency in pathology at Sl. John 's Mercy in Sl. Loui s andj ustlove il." 
Mark E. Hcnkc. AE, is working on d rag and per fo rm ance in advanced 
de. ig n o n the AV-8 project for McDo nnell Douglas. 
C harles A. Henzc, ChE. and C la ire fi ske were married o n Jul y II , 1992. 
He is a doctora l ca ndidate in chemica l eng ineer ing at the Univers ity o f 
Ca li forni a-Ik rke ley. They live in Oakland . 
Teresa L. H owa rd , CE, and John .l ames Howard were married on Aug. 22, 
1992. She is w rki ng for the Missouri Hi ghway and Transportat ion 
Department in C hes terfi e ld . T hey li ve in Creve Coeur, Mo. 
Colby E. K inser, CSci, writ es: " Lynne has fini shed her BS and has 
accep ted a jo b with Lockheed on the Tomahawk Miss il e Sys tem." 
Daniel A. Scha ll hrocck , M E, writes: " I' ve final ly go t my schoo l loan paid 
off! Yea I This spri ng I left Sys tems Eng ineering at Arkansas Nuc lear One 
and am wo rki ng in the ir des ign eng ineering o ffi ce ." 
Pa lll G. Segllra , EMeh, writes: " I would like to anno unce my marri age to 
Lynn (Otto) Segllra, CSc i '87. We were marri ed in May. Lynn works as 
a programmer/a nalys t at Na tio nal General Insurance Co., while I' m a 
des ign eng ineer at Me l o nne ll Do ug las. We li ve in Hazelwood, Mo ." 
Hoci Fredrick Tra lltman . EE. and Lori Marie Stephenson were married 
o n May 30, 1992. He wo rks for Texas In str ume nts in Farmingto n Hill s, 
Mieh .. and she is an accoun t co nsultant fo r Ae tna Hea lth Plans in DetJ'O il. 
Everett H. Fostel·. AE, MS AE '9 1. is an engineer in the Structures 
Departmen t o f essna Ai rcra ft Co. in Wichit a, Kan. 
Steven D. Hagen , EE, and Kat hleen T. Bll r ch , EE '88, were married on 
Sept. 5. 1992. 
David J . Keller. GGph. and Dehora h Mass man were m;uTied o n Sepl. 5. 
1992 . 
Li C hai . PhD EMch. moved to 19206 S il ver Spring Dri ve, Apt 104, 
N rth ville, M I 48167 in Aug ust 1992. 
T imot hy J . Dickinson , AE, is manager o f Ti tan f light Mechanics at the 
Los Angel es AFH . He is n:spons ible fo r perfo rm ance, trajectory analys is 
and post-fli ght anal ys is o f the USA F Ti tan booster. 
Lawrencc C. " Larry" George, Hono rary Alumnus, repo rts Rohert O . 
Enya rd . EE. and J oclle Y. Hllhbard . EE '9 1, were married thi s pas t 
suml11er. 
Ann Blllls Key . Eng!. wri tes : " I fi nished my maste r's thi s summer at MU 
and am beg inning my second yea r o f teaching. I have a litLie mo re 
confidence Ihi s yea r!" 
Tonya (C lemons) Knollmeyer , Me:. w rites : "Tim (Timothy K . 
Knollmcyer . Mr: '86) and I Were married in Octo ber 1990. We 'vc been 
moving aro und w ith Conoco ever s ince and enjoy ing every minute o f it !" 
Steven W. Koop. AE. and Pamela Delers were ma rr ied o n May 23 . 1992. 
nehecca M. Mnrtin . Engl. writes: "As an informat ion slX!c iali st fo r the 
Publicatio ns Office at UMR . I am 11\; lping raise the standards o f pub lica-
tio ns at my alma mater. I :lIn enjoyin" my wo rk." She wo uld love to hear 
from o ld friends. Il er address is H R 33. Box 14 , Roll a. MO 6540 1. 
I'irapo n Na mat ra . . E. rece ived his MS in c ivil engineering from San Jose 
State Univers ity on May 23. 1992. 
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Jcffrcy D. Cole, CEo is wo rking as an environmental eng ineer for Research 
T ri ang le Tnstitute in Durham, N.C., on the C lean Air Act for the EPA. 
.lames E. DeVa ney, Jr ., AE, i. in nav igator training with the Air Force in 
Californi a. He wri tes: HI' m no t doing too much engineering but I' m doing 
a lo t o f high speed ar ithmetic and I' ve lea rned how to usc a c ircular slide 
ru le, or a whiz wheel. I should be out here through December '92." His 
address is PSC Box 2285, Mather AFB, CA 95655. 
Gera rd Antho ny .laC(luin, M E, and Susan Kay Harmon were married on 
May 9, 1992 . He is a mechanica l enginee r at Shell Oil Co . and she is with 
Hanno n Electric Co. They live in no rth Sl. Loui s County. 
Scott Joseph Leigh, EE, and Rebecca Lynn Meyer were marriecl on Dec. 
28, 199 1. He is an electrica l engineer wi th Black and Veatch in Overland 
Park, Kan. 
Jason McHaney, CbE, is a production supervi s r for the Ens ign-Bickford 
Compa ny in Graham . Ky. He is working in a nitration plant produc ing 
PETN , an explosive used in detonator cord , cas t boosters, and in military 
ex plos ives. 
Robert L. Nied ergerke, CSci, AMth, writes: Hj j oined IBM in End ico tt, 
N.Y. , last .Iune and L11in gs arc progress ing ni cely. I was promoted to 
assoc iate programmer in March o f thi s year. [ a lso go t marri ed on Apri l II . 
1992, to Alana .1 0 Macrande r." 
Joseph E. Price, Me tE, and Robin Lynne Williams. AE '92, were malTicd 
May 23, 1992. They li ve in Sl. Louis. 
Victor L. "Vic" Rackers. CE, and E ileen (Krieg) Ibckers, CE ' 88. 
anno unce the bi rth of their daughter. J ill Kri stine, born May 13. He wo rks 
for the Missouri Department o f Conservation and she works for the 
Missouri Highway and Tra nsportation Department. 
T homas P. "Tom" Stratman , CE, writes: " My wife, Kristin, and I 
celebrated o ur son, Tomm y' s, firs t birthday Aug. 24." 
Wi llia m H. Watson, C hE, and .lonna .10 Lawver. CE '92, were married 
on Jul y II , 1992. He is a chem ica l eng ineer with Shell Development Co. 
in HOllslon. Texas, and she is an c l1 viro nrncnlal engineer wilh Environ 
Corp .. also in Ho usto n. 
r. Matthew Woodward. Phys . and Hea the r Kalhleen Benson were mar-
ried on March 19. 1992. She plans to receive a degree in ME in December 
'92 from UMR . He is a lieutenant in the U.S. Army. 
Gregory S. Heine. EE. has completed IJlC O ffi cer Indoc u' ination Schoo l at 
the Nava l Educa tion and T rain ing Cen ter. Newpo rt. R.r. He is an ensign in 
the U.S. Navy. 
Bria n Russell Nett leton . EE. and Jacque lyn Jean Heise were married on 
Junc 13. 1992. 
.lonna Jo Lawver. CEo and W illiam H. Watson, ChE '91. wcre married 
Jul y II . 1992. She is an env iro IUncntal eng ineer with Envi.ron Corp. of 
Housto n. Texas, and he is achemica l enginee r with She ll Development Co .. 
also in Ho uston. 
Keena n Terrell O'Brien , EE. and Caro line Jaye Tyrc were marricd on 
May 17, 1992. He is an engincer with IBM in San Jose. Ca lif. 
C hristopher J oseph S teger . ME. and Kimberl y Jo Walters were married 
o n Aug. 22. 1992. He works fo r Borg-Warner Automoti ve. They plan to 
li ve in Blythevi lle. Ark. 
Mark Douglas S trickla nd. M E. and Lori Lynn Brown were marri ed on 
May 23 . 1992. He is a me hanica l engineer with Strickland Engineeri ng in 
Jackson. Mo. 
n ohin Lynn Williams. AE, and J oseph E. Price. MetE '9 1. were married 
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DID YOU KNOW: Your 
planned gift to the MSM-UMR 
Alumni Association can reduce 
your taxes today. For more 
information on how you can 
save today and contribute to 
UMR's future through an es-
tate gift to the MSM-UMR 
Alumni Association, call Laura 
Powell at (314) 341-6090. 
Now FAX Your Information for the Alumnus - 314-341-6091 -4. 
Include my news in the next Alumni Notes! 
Your fe llow alumni are interested in your professional accomplishments including job change, promotion 
or retirement; community and volunteer ac tivities; recent marriage or addition to your fam ily; or any other 
news you would li ke to share. Send to: Jack Pain ter, MSM-UMR Alu mni Associa tion, Castleman Hall , 
Roll a, MO 6450 1 
Name ___________________________________ ClassYear ___ _ 
Address. ci ty. state. zip ______________________________ D New address 
Employer/posit ion _____________________ Phone #' s _____________ _ 
Employer address, city. state, zip _________________________________ _ 
Here's my news: _____________________________________ _ 




St. Louis, MO 63109 
(314) 351-1313 




P H ON E 
STATE ZIP 
TO ORDER GROUP PI CTURE 
Write in the Quantity o! 8x 1 O. , Ox 18. or 16x24 
group pictu res desired in the boxes provided. 
Be sure 10 fill ou t spaces for name, address, group 
name, e tc. Enclose paymen t and ma il within two 
weeks. 
GROUP PICTURE 
8x10 10x18 16x24 
0 D D 
OTHE R PICTURES ---
8x10 10x18 16x24 
0 0 0 
GROUP PICTUR E. AL THOUGH NOT SHOWN 
IS GUARANTEED TO BE OF GOOD OUALlT'Y 
PRICES 
8x 10. 7.00 
10x1 8.. 12.00 
16x24. 20.00 
FILL IN QUANTITY OF 
~PICTURES DESIRED 
~ IN THESE SPACES. 
AM OU NT PAID 
$ 
Get your S1. Pat's 
Please specify size and quantity! 
Size Quantity Price 
Green sweatshirts (S,M,L)CL) . ................... ............. .. ...... ...... ..... $18 
Green sweatshirts (youth sizes S,M) ........ . ..... ......... . $15 
1993 Green! 
(It makes a great gift for holidays, birthdays 
or graduation!) 
Black sweatshirts specia l editions (S,M,L,XL) ... .... ..... ... ....... $23 
White Sweatpants (S ,M,L,)CL) ... . ... $18 
Mugs ... . ......... $7 
Shot glasses ......................... ............. . ....................................... ............ $4 
Hats ......... ...... ......... ........................ ....................... $8 
Cards .... ..... .. ... .... ............. .......... . ....... ..... .. . $5 
Garters, Key ChallIS .................. ............. .......... $2 
Buttons (A,B) ................. .......... .. .......... ................... $1 C" Shipping and Handling $ .. 
Total Price $ .. 
Nrune ______________________________________________ _ 
Address _____________________ _ 
City/State/ZIP _________________ _ 
Please return to: Kelly R. Williams, Alumni Sales Manager, #4 Fraternity 
Drive, Rolla, MO 65401. (Phone 314-364-7176) 




condolences to the 
families and friends 
of the following 
deceased alumni: 
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Charles L. Kitchen died July 11, 1992. He 
was a mill superintendent in Illinois before 
retiring to Arizona in 1970. He was living in 
Sun City, Ariz., at the time of his death. 
(Information received from Oliver W. 
Kamper, CerE '35.) 
James Francis Smith, MetE, died of cancer 
on Sept. 5, 1992. While he attended MSM , 
he was a member of Lambda Chi Alpha, 
Theta Tau, Satyr and Dynamiter. After gradu-
ation, he was employed by Anaconda Co. 
for 32 years before moving to Louisville, 
Ky., to work for Anaconda Aluminum. He 
retired as vice president of the company in 
1969. 
.lohn T homas Bratton, of Dexter, Mo. , 
died. 
Edna S. Shearer has notificcl the alumni 
association her husband, Andrew Clyde 
Shearer , MinE, died on Aug. 2, 1992. At 
MSM, he was a member of Triangle, Satyrs, 
the Missouri Mining and Metallmgical As-
sociation and lettered in football. After gradu-
ation, he worked for Bethlehem Steel. Kan-
sas State Highway Commjssion, Portland 
Cement Association and D.W. Winkleman. 
In 1948. he moved to Chapel Hill , N.C., and 
formed the A.C. Shearer Paving Company 
which he opcrated until 1958. 
Vernon A. C. Gevecker, CE, ProfCE ' 50. 
died on OCl. 14. 1992. Professor Gevecker 
was a member of Pi Kappa Alpha and was 
awarded an "M" in track while an under-
graduate at MSM. He was a veteran of 
World War U, serving during tbe attack on 
Pearl Harbor in December 1941. After tbe 
war, he worked briefly for the Corps of 
Engineers and , later, was a graduate ass is-
ta nt in hydraulics at Cal. Tech. wbere he 
received his master 's degree in civil engi-
neering in 1937. Vern joined the faculty of 
MSM in 1938, retiring in 1974asa professor 
in civil engineering. He and his wife. 
Mildred, made their home in tbe Rolla area. 
Marvin Roster James, EE, died on Aug. 6, 
1992. Upon graduation from MSM, he oper-
ated his own business ins talling sound mo-
tion picture equipmentand converting movie 
theaters from silent to talking movies. This 
was considered one of the leadjng technolo-
gies of the time. Subsequently, Marvin op-
eratccl several movie houses in the St. James 
and Sulljvan , Mo., area. He served in World 
War II and, after being discharged from the 
Army in 1945, was employed with Ramsey 
Corp. in Sullivan until hi s retirement in 
1972. Marvin continued working for Ramsey 
Corp. as a part-lime consultant after retiring. 
James Joseph McGrath. CE, died. At 
MSM, he was an Independen t and a member 
of A.S.C.E. He worked for tbe Corps of 
Engineers in 1933 and was later a paruler in 






Leo Joseph Sullentrup. CEo died on Feb. 
25, 1992. At MSM, Leo was a member of 
Mercier, Saytr, Blue Key, Theta Tau,on the 
St. Pat's Board, the Rollamo, A.S.C.E. and 
on thelnter-fraternity Council. After gradu-
ation, he was employed primarily with S.G. 
Hayes and Co. in Illinois and was retired at 
the time of his dea th. 
Richard Harry HolTman, ME, died in De-
cember 199 1 in Redwood City, Calif. At 
MSM , he was a member of Sigma Nu, 
A.S.M.E., Blue Key, Alpha Psi Omega and 
lettered in track. After graduation, Richard 
was with San Joaquin Light and Power. 
served in the Navyduring World War II and 
retired as an engineer with Pacific Gas and 
Electric. 
Fred A . Schwab, CE, died on June 9, 1992. 
While attending MSM, he was on the foot-
ball, swirnm ing and track teams, and a mem-
berofTheta Tau, the lndependent, A.S.C.E., 
and was a student ass istant in physical edu-
cation. After graduation, he was employed 
by the City of Chicago and worked for the 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, retiring in 
1974 after 37 years. He was living in 
Anacortes, Wash., at the Lime of his death. 
(Information provided by Robert L. Elgin, 
CE '37.) 
Elmer William Volz ChE. died on Aug. 6. 
1992. At MSM, Ebner was treasurer of tbe 
Class of 1937, member of the Engineers 
Club, Epsilon Pi Omicron. Tau Bela Pi. Phi 
Kappa Pbi, Alpha Chi Sigma. the Indepen-
dents, chairman of Governing Board and 
was a student as istant in engineering draw-
ing. He received First Honors upon gradua-
tion. After graduating, he worked for 
Carnegie-Ulinois Steel Co. and Bakelite 
Corp. (Information provided by Herbert A. 
Volz, brother of Elmer Volz.) 
Ja mes Roy Gentry, CE, died. At MSM, 
James was a memberof Kappa Alpba. After 
graduation, be was the sanitary officer for 
Marion County (Missouri), with T.V.A ., 
served in the U.S. Navy during World War 
II and worked for the Missouri State High-
way Department. He was retired from Navy 
civil service at the time of bis deatb. 
W illa rd C. Vandergrift, CE, died on Aug. 
16, 1992. He was a student assistant in tbe 
civil engineering department, member of 
A.S.C.E. and anlndependent atMSM . After 
graduation , he worked as a partner in Walther 
and Vandergrift and. later, as a self-em-
ployed consultan t and engineer in southeast 
M issomi. He was re tired a the time of his 
death. 
Fran klin Bader Rogers , MetE. died on 
OCl. 3, 1992. Frank was a member of the 
"M" Club (football) , the Engineers Club, an 
Independent, A.I.M.E., A.S.M. and was ac-
tive in intramural sports wbile at MSM. 
After graduation. he worked for Aluminum 
Co. of America (Alcoa), served in the U.S. 
Navy in World War II, Westingbouse Elec-
tric Corp. and retired from Granite City 
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as president of Rogers Consulting Inc ., re-
tiring again in 1986. In 1988, be was in-
ducted into the UMR Atbletic Hall of Fame. 
(Information provided by his wife, Gail W. 
Rogers.) 
Ralph Elsea, ME, died in January of 1980. 
Wbile Ralpb attended MSM, he was on the 
football team, active in intramural sports, a 
member of Kappa A1pba, tbeSt. Pat' s Board, 
an R.o.T.e. Cadet Corporal and e.P.T. Pri-
mary. (Information provided by bis wife, 
Louise Elsea.) 
Sylvestor Joseph Pagano, EE, and re tired 
professor emeritus of mathematics at UMR, 
died. He received a master of arts in math-
ematics from Washington University in 1948 
and began teaching at MSM fIrst as an 
instructor and later became a full professor. 
In bis undergraduate years, be was an bon-
orary football capta in , a member of the 
Engineers Club, A.I.Cb.E. , vice president of 
the sopbomore class, member of Triangle, 
Student Council, Blue Key, tbeInter-Frater-
nity Council, A.I.E.E., Tau Beta Pi, tbe 
Rollamo board, on the honor list, received 
the Pbi Kappa Phi Bookplate Award and 
graduated with first bonors. 
Nels Adam Anderson, CE, died. At MSM, 
be was a member of Sigma Nu and A.S.e.E. 
After graduation. he was with United Clay 
Mines Inc. , Westport Building Materials 
Co. , was self-employed and later worked 
with Hood and Rich. He was re tired a t the 
time of bis death . 
George Edward McCormack, MinE, died 
on Sept. 4 , 1991. At MSM, George was on 
the bonor list. He retired fTom DUPOnl Ex-
plosives after 31 years and, at Lbe time of bis 
death, was presidentofRarnsey-McCormack 
Land Co. 
Kermit Guy Rowley, MGeo. MS MGeo 
'50, died. At MSM , be was on tbe bon or list 
several times , received the Phi Kappa Phi 
Award, was a member of tbe e.L. Dake 
Geological Society and student ass istant in 
the Geological Department. He worked for 
Sbell Oil Co., Mobil Oil Co. , Tenneco Oil 
Co., Tesoro-Indones ia Petro leum Co. in 
Jakarta, Indonesia, J.R .K. O il Co. and re-
tired from Apsco PTE Ltd. 
John p, "Jack" Brown, MetE, died on 
Aug . 14, 1992. At MSM, Jack was on tbe 
honor list and was a member of Sigma Phi 
Epsilon, tbe Pbotograpby Club, American 
Foundry Society and A.S.M. He was em-
ployed by Athletic Mining and Smelting 
Co. and retired from Olin Indus tries. (Infor-
mation provided by his wife , Dorotby. ) 
Byron Edward Curry, ME, died. AtMSM , 
Byron was a member of A.S.M.E. and 
M.S.P.E. After graduation, be worked for 
Babcock and Wilcox Co. He was retired at 
the time of bis death . (Information provided 
by bis wife, Barbara.) 
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Clarence Clemens Houk, GGpb, died on 
July I , 1992. At MSM, be was a member o f 
Sigma Nu and A.I.M .E. He worked for 
National Lead Industries from graduation to 
retirement and served as Cbairman of the 
Missouri State Water Po llution Board. 
Edgar Vernon Neer, ME, d ied on Sep t. 22, 
1992. At MSM he was on tbe bonor list and 
a member of A.S. M.E. After graduation , be 
was employed by Dura Steel Co. and served 
in the Navy during World War II . He retired 
fTo m McDonne ll Douglas in St. Louis in 
1980. 
Donald Jerry Patrick, MGeo, died . At 
MSM, hewasa memberof AlpbaPbiOmega, 
the R.O.T.C. Band, the Rifle Club, A.I.M .E. 
and was an R.O.T.e. second Lieutenant. 
Milton Richard Skinner, Jr. , EE, died on 
April 4 , 1992. AtMSM, Milt was a member 
of A.I.E.E., M.S.P.E., was an Independent 
and on tbe bono I' li st several times. After 
graduation, he worked fo r Ulino is Commer-
cial Telepbone Co. and retired from Sou th -
wes tern Bell Telephone Co. (Information 
provided by bis wife, Margo .) 
G lenn Edward Wilson, MinE, died on June 
18, 1992. He was a member of Pi Kappa 
Alpha, the RoUamo Board and A.S.M.E. at 
MSM. He worked in tbe mining, gypsum 
and roofi ng industry after graduation and 
retired fTom Georgia Pa<: ific in 1987. (Infor-
mation prov ided by bis wife, Marga ret. ) 
Bernard C harles Wagner, CEo died on 
Oct. 14 , 1992. At MSM , Bernie was a mem-
ber o f Pi Kappa A1pba, A.S.C.E .. on the 
honor li st, tbe Roll amo Board and the Stu-
dent Council. After graduation, he worked 
for B.e. Wagner General Conlractor and 
retired from the Missouri Highway and 
Transportation Department. (In format ion 
provided by Richard H. Bauer, ChE '52, 
ProfChE ' 77.) 
Stanley Marvin Altman, CE, died. AtM SM 
he was a member of Alpha Epislon Pi and 
A.S.C.E. After graduation and a tour in the 
Army, be was employed by the Research 
and Development LaboratoryofBu ick-Olds-
Pontiac and HowaJ"C1. Need les, Tammen and 
Bergendoff. 
Edgar Merritt Lancaster, CE, di ed sev-
eral years ago. At MSM, he was an Indepen-
dent, a member of the Tech Club, M.S. P. E., 
A.S.C.E. and the Road Builders Assoc ia-
tio n. After graduation, he worked for the 
Missouri Division o f Pub li c Bui ldings and 
the Missouri Highway and Transportation 
Department. 
James H.Hall , EE,diedon Aug. 8, 1992. At 
MSM, he was a member of the Fencing Club 
and A.I.E.E. After graduation, he wo rked 
for Dow Chemical Co. 
Melvin Conrad Hockenbury, MetE, died 
on March 29, 1992. He was an officer in 
Kappa Alpha, on the Student Counc il , the 
Glee Club, the AmericaJl Foundryma n's 
Society and tbe bonor li st at MSM . He 
retired from Picatinny Arsenal after 28 years 
of service. (Information provided by bis 








Jacob Joseph Kadnar, CE, died on Sept. 
10, 1992. At MSM, be was a member of 
Sigma Nu, A.l.Ch.E. and on Lbe bonor Li st. 
After graduation , he worked forOlin Indus-
tries Inc. , served in the Arm y and was later 
employed by U.S. Borax. 
Joe Luther C haney, CE, died on June 4, 
1992. AtMSM hewas amemberof A.S.C.E. 
After graduation, Joe worked for the illinois 
Department o f Public Works and Buildings 
and Lb e City of Tampa (Fla.) . 
Douglas P. Greer, EE, died on Aug. 23, 
1988. At MSM , he was a member of Theta 
Kappa Eps ilon, A.l.E.E. and on the honor 
list. He worked for Anheiser-Buscb afl(r 
grad uation. 
Lowell L. Hudgens, EE, died on July 9. 
1992. At MSM , he was an Independent, a 
member o f A.I.E.E. -LR .E. and on the honor 
li st. After graduation, be worked for Gen -
era l DynaJTI ics, M"Donnc ll Douglas Air-
cra ft Corp .. National Marine Service and 
Emerson Electri c. 
Franklin Gcne Jackson. Mas tcr ofScience 
for Teachers (Chemistry ), died on Aug. 29. 
1992, of cancer. 
Joseph Edward Redford, Sr. , EE. d ied on 
Jul y 22. 1992. 
Alan Henry Schloman, ME. died on Sept. 
24, 1992. At U M R, he was on tbe honor ro ll 
severa l tim es. a member of the Campus 
Clu b, A.S. M.E.. S.A.E. and M.S. P.E. After 
graduation. he recei ved a master' s degree in 
ME from UMKe. He wa an Army veteran. 
employed by Bendix Corp .. Allied Corp-
Bendix and was with Allied-S ignal Aero-
space Co. at the time o f hi s death. 
Alexa nder Hamlin. PhD AM th. died on 
Sept. 24. 1992. He had served as a member 
of the mathematics department at South-
west Missouri S tate University s ince 1970. 
James John Dorsey, MS EMgl. died on 
Jul y 17, 1992. He received a degree in civil 
engi neering from the U.S. Naval Academy 
and a law deg ree from St. Louis University 
in add ition to hi s master' s degree from UMR. 
He wo rked for the U.S . Army Corps of 
Engineers and on the Melvin Price Locks 
and DaJll. 
Michael C. Wipperman, ME. di ed on Sept. 
5, 1992. He had been an engineer for Boei ng 
Aircraft in Wichita since 1985. 
The MSM Alumnus will announce 
deaths if information is submitted by 
an immediate family member, orfrom 
a newspaper obituary. 
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